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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop proposed by MAST Development is the most recent multi-block, mixed-use development plan destined for the Lloyd District in 
Portland, Oregon. Located at the heart of the Lloyd District, the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop seeks to embody the ideas behind many citywide goals: sustainability, 
20-minute neighborhoods, transit-oriented development, urban infill, and energy efficient buildings through the development of 55,000 GSF of new ground floor 
retail/restaurant space; 470 new high-density residential units accommodating the needs of multiple 
economic levels; 400,000 GSF of Class A and renovation of 260,000 GSF of Class B office space; 130 units 
of assisted-living, memory care and independent-living senior housing; the Eastside’s first full-service 
boutique hotel boasting 152 keys and 20,000 GSF in event space; and a museum dedicated to urban 
development and planning, a center for the public and professionals to collaborate and study the creation 
of the built environment. The Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop spans six city blocks centered around NE 
Multnomah Street currently owned and utilized by Kaiser Permanente as surface parking lots, a decaying 
parking structure, a dental clinic, an office tower holding Kaiser’s administrative offices for the region, and 
a small privately maintained park. 
Differing from the remainder of the Central City, development in the Lloyd District largely focuses on 
office buildings, transportation hubs, large-scale entertainment venues such as the Rose Garden Arena, and national retailer shopping venues. With the district’s 
current employee to resident ratio at 17 to 1, the perception of a defined neighborhood within the district has faltered resulting in limited investment in new 
residential development and supporting retail amenities until recently. Targeted by the Central City 2035 Plan for increased development activity and increased 
density, the Lloyd District is anticipated to change significantly over the next five years. Capitalizing on the newest branch of the Portland Streetcar  and building 
on the already existing cooperation between the local Business Improvement District, the Lloyd Transportation Management Association, the Lloyd EcoDistrict 
committee, the City of Portland, the Portland Development Commission, and a handful of influential Lloyd District landowners and developers; the Kaiser Blocks 
@ the Loop hopes to redefine the area as a clear and defined neighborhood, a 24-hour community with ample retail and restaurant options, employment 
opportunities, access to public transit and connection to the greater city and region.   
Neighborhood creation is no easy task, taking numerous years of private and public cooperation to accomplish and posing a number of challenges to a 
development team; even more so when considering the current economic climate and the difficulty in securing project financing and attracting credit tenants. 
Presented within this document is not only a development concept, but a realistic means by which to complete the development. This proposal articulates a 
vision for development of these six blocks in the Lloyd District using a phased deal structure spanning over 10 years and provides a plan for financing the 
development through a combination of existing equity, Kaiser Permanente equity, private equity, EB5 equity, New Markets Tax Credits and debt financing 
through a complex deal structure of joint ventures and land purchases. More importantly though, this development brings to fruition the dream of a man who 
believed Portland’s success and greatest attribute lied not on the west side of the river, but on the east, a portion of the city that developed a different 
personality than its surrounding neighbors, at times a little corporate heavy and at other times completely devoted to large scale entertainment productions and 
sports events.    
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DEVELOPMENT IN THE LLOYD DISTRICT 
In 1910, a California-based oil entrepreneur and an ardent proponent for Portland’s eastside began the process of accumulating more than 170 parcels scattered 
throughout the Lloyd District and immediately surrounding areas including Holladay’s Addition and the current site of the Lloyd Center Mall. Ralph B. Lloyd, from 
whom the district bears its title, believed the city’s future resided in the eastside of the river; he envisioned a district of dense urban development complete with 
employment, residential, industrial, and retail opportunities.  Lloyd foresaw a demand for the district based on its geographic location and a potential gateway 
to and from the east as well as to north and south regional access (see Figure 1 below); this sentiment and belief did not bode well with many of the landowners 
and elite residents/businessmen who primarily resided on the west side of the river. In the 1960s, the first alleviation of the prejudices towards Lloyd District 
development occurred with the development of the Lloyd Center, a shopping center concept first conceived in the 1920s, but not built due to the Great 
Depression and World War II. Boasted as the largest retail shopping development of its time, concept only became reality with the completion of the Banfield 
Expressway targeting commuter traffic on their way in and out of the central city. In the ensuing decades and with the precedent of a superblock development in 
the Central City, the district attracted other large scale development projects such as the Veterans Memorial Coliseum, built in 1970 to house the Portland 
Trailblazers and now home to the Portland Winterhawks hockey team.  In 1990, the approximately 1,000,000 square-foot Oregon Convention Center opened to 
the public and in 1995 the Rose Garden Arena replaced the Memorial Coliseum as a venue for the Portland Trailblazers to accommodate the team’s increased 
popularity and attendance demand. Smaller scale 
development projects have occurred throughout the district, 
but lack conformity and connecting elements to each other as 
well as to the district as a whole.  
Today, the district contains a significant supply of conjoined 
blocks of underutilized real estate, some of which has only 
recently attracted development interest. Unique among the 
districts of the central city, this supply of underutilized and 
adjacent parcels provides opportunities for large-scale 
development undertakings which would have an ability to 
impact the district significantly. Considering the investments 
already made by the city in the district through transportation 
projects including the Portland Streetcar and the goals of the 
Central City 2035 Plan, the neighborhood appears to be in the 
infancy stages of revitalization. The Central City 2035 plan not 
only designates the Lloyd District as one of its target 
redevelopment areas, but specifically targets the six blocks 
owned by Kaiser Permanente for increased height limits up to 
400-ft, increased FARs, and a clear desire for density and Figure 1: The Lloyd District from a Bird's Eye View 
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mixed-use development. The soon-to-open Portland Streetcar 
Loop literally loops right around the proposed site creating a 
unique opportunity for investment into human scale and street 
contextual development. In conjunction with the City of 
Portland and State of Oregon energy use reduction goals, the 
targeting of the Lloyd District as one of the five EcoDistricts (and 
the only EcoDistrict to have dedicated funding) provides a clear 
direction that future development plans should incorporate 
sustainable, energy-efficient, and green technology building and 
site solutions. 
DISTRICT LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The key to activating development in the Lloyd District is its 
central location in regards to the greater Portland-Vancouver 
Metro Region. Multiple major arterials wrap around the Lloyd 
District which is bordered by the Irvington neighborhood to the 
North, the Central Eastside to the South, the Willamette River 
and downtown core to the West, and Sullivan’s Gulch and 
Laurelhurst neighborhoods to the East. With access to a gamut 
of transportation modes including the MAX Redline to/from the 
Portland International Airport, The Portland Streetcar, Trimet 
bus, and easy access to Interstates 84 and 5 as well as Highway 
99 East; the Lloyd District boasts excellent and arguably the 
most effective regional connection of any of the Central City 
districts to the Greater Portland-Vancouver Metro Region.  
Figure 2 shows a drive time study of site proximity based on 5, 
10, and 15 minute distances by automobile during peak hours shown in red, green, and blue, respectively. The study determined that the district and project site 
can be reached from the Central Business District and the Central Eastside within 5 minutes and from almost all of the central urban area of Portland within 10 
minutes. Adjacent cities including Beaverton, Tigard, Lake Oswego, and Milwaukie fall within a zone of 15-minute drive times highlighting the accessibility of the 
site to the larger region.  
At a more local scale, the district is bisected by several major boulevards and streets running both north-south and east-west, providing excellent local access to 
existing Eastside residential neighborhoods and employment corridors as well as up-and-coming retail, residential and employment destinations such as the 
Figure 2: District Access to Greater Portland-Vancouver Metro 
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Central Eastside, N. Williams Avenue, and N. Mississippi Street. From the Lloyd District, it is possible to reach most any corner of the overall city within a 15 
minute drive. At the northern end of the district, the Broadway-Wiedler Couplet serves as automotive corridors between the Lloyd District and both downtown 
Portland as well as the Pearl District. At the southern boundary of the district, the Burnside-Couch couplet connects the district to the Laurelhurst Neighborhood, 
East and West Burnside, and to the downtown core and Oldtown/China Town. A more direct link to Oldtown/China Town exists at the east-west couplet created 
by NW Everett Street and NW Glisan Street at the Steel Bridge. At the western boundary of the district lies the Willamette River where North Interstate Avenue 
connects the district to the neighborhoods of N. Mississippi Street, North Portland/Lombard Avenue, and Kenton.  
PSYCHOGRAPHICS & OTHER CHALLENGES 
Historically, the Willamette River has created a significant psychological border for Portland residents incurring not only rifts in the transportation of people and 
goods, but also in the daily choices of residents regarding Westside versus Eastside employment, retail, and residences. Recognizing this psychology of Portland 
residents and in efforts to alleviate the negative effects of this imaginary border, the City of Portland has invested significant funds over the years to providing 
ample public access to the district including the MAX, the Portland Streetcar, and the public bus transit systems. This investment has increased commuter traffic 
across the bridges and reduced some of the rivalry between Portland residents. Albeit that for many one of the attractions to the city is the strong sense of 
community and identity associated with each of Portland’s residential neighborhoods, this neighborhood rivalry appears distracts from the significant 
development and revitalization achievements throughout the entire city. For instance, the Lloyd District boasts the second highest concentration of high rise 
office buildings in the metro area, hosts the largest retail center in the state, and contains the two of Portland’s highest grossing tourist and business attractions: 
the Rose Garden Arena and the Oregon Convention Center.   
Besides for neighborhood and district rivalry, an inherent challenge of psychographics exists in relation to the public perception of the Lloyd District itself. The 
district is often perceived as non-residential, less walkable, and more crime-ridden than other parts of the greater downtown area.  Although most crime in Lloyd 
originates or occurs in Holladay Park, it has affected the reputation of the entire district.  Reviewing public police records of incidences though suggests that in 
fact the Lloyd District represents significantly less crime related incidents, particularly in the case of hospitalization or injury, than does the downtown core and 
especially Oldtown/China Town. With a 17-to-1 employee to resident ratio, the perception of the district as non-residential appears validated, but recent land 
acquisitions and the public recognition of the Lloyd Superblock development suggest significant investment and desire to increase the district’s residential 
appeal. Thought of by many Portlanders as a 
place to work, but rarely as a place to live or 
play, the Lloyd District currently holds a limited, 
but not insignificant number of households. 
Review of the 2010 Census data for existing 
residents of the Lloyd District records a total 
population of 1142, equivalent to about 3 
persons per acre and is comprised of 83% renter 
population. Out of the 772 available households 
Figure 3: Lloyd District Age Distribution 
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in the district, 90% are occupied, and interestingly for a neighborhood perceived as more crime-ridden than other neighborhoods, the percentage of one-person 
female households accounts for 51% of the total households.  The age distribution for the district is predominately young to middle-aged with minimal youth to 
take its place in coming years, see Figure 3. This data suggests an inability in existing developments to entice population to the area and specifically in attracting 
young couples with children.  
Although the Lloyd District is served by a multitude of automotive corridors and public transit systems, a significant historic challenge to the attraction of the 
district has been the limited number of direct connections to the downtown core and heart of the city. Specifically, the District is served by only one direct 
connection, the Steel Bridge, as well as the Broadway Bridge within close proximity to the north. On the west side, access points exist along Naito Parkway and 
the one-ways couplet formed by NW Glisan Street and NW Everett Street in the Oldtown/China Town District, an area itself that suffers from a lack of economic 
vitality despite proximity to the downtown core. On the east side of the river, the significant traffic queues during peak hours, multiple roadway transitions along 
Interstate Avenue, and the broken city grid by large scale developments like the Rose Quarter Arena, the Veterans Memorial Coliseum, and the Oregon 
Convention Center significantly impact the effectiveness of the Steel Bridge as a direct connection. Adding to automotive disturbances, the district’s amenity as a 
centralized location on the eastern side of the river to serve as a primary hub for transfer between public transit options happens to occur near the bridgehead 
increasing the difficulty in signal operations to adequately control traffic flow. Major roadway couplets to the south (Burnside-Couch) and north (Broadway-
Weidler) provide some access to the district from the downtown core, but require secondary arterials to access any of the district’s existing amenities. Contrary 
to these automotive traffic challenges, bike commuter traffic in the district has increased as well as the use of public transit systems, although some of this 
increase in alternative transportation modes may be attributed to economic difficulties. The recent expansion of the Portland Streetcar, branded as ‘the Loop’, 
opens in September and may have a significant positive impact on district access. Over the past decade, the success of neighborhood revitalization efforts has 
been linked with the investment into the Portland Streetcar which boasts a positive public appeal in comparison with other transit options. As such, ‘the Loop’ 
will likely encourage the delivery of new retail space and residential units to the district.  
Contrary to the challenge of downtown connections, the Lloyd District is ideally situated for connection to the neighborhoods and surrounding districts of the 
east side. Grand Avenue and Martin Luther King Junior Boulevard provide direct north-south access to some of Portland’s hippest and highest demand eastside 
neighborhoods including SE Division Street, Irvington, Hawthorne Blvd, Belmont Street, East Burnside, Laurelhurst and Alameda to name a few. Numerous bike 
lanes traverse Portland’s Central Eastside and other districts, allowing bike commuters access much of the city without the use of major vehicle arterials limiting 
the potential for transportation mode conflicts and accidents. Acknowledging the existing challenges of the district, the Lloyd District Transportation 
Management Association puts extensive efforts into promoting the multitude of transportation modes available to residents, visitors and employees while also 
pursuing higher goals of reduced single person occupancy vehicles through aggressive marketing campaigns directed at employees of the district’s corporate 
employers. Yet even with this transportation network, the promotion of alternative transportation modes, the district’s central location within the east side, and 
the TMA, development in the Lloyd District has been less robust than its potential suggests.  
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WHY THE LLOYD?  
Considering the challenges mentioned, the motive for new development in the Lloyd District versus other neighborhoods appears questionable. On the other 
hand, the district appears to have all of the elements needed to create a vibrant central city neighborhood: a strong employment base, central location 
combined with continuing improvements to district access, and the availability of underutilized land. Based on extensive market analysis and intensive financial 
models, MAST Development believes the period for opportunity to capitalize on these underutilized assets and to create a vibrant and active community exists 
now. With public knowledge of the current planned developments within the district and the presence of construction fences along NE Multnomah Street, it 
seems that this theory is shared. The Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop aim to capitalize specifically on the site location within the district, access to the site by local 
arterials and transit, a known demand for local amenities, and the existing employment base. In the spirit of collaboration and smart growth/development MAST 
has planned the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop to account for the delivery of product to the market by adjacent development projects. Specifically, delivery of 
residential product coordinates so as to not flood the market with additional units at the same time as the adjacent planned Lloyd Superblock development, 
owned by American Assets Trust, a San Diego REIT, and developed by 
Langley Investment, Inc. Likewise, the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop will 
provide a mixed-use environment dedicated to filling the demand for 
multiple products including mixed-income housing, retail and commercial 
office space not available in existing or currently planned development 
projects for the district. 
SITE ACCESSIBILITY 
The Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop are centrally located within the Lloyd District 
and have been targeted by the Central City 2035 Plan to encourage 
increased density and urban development connecting the multiple large 
and small scale amenities within the overall district. The site is readily 
accessible through multiple modes of transportation including the MAX 
Redline which is the second stop in the Central City from the airport, the 
soon to start operations Portland Streetcar Loop which borders the Kaiser 
Blocks on Grand Avenue and NE 7th Avenue, and automotive traffic via NE 
Multnomah Street, Grand Avenue and MLK Jr. Boulevard. As noted 
previously, the project site consists of six full city blocks currently owned 
by Kaiser Permanente. NE Multnomah Street divides the site in half with 
three blocks north and the other three blocks south. Figure 4 shows this 
Figure 4: Project Site 
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split and the proximity of the project site to the Lloyd Superblock. 
Referring to Figure 5, the site is optimally located to benefit from existing major entertainment venues in the immediate vicinity including the Rose Garden 
Arena/Rose Quarter, the Oregon Convention Center, the Lloyd Center Mall, and the Regal Lloyd Cinema. Within a two block radius are three office towers 
hosting approximately 800,000 square feet of Class A and Class B office space, a handful of residential apartment complexes, and multiple economy and 
midscale hotels.  
Restaurant and retail amenities are more regional than neighborhood serving consisting primarily of staple national fast food chains and retailers. As further 
development occurs and increased 
density becomes reality, 
investment from local Portland 
retailers and restaurateurs will 
likely occur, potentially attracting 
additional higher quality national 
retailers and a new diverse 
demographic of patron. Within a 
5-minute walk, the current 
amenities include Red Robin and 
Denny’s as well as fast food 
restaurants such as McDonalds, 
Taco Bell, Starbucks, and Chipotle 
Mexican Grill. Likewise, limited 
retail options exist beyond the 
national retailers within the Lloyd 
Center Mall which also hosts a 
food court and indoor ice skating 
rink. The Regal Lloyd Center 
Cinema, also within a 5-minute 
walk, was recently renovated and 
updated to include a state-of-the-
art IMAX theatre adjacent to 
Holladay Park, a 4-block city park.  
 
Figure 5: Site Vicinity 
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Walking Radius 
Similar to the downtown core, the Lloyd district consists of 200-ft x 200-ft 
block sizes; a block size which has proven itself to fit a highly walkable urban 
context.  Based on its current amenities, the district ranks 86 out of 100 
from walkscore.com which assesses the walkability of a neighborhood or 
site based on surrounding amenities and the ability to complete most daily 
errands by foot. In the figure to the top right, 5 minute and 10 minute 
walking distance radii are shown, based on a 4 mph average walking speed. 
Within a 5 minute walk, a pedestrian can reach every major amenity/venue 
in the district, and within a 10-minute walk, a pedestrian can access the 
amenities of nearby districts including Oldtown/China Town to the West, 
Irvington/Broadway to the North, and the Central Eastside and Burnside 
Street to the South. 
Biking Radius 
Continuing with Portland’s progressive transportation mode split policies 
and goals, the city has planned to revise the layout of Multnomah Street to 
incorporate a biking corridor to capture the trend of Portland residents to 
use bike as a primary mode of transportation. This so-called  “road diet” will 
reduce the street from four lanes of vehicle traffic to two, provide bike lanes 
in both directions, increase the number of pedestrian right-of-ways allowing 
for the incorporation of sidewalk bioswales, and create curb cuts for on-
street parallel parking. These changes will ideally create a bike friendly 
street corridor complementing the district-wide transition into a dense and 
urban environment. To the right, the 5 minute and 10 minute biking 
distance radii are shown, based on a 10 mph average speed. Within a 10-
minute bike ride, residents can reach the majority of the downtown core, 
the Pearl District, the Irvington and Alameda neighborhoods, and amenities 
in the Hollywood and Central Eastside districts as far south as Hawthorne 
Street. 
 
 
Figure 6: 5-min & 10-min Walking Radii 
Figure 7: 5-min & 10-min Biking Radii 
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Automobile 
As shown in Figure 8, access to the project site exists 
through multiple arterial streets, secondary arteries, 
as well as two mass transit systems. Primary 
northbound traffic will access the project site using 
Grand Avenue which also coincides with the primary 
access for northbound transit passengers on the 
Portland Streetcar. Southbound traffic along Martin 
Luther King Junior Boulevard will not have direct 
access to the project site, but multiple cross streets 
including NE Multnomah Street should provide 
adequate site entry. Lastly, NE Multnomah Street 
acts as the primary east-west automobile corridor 
for the project site, but as previously mentioned, this 
street will soon undergo reorganization to include 
bike lanes potentially discouraging use of the street 
as a major thoroughfare. Nonetheless, NE 
Multnomah Street will continue to serve as the 
primary access point to the district and site for all 
modes of transportation originating from the Steel 
Bridge supported by traffic counts for NE 
Multnomah Street at the intersection with NE Grand 
Avenue consisting of an average of 5600 vehicles per 
day with peak hour volumes in the morning of 452 
vehicles and 581 vehicles in the evening. 
 
  
Figure 8: Project Site Automobile Corridors 
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Transit – Bus, The Loop, and the MAX 
At the southernmost end of the project site, 
existing stops for the MAX will provide site 
access points for transit passengers to and 
from the Central Business District, Portland’s 
suburbs and outer ring cities as well as those 
passengers disembarking from the Portland 
International Airport. As can be seen in 
Figure 9, the MAX Blue, Red, and Green lines 
all serve the site via a station at NE Holladay 
Street and NE 7th Avenue. 
The project site’s location suggest a potential 
competitive advantage solely based on a 
location 10-minutes closer to the airport than 
competing sites located in the downtown 
core. 
The Portland Streetcar also serves the site, 
with the Central Loop Line travelling north on 
NE Grand Avenue and south on NE 7th 
Avenue, two of the site’s boundary streets.  
There are both Northbound and Southbound 
Streetcar stops immediately adjacent the 
proposed development. 
In addition to the other public mass transit systems, the site is also served by Trimet bus routes 6, 8, and 77 along the MLK/Grand Avenue couplet and NE 
Multnomah Street. 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Trimet Transit Map 
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LOCAL PLANS & ZONING 
CURRENT VERSUS PLANNED ZONING 
The project site is currently zoned as CXd (Central Commercial with a design overlay); a 
designation specifically reserved for areas encouraged to include high density 
development. Parcels located within this zoning have a potential for higher land values 
based on the ability to build higher and denser theoretically obtaining higher value 
income streams. Increasingly, developments in this zoning will include multiple uses, but 
only a handful truthfully exhibits the traits of mixed-use development. By definition, a 
mixed-use building or development consists of three independent income producing uses 
with horizontal or vertical integrations through shared corridors and common spaces 
including parking if included in the development. As the city’s planning department 
describes the zone, “The Central Commercial (CX) zone is intended to provide for 
commercial development within Portland’s most urban and intense areas. A broad range 
of uses is allowed to reflect Portland’s role as a commercial, cultural and governmental 
center. Development is intended to be very intense with high building coverage, large 
buildings, and buildings placed close together. Development is intended to be pedestrian-
oriented with a strong emphasis on a safe and attractive streetscape.”   
 
The d in CXd specifies that the project site 
lies within an area requiring approval by 
the design review committee, a review 
process which can take anywhere between 
three to six months to complete. Alternatively, 
compliance with the Community Design 
Standards provides a somewhat less time 
intensive option for developments which fall 
within a limited scope of development such as 
building heights and lot coverage/setbacks.  In 
general, the multiple options for compliance 
with the design overlay are designed to ensure 
that new developments complement the 
existing architecture, vitality, environmental 
integrity and development trajectory of the 
district.                                       
The existing maximum heights for all the blocks in the area are 250 feet with a possible increase 
to 325 feet based on specific bonuses. According to the Central City 2035 plan, the proposed 
Figure 12: Proposed Height Limitations 
Figure 10: Zoning Map for Lloyd District 
Figure 11: FAR for Project Site 
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maximum heights for the area would increase to 325 feet with a maximum of 400 ft based on bonuses. The proposed height increases would directly affect five 
of the six blocks located within the project site.  The Floor Area Ratio for the three blocks north of NE Multnomah Street is 9:1 and 12:1 for the three southern 
blocks. MAST’s Development program included multiple alternatives for building configurations, heights, and sizes in attempts to maximize potential financial 
gain on the upper limits of the height and floor area limitations. Potential building design utilized setbacks and building orientations to not only conform to the 
maximum floor area ratios, but also to encourage the development of human scale street environments. Specifically, a maximum street frontage height of 65 
feet was established with a minimum height of 40 feet combined with setbacks and tower configurations to capitalize on natural light based on urban planning 
and architecture studies. Additionally, although the proposed height increases may occur, the final development program limited proposed building heights to 
existing zoning code limitations.  
2035 PLAN (NE QUADRANT) 
The Central City 2035 Plan provides a vision and loose guidelines for Portland’s recommended development potentials for the next 23 years.  It is important to 
note that the 2035 Plan does not project market demand for new 
construction rather “it only studies the development capacity of lands 
within the study area that could potentially become available for 
development/redevelopment if market demand existed.” MAST’s 
vision for the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop aligns with many of the goals 
of the 2035 Plan including high density residential, mixed-use and 
office development and a hopeful new civic/cultural attraction (refer 
to Figure13). MAST sees an invitation to align the development 
proposal with the city’s hope of what the Lloyd District may become: a 
dense, vibrant 24 hour community with the project site located at the 
core of the Lloyd District.  
District Goals from the 2035 Plan  
“Foster the growth of the Lloyd District into the intensely urban 
eastside center of the Central City.  Capitalize on the district’s regional 
attractions, high quality transit and connections to create one of the 
most vital and livable districts in the Central City, with a strong 
employment base, successful residential community and a variety of 
urban amenities. Develop the district as a complete and sustainable 
community with well-designed open space, streets, and high-
performance green buildings and infrastructure.” 
Figure 13: Proposed Land Uses 
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THE LLOYD ECODISTRICT 
The Lloyd District is one of five pilot EcoDistricts in Portland; ran by the Portland 
Sustainability Institute the concept is to create a “neighborhood or district with a broad 
commitment to accelerate neighborhood-scale sustainability. EcoDistricts commit to 
achieving ambitious sustainability performance goals, guiding district investments and 
community action, and tracking the results over time.” 
   
There are 4 key aspects of sustainability that the EcoDistrict would like to focus on and 
eventually implement performance measures: 
1. Transportation – Ratios and Use Rates 
2. Water – Use Rates 
3. Energy – Kilowatts used and BTUs emitted 
4. Waste – Garbage and Sewage 
Members of the community voluntarily join EcoDistricts; in the case of the Lloyd District the 
makeup of these stakeholders or members is rather small.  A handful of businesses and 
institutions own most of the land in the neighborhood.  This unique makeup of stakeholders 
allows for a relatively easier operation to engage the members collectively and gain support 
for the goals set forth by the Portland Sustainability Institute.   The members currently each 
pay an annual fee to be associated with the EcoDistrict ($10,000 in 2012). 
 
At the current stage of development in the EcoDistrict goals, metrics and standards remain 
unspecified. The program is still new and in the phase of assessing what measures will have 
the most return on investment or “bang for their buck” based on the neighborhood’s existing infrastructure as well as social and business composition. Based on 
discussion with the Lloyd EcoDistrict Committee, a potential preliminary set of metrics may come available by the end of year. 
 
Businesses participating in the EcoDistrict stand to gain more than simply lower utility bills and lighter parking demands.  If the EcoDistrict tag sticks it could 
bring a new interest to the area and help to reshape the reputation of the area in a positive way.  Being known as the “greenest” neighborhood in the city would 
be quite the accolade, one which could further enhance the desirability of the Lloyd District.  
The Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop fit into the EcoDistrict mold and are aligned with the overarching goal of increasing sustainability and improving energy efficiency 
performance in the area.  All buildings at the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop are anticipated to meet the standards for LEED-Gold certification or higher. 
 
 
  
Figure 14: EcoDistrict Road Map 
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MARKET ANALYSIS 
A somewhat nontraditional market was performed for evaluating market demand for the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop based on a lack of existing comparable 
projects in the immediate vicinity as well as the lack of consistent metrics by which to evaluate the contribution of phased construction and internal demand for 
a mixed-use development.  As such, a more global analysis of regional demand and supplies was performed. It is anticipated that minimal leakage from within 
the Lloyd District itself will occur, but that potential leakage from the other districts within the city such as Irvington, Laurelhurst, the Pearl District, and South 
Waterfront may occur. Additionally, a limited analysis of Portland’s competitive demand was performed to establish a basis for hospitality market as well as 
attraction to potential residents, tenants, and employers currently based outside of the Portland market and in competing cities and regions. 
Regional Demographics 
Using ESIR, an evaluation of current and project demographics was completed. By 2015 an estimated 708,000 people in 304,000 households will live within 15 
minutes driving time of the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop. Average household income is estimated at $77,000 with an average household size of 2.27 people. 65% of 
residents will make over $50,000 per year and 68% of residents aged 25+ will 
have received at least some level of college education or better. As shown in 
Figure 16, the 2010 average household income was approximately $55,000 
and approximately 53% of residents earned more than $50,000. Consumer 
spending habits per household show a heavy concentration in the purchase of 
retail goods as well as housing/shelter suggesting that the average household 
spent more than 50% of the household income on these two categories alone. 
The complete breakdown of expenditures is as follows: 
Apparel & Services   $1,679 
Entertainment/Recreation  $3,134 
Food at home    $4,365 
Food away from home   $3,182 
Retail goods    $22,597 
Shelter     $16,033 
The top 3 ESRI Tapestry Segments in the 15-minute drive time area are 
described in detail below: 
#1 - Main Street, USA 
Demographic - Main Street, USA neighborhoods are a mix of household types, 
similar to the US distribution. Approximately half of the households are Figure 15: Household Incomes 
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composed of married-couple families, nearly one-third are single-person or shared households, and the rest are single-parent or other family households. The 
median age of 36.8 years nearly matches the US median. These residents are less diverse than the US population. 
Socioeconomic - The median household income is $50,987, derived from wages, interest, dividends, or rental property. More than one in five residents aged 25 
years and older hold a bachelor’s or graduate degree; half of the residents have attended college. Occupation and industry distributions are similar to those of 
the United States.  
Residential - A mix of single-family homes and multiunit buildings, these neighborhoods are located in the suburbs of smaller cities in the Northeast, West, and 
Midwest. Nearly two-thirds of the housing was built before 1970. The home ownership rate is 62. 
Preferences - Family-oriented and frugal, these residents may occasionally go to the movies or eat out at a family restaurant, such as Friendly’s or Red Robin, but 
are most likely to stay home and watch a rental movie or play games with their children. They own pet cats. They play baseball and basketball and go swimming. 
They listen to classic hits and rock radio and watch cartoons and courtroom shows on TV. They go to the beach and theme parks or take domestic vacations to 
visit with family or see national parks. 
They go online periodically to look for jobs, research real estate, and play games and are beginning to shop online. Those who do not have Internet access at 
home will go online at school or the public library. They use the Yellow Pages to find veterinarians or stores. They will invest in small home improvement and 
remodeling projects, usually doing the work themselves instead of hiring a contractor. They buy the tools and supplies for these projects from Home Depot or 
Ace Hardware. They keep up their lawns and gardens by planting bulbs, fertilizing, and applying lawn care products regularly.  
#2 - Metro Renters 
Demographic - Young, educated singles, residents of Metro Renters neighborhoods are just beginning their professional careers in some of the largest US cities 
such as New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Residents will sometimes share housing with a roommate to help defray the cost of their high rent. Households are 
either single person or shared. The median age of 32.1 years is younger than the US median of 37 years. Approximately 30 percent are in their 20s; 14 percent 
are in their early 30s. This younger population is also more diverse than the US population; 11.5 percent of the residents are Asian. 
Socioeconomic - The median household income is $48,211. Approximately 60 percent of employed residents work in professional and management occupations, 
most in the service industry sector. One of Tapestry Segmentation’s most educated markets, more than one in four Metro Renters residents aged 25 years or 
older holds a graduate degree; one in three has earned a bachelor’s degree. More than 80 percent of these residents have attended college; 17 percent are still 
enrolled in undergraduate or graduate school.  
Residential - Metro Renters neighborhoods are found in the largest metropolitan centers across the United States, with the highest concentrations in California, 
New York, and Illinois. Approximately 90 percent of the housing is apartments; 37 percent in high-rise buildings.  
Preferences - Because they rent, “home and hearth” products are low priority, although they will buy new furniture from stores such as Crate & Barrel or Pier 
One Imports. Most of them have renter’s insurance. They buy clothes and other merchandise from traditional stores or online from favorites such as Banana 
Republic, Gap, Nordstrom, amazon.com, and barnesandnoble.com. They take their clothes to dry cleaners.  
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Active Metro Renters residents work out regularly at clubs, play tennis and volleyball, practice yoga, ski, and jog. They take advantage of their urban milieu; they 
go dancing, visit museums, attend classical or rock concerts, go to karaoke nights and the movies, and eat out. Painting and drawing are favorite hobbies. 
Residents enjoy traveling domestically and overseas and drinking domestic and imported beer and wine. They read two or more daily newspapers; history 
books; and airline, fashion, epicurean, travel, and business/finance magazines. They listen to alternative, jazz, classical music, all-news, and public radio. They 
seldom watch TV; most households own only one set so they can watch movies and news programs. They rent foreign and classic films on DVD. 
They go online frequently to look for jobs, make travel arrangements, download music, research real estate, watch videos, and shop. Many buy their PCs online; 
they prefer laptops, although many also own PDAs. Politically, these neighborhoods are liberal.  
#3 - Metropolitans 
Demographic - Residents of Metropolitans communities prefer to live in older city neighborhoods. Approximately half of these households are singles who live 
alone or with others; 40 percent are married-couple families. One in four of the residents is aged 20–34 years; the median age is 37 years. Diversity is low; most 
of the population is white.  
Socioeconomic - Half of the residents who are employed work in professional or managerial positions. More than 75 percent of the population aged 25 years 
and older have attended college or completed a degree program. Thirty percent have earned a bachelor’s degree, and 23 percent hold a graduate degree. The 
median household income is $53,486. Nearly half of the households earn extra income from interest, dividends, and rental properties.  
Residential - Distributed throughout the country, residents of Metropolitans neighborhoods live in an eclectic mix of single-family homes and multiunit buildings. 
Sixty percent of the housing units were built before 1960. These neighborhoods change slowly; since 2000, the annual household growth is 0.28 percent. The 
home ownership rate is 59 percent. 
Preferences - Metropolitans residents are no different from other owners of older homes who incur costs for maintenance and remodeling. They will contract 
for lawn maintenance and professional housecleaning services. Many will own or lease a station wagon. Planning for the future, residents own shares in 
investment funds, contribute to IRA savings accounts, and hold large life insurance policies. 
These residents pursue an active, urbane lifestyle. They travel frequently for business and pleasure. They listen to jazz, classical, public, and alternative music 
radio. They go to rock concerts, watch foreign films on DVD, read women’s fashion magazines, and play a musical instrument. They also practice yoga and go 
kayaking, hiking/backpacking, and water and snow skiing.  
Active members of their communities, Metropolitans residents join civic clubs, volunteer for environmental causes, address public meetings, and work for a 
political party or candidate. They also belong to business clubs and contribute to PBS. They prefer to own and use a laptop computer, preferably an Apple. They 
go online daily to download music and buy books, airline tickets, CDs, and clothes. They also order merchandise by mail or over the phone.  
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Destination PDX:  
Portland’s reputation as a tourist, business, and residence destination continues to grow both 
domestically and internationally evident by the focus section of numerous mainstream magazines 
and newspapers. Although Portland saw declines in travel activity during the economic recession, 
it appears to be on the rise surpassing the 2008 peak levels for air transportation, travel 
expenditures and revenues, and hotel occupancies while Travel Portland and other tourist groups 
continue to expand marketing efforts for the city in hopes of luring more and larger conventions, 
an increase in tourist visits, and an increase in earnings and employment.  
The Portland MSA is serviced by one international airport with nonstop direct connections to 56 
U.S. cities, 2 Canadian cities, Tokyo, and Amsterdam. From 2010 to 2011, PDX International saw a 
slight increase into total deplaned passengers from domestic flights (net 3.7% increase) but a 
decrease in total flights (net 1.0% decrease). Similarly for international flights, the net increase in 
total passengers deplaned was 0.2% compared with a 0.3% decrease in total number of 
international flights. Southwest, Delta, Horizon, and Alaska Airlines carry a combined 
64.5% of the market share which accounts for approximately 8.8 million of the total 
deplaned passengers. Although Portland is also served by Amtrak and Greyhound bus, 
travel statistics for these modes of transportation were not analyzed based on the 
national trend that the majority of travelers who impact local economy through spending 
will arrive by air.  
As can be seen in both graphs on the right, the majority of deplaned passengers are based 
on the specific cities with routes that provide easy access to Portland such as San 
Francisco/Bay Area, Los Angeles, Sacramento, Phoenix, Denver, Chicago and New York. 
Review of cities individually though shows that the net increase in passenger counts have 
not proven to be significant from 2000 levels and are significantly less than the peak levels 
of 2007 and 2008. Except for the San Francisco market, the influx of passengers has 
remained relatively constant as can be seen by the example of flights originating from the Los Angeles Metro. The major decline in air travel is linked to San 
Francisco; it appears that since the 2000 dot com bust, air travel between the Bay Area and Portland has dropped significantly over time from approximately 
360,000 passengers in 2000 to 240,000 passengers in 2011. This suggests a level of uncertainty in the proposed development’s ability to benefit from external 
demand sources.  
Attendance to sporting events in Portland increased dramatically in 1995 with the completion of the Rose Garden Arena suffering only one major dramatic 
decrease in 1998 due to NBA lockouts that resulted in fewer games than a normal season. Attendance suffered during the early 2000s as well, but has been on a 
Figure 16: PDX Domestic Arrivals 
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steady as the team regained its popularity and surprisingly had an approximately 20% increase in attendance during the 2007-2008 season in the midst of an 
economic recession. In 2011, more than 840,000 people entered the Rose Garden Arena to watch the Portland Trailblazers1.  
In 2011, Portland’s soccer team, the Portland Timbers, made the rise from a minor league team to Major League Soccer.  The Timbers play at the Jeld-Wen 
Stadium located just off of West Burnside with a capacity for more than 20,000 attendees. Due to the stadiums location to the west of the downtown core, 
attendance data for soccer games was not analyzed and it is assumed that any tourism related to the Portland Timbers would have minimal impact on the 
proposed. Although, it should be recognized that during overlap of sporting event seasons, some level of cross-patronage may exist and could induce an increase 
in demand within the Lloyd District. 
A review of Oregon Convention Center attendance data shows a decline, some of which can be attributed to fewer events, but the most significant differences 
appears to be in the large attendance events including Public Shows and Conventions/Tradeshows. In 2005, ‘Public Shows’ accounted for more than 50% of all 
attendees with 58 Public Shows attracting approximately 380, 000 attendees compared to 69 shows in 2009 that attracted only 180,000 people (37% of total 
attendance)2. A 2007 study of the convention center deemed that the significant issue in bringing the higher quality conventions and shows to Portland is based 
on a number of key factors, one of which included the lack of not only a Convention Center Hotel, but also the variety of hotel types and qualities within the 
nearby vicinity. As such, it is not clear whether the proximity to the OCC can be valued as a potential demand source for increased demand for density and 
particularly for any new hospitality products within the district. 
 
                                                          
1 Data from ESPN.com  
2 Data from the Oregon Convention Center 2009 Annual Report 
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Retail Market 
The Lloyd District retail market is a largely 
stable, albeit static market.  The amount of 
retail sq. footage available for lease has not 
changed in the district since mid-2009.  Vacancy 
rates in the area have hovered around 2-4% for 
the last 4 years.  A May 2012 survey of 
employees in the neighborhood found that 
restaurants top the list of desired amenities 
that would improve the area.  The survey 
performed by the Lloyd TMA suggested that 
patronage of the existing restaurants was 
minimal, if any with most survey respondents 
stating that they eat at the major restaurant 
chains or fast food venues less than once per 
week. On the flip side of this though, the J Café, 
a local café, boasts repeated visits within a 
week showing a clear preference for smaller, 
locally owned and operated options. With the 
addition of roughly 550 new housing units on 
Lloyd Superblock, another 600 units on the 
proposed development, and significant new 
office space, it is clear that demand for 
restaurants as well as other general retail 
serving basic needs will be necessary businesses to support the new community and satisfy existing demand. Assuming the TMA survey provides a valid, 
approximate data set for the local demand, new product delivery will include spaces scaled appropriate to attracting local restaurant and retail operations. 
 
 
 
Figure 17: Retail Vacancies, Absorption, and Rates 
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Retail rents in the area have risen slightly since late 2011 with a current average of $15.61Sf not including NNN. There are no recent LEED gold comparables in 
the Lloyd but some of the retrofitted class B buildings, such as the Left Bank, have recent leased in the $18-20 range.  Competing retail destinations such as the 
Pearl District, NW 23rd Avenue, the West End, and Mississippi Avenue boasts rates of $21/sf to $42/sf triple net. With this in mind and considering adjustments 
for LEED-Gold certification and inflation, the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop estimate achievable rents of $25-28 per square foot for retail components. 
 
 
 
The Kaiser Blocks will add an additional 55,000 square feet of 
delivered inventory to the Lloyd District.  With a 1.1% market 
share in the neighborhood the retail component at the Kaiser 
Blocks is well positioned to lease up quickly and provide a 
spark of vibrancy to the area without being too large or 
relying on an anchor tenant.  The Pharmacy (corner of Grand 
and Wasco) will be the biggest space at 3,860 sq. ft.  Most of 
the retail spaces will be inline and flexible, readily 
accommodating different tenant types.   
 
 
KAISER BLOCKS RETAIL Sq. Footage Retail Types Rents 
Block 74 13,420 Pharmacy, In-Line Flexible $25 Pharmacy, $28 In-Line 
Block 75 19,360 In-Line Flexible $28 
Block 80 13,835 Restaurant on the Park, 
Relocated Dental Clinic 
$23 Dental, $25 Restaurant, 
$28 In-Line 
Block 81 7,970 Bar/Restaurant, Bike Shop,  $28 
Total Sq. Ft. 54,585 
Retail at the Kaiser Blocks 
 Restaurants (Brewpub 
anchor and fast/casual) 
 Coffee Shops 
 Bike shop and rental  
@ Thrive Park 
 Convenience Store 
 Dry Cleaner 
 Salon 
 Mobile Phone Store 
 Yoga Studio 
 Pharmacy 
 Dental Clinic 
 
Total Existing Retail Inventory in the Lloyd District (Source: CoStar) 
Figure 18: Lloyd District Retail 
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Residential Market 
The current climate for apartment residential units is quite competitive. Multiple studies have claimed a demand over the next ten years for more than 10,000 
total units and even with the total number of units being placed in the market at this time. It is not foreseeable that this full demand will be met. Although some 
concerns have been made in recent months regarding the stereotypical case of real estate development of overbuilding a product while the market is hot, it 
does not appear that with current projections for population growth that this will become a problem in the near-term. Consideration of the total number of 
units in the project pipeline that MAST Development is currently aware of determined the phasing of supply in the subject development. Specifically within the 
first phase it is planned to deliver a total of 100 market rate apartments targeting households aged 55 and older and 30 high-end, luxury apartments comparable 
to the Indigo, the Wyatt, and the Riva on the Park. The market analysis does not project a target market penetration for the future planned 240 unit residential 
apartment tower planned to be online by 2019 based on the inaccuracy in forecasting the demand out 7 years in advance and considering the current level of 
development targeting apartment products. It is anticipated that within the next 5 years, apartment building development will slow down significantly as further 
time passes and the lending institutions forget the lessons learned during the economic recession. The table below summarizes the expected market penetration 
and market share of the Phase I residential units based on a total competitive set of 1480 units excluding projects in the pipeline but does include the in design 
Lloyd Superblock with delivery scheduled for approximately the same time. The result is a potential total market share of 9% between the two apartment 
products and a potential market penetration rate within the first two years of 99% based on an assumed vacancy of 5%. At this market penetration rate, 128 of 
the 130 units are expected to be absorbed within the first year of operations. 
A review of the known development in the project pipeline paints a similar picture with a total of 
2250 units in the competitive set consisting of existing and proposed units. Nonetheless, 
although the market share drops to only 5% cumulatively, the units will result in a similar 
absorption rate based on current expectations for continued growth and demand. 
  
Table 1: Residential Unit Competitive Set 
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Office Market 
Vacancy, Supply, Quoted Rates 
According to the CoStar Mid-Year 2012 report, Lloyd District office market vacancy ranged from 7.6% to 9.7% from 2nd quarter of 2009 to the 2nd quarter of 2012. 
No new building was constructed during this period. Quoted rates across all classes showed a steady increase from $17.77 to $19.29 again during the same 
period. These historical trends of relative low vacancy, lack of new construction, and rising quoted rates indicate favorable conditions for new office 
construction. Beyond this immediate snap shot, the bigger question is whether new office construction is advisable in Phase 2 of the proposed development.  In 
looking at historical deliveries, 1999 was the height of office construction in the Portland office market with 3.3 million square feet delivered. 2011 had the 
lowest of historical deliveries at 0.3 million square feet. Given that new office construction has occurred predominantly outside of the Lloyd District market area, 
the supply within the subject submarket is of course even more constrained. Class A market statistics again indicate favorable market conditions for new office 
construction at Lloyd District. Seven buildings with a RBA of 2,144,274 square feet only had 4.6% vacancy as of the 2nd quarter of 2012, the lowest in the Class A 
office market in Portland. The Lloyd District quoted rate at $23.93 is the fourth 
highest among the different submarkets, lower only to the I-5 Corridor, CBD, and 
Northeast. 
Competition 
The Central Business District and the Pearl District, two potential targets for office 
and residential leakage, are both less than 2-miles away, requiring only a short river 
crossing utilizing one of the multiple bridges that cross the Willamette River which 
can be achieved in 10 to 15 minutes of walking and less by bike, vehicle or various 
public transportation options. Within the Lloyd District, new supply is coming on 
line. The proposed 100 Multnomah will bring 337,000 SF of new office space to the 
Lloyd District Submarket. The building can be delivered in 22 months after ground 
breaking. While delivery of this office space is anticipated to occur prior to 
development prospects at the proposed site, it is anticipated that without a secured, 
credit tenant, any additional office space delivery would likely take more than 5 years 
to be absorbed. As such, in order to activate the potential for an additional office 
tower delivery, MAST development has been in discussions with a credit tenant who would potentially lease more than 50% of the new building.  
Market Cycle 
In examining the national office market forecast shown in the graph below, one sees a decline in vacancy projected from 2012 until 2015 with a corresponding 
increase in office construction and net absorption. If this national projection is any indication, the recession and slow recovery is likely to make this next real 
Figure 19: US Office Forecast 
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estate cycle a longer one than typical. Prudential Real Estate Investors’ US Quarterly Outlook for July 2012 noted that the “US office market is healing very 
slowly.” By the time the proposed office tower is delivered, it is possible that lease up may align well with the return of a stronger economy, higher employment, 
and with optimism, a favorable office leasing environment. However, the future is unpredictable. While few expect a double-dip recession, such an event would 
extend the recovery of the office market and hinder the prospect for the proposed development. While the office development market has been dormant, for 
the Lloyd District at least, we expect the action to heat up. If the timing is right, the proposed project should be just slightly ahead of the curve in capturing pent 
up demand for Class A office space in Lloyd District. 
Assisted Living/Memory Care 
Demand for assisted living/memory care facilities in Portland is strong. While the immediate eastside neighborhoods such as Irvington are clearly target markets, 
our market area extend to the Portland metro area as there is a dearth of assisted living and memory care facilities and bed capacities. An estimate as of July 1, 
2011, prepared by the Population Research Center at the Portland State University, indicated that 79,854 people in Multnomah County, or 11% of the County’s 
total population of 741,925, are people 65 of age or older. While this subset of the population does not necessarily all require assisted living, this number does 
provide a starting point in looking at the members of the County who may require housing environment unique to the elderly.  
According to Health, United States, 2011 published by the National Center for Health Statistics, (NCHS) 59.3% and 32.3% of all American 65 years of age and over 
have basic or complex activity limitations, respectively. Basic activity limitations include “limitations in movement, emotional, sensory, or cognitive functioning 
associated with a health problem.” Complex activity limitations include “inability to function successfully in certain social roles, such as working, maintaining a 
household, living independently, or participating in community activities.” If we are able to extrapolate the Multnomah County’s 65 and older population using 
these national percentages, one may presume 47,353 and 25,792 of the elderly population in Multnomah have basic and complex activity limitations, 
respectively. 
Nevertheless, one should not overstate this market subset as some activity limitations may be minor. Those who are not able to perform specific activities of 
daily living may be a smaller subset still. NCHS reported that the percent of adults 65-74 who need help with personal care from other persons is 3.7%. The 
percent of adults 75 years and over who need help with personal care from other persons is 11%.  These national figures may enable us to further narrow down 
potential assisted living market in Multnomah County for those between 65-74 and those 75 years and over as 1,607 and 4,000, respectively. 
One of the aims of any proposed assisted living units within the Lloyd District should include examination of the ability to capture seniors who wish to age in 
place in the more immediate neighborhoods of Sullivan’s Gulch, Irvington and Eliot. Amongst these three neighborhoods, the 2010 Census indicate a total 
population of 5,275 people between the age of 40-64 and 1,674 people at age 65 and over. While not all these potential future and existing residents may 
require assistance with activities of daily living, even if the proposed development were to capture only 3% of these populations which represents 158 potential 
future residents and 50 existing residents, a significant number of units in the proposed development would be filled. Marketing efforts will certainly be made to 
reach out to these future and existing senior population in these neighborhoods, but as previously noted, the market area stretches beyond this immediate 
subset, to all farther surrounding neighborhoods and include the Portland metro region as a whole. 
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Current and Proposed Facilities 
According to an AARP Public Policy Institute survey, assisted living bed capacity in Oregon as of July 2010 was 33,171 and the 65+ population estimate was 
535,754.  The break down of the type of facilities are as follows: 209 assisted living facilities with 14,021 beds, 236 residential care facilities with 8,949 beds, and 
3,347 adult foster care facilities with 10,201 beds. Our online search of market-rate assisted living facilities indicated there are at least 25 facilities located with 
Portland, most of which are located away from the central business district, in suburban settings. Most are mid- to low-rises. The rare high rise facilities such as 
Calaroga Terrace were generally constructed in the 1960s. 
Given its proximity to the proposed development, our team examined Calaroga Terrace particularly closely. This senior housing high-rise offers 74 assisted living 
units and 128 independent units. While the proposed project would compete against this complex, the proposed assisted living facility should command higher 
rents as it would be a newly constructed project. Further bifurcating the market is the building type. The proposed mid-rise 5-over-1 should cater toward the 
seniors and families who are looking for a more home-like environment as opposed to the more institutional setting of a high rise. Qualitatively, the proposed 
development will be more updated than the 1960s-era facilities within its immediate vicinity. It will offer a close-in location which will provide the convenience 
of urban living with close proximity to medical facilities and shopping.  The proposed assisted living/memory care should be able to prelease most of its units 
within a relatively short period of time. 
Affordable Housing Market 
The June 2002 Lloyd District Housing Strategy report published by the Portland Development Commission noted that “New, high-density, market-rate rental and 
ownership development offers opportunities to some employees but is not affordable to many who work in the District.” In looking at the affordable housing 
that has been added to the area since 2002, one can see the supply of workforce affordable housing in the Lloyd District is still limited. Weidler Commons, 
located at 1529 NE 21st, represents one of the newer affordable housing projects in the Lloyd District. This particular development was rehabilitated in 2005-
2006, and converted to perm financing on May 29, 2007. The proposed mixed-income development is workforce driven and would not directly compete against 
Weidler Commons, which targets low-income seniors aged 55 and over. Occupancy of other nearby affordable housing complexes, many of which targets the 
senior population, ranged from 95%-100% and typically has long waitlists. Numerous affordable workforce housing developments are located on Martin Luther 
King Blvd north of the Lloyd District. These include Patton Park Apartments in the Overlook neighborhood developed by REACH, McCoy Village which re-opened 
in May of this year after a substantial rehab completed by Catholic Charities, and Shaver Green. As indicated by low vacancy and long waitlists, the demand for 
affordable housing far outstrips limited supply. Therefore, the proposed development should lease up quickly upon construction completion. 
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Hospitality Market 
The following information provides an overview and summary of the current industry trends for hospitality specific to the close-in Portland Metro based on the 
Travel Impacts study published by Dean Runyan for the Oregon Tourism Commission. These trends will establish a baseline for assessing the health of the 
hospitality industry by looking at accommodation spending, past year occupancy and RevPAR as well as forecasted 2012 rates.  
Accomodation Spending: According to Dean Runyan, traveler expenditures in Portland Metro accounted for approximately $3.1 Billion in 2011, an increase of 
3.8% from 2010 expenditure levels primarily based on increases in the costs of transportation and moderate increases in room rates. 2011 also highlighted 
Portland’s first increase in hospitality sector employment growth since 2008 linked to increased room demand requiring employers to extend hours of operation 
and services.     Total direct travel spending within the Portland Metro has shown a steadily increasing trend over the past two decades except for small dips or 
plateaus during the economic recessions of 2001/2002 and 2007/2008 with the largest dip occurring in direct spending within the Portland region in 2009 from 
which the 2011 levels have only barely recovered. Looking specifically at the visitor spending on hotels and motels in western Multnomah County, a similar trend 
can be seen mirroring the overall spending. In 2009, a major dip in visitors’ expenditures on accommodations occurred and was only barely above its 2008 levels 
by 2011.  The average total travel expenditures excluding airfare per person in 2011 was $181 per day. Of this amount, it can be deduced that approximately ½ 
of these expenditures went to pay for accommodations based on the May 2011 average daily rate for the Portland Metro.  
In terms of annual trends in accommodation spending, the trend over the last decade has been an 
increase in expenditures on accommodations rising from $352 million in 2002 to $545 million in 
2011 which translates to approximately a 6.1% increase annually.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Occupancy and RevPAR: The Oregon Restaurant & Lodging Association provided the most recent study by Smith Travel Research on occupancy, ADR, and 
RevPAR for the primary tourism areas of Oregon. This data was then compared with published results for the month of May in 2012 to compare with national 
trends. Occupancy rates in Portland lagged behind national trends with 68.3% and 72.2%, respectively. Average Daily Rates also lagged national trends at $98.49 
Figure 20: Visitor Spending on Accommodations 
Figure 21: RevPAR and Occupancy Changes 
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compared with $107.04 as well as RevPAR with $67.27 in Portland and $77.28 nationally. Although it appears that Portland lags behind national averages for the 
hospitality industry, it should be noted that all three metrics have seen significant improvements from 2011 and 2010 levels.  Reviewing the Year-to-Date values 
during the month of May for 2011 and 2012 show an almost 10% increase in RevPAR and Room Revenue. It is anticipated that this trend will continue as the 
national economy continues to recover.  
Based on the results of the survey of the competitive set, the following assumptions can be made for the addition of a new luxury or boutique hotel product in 
the market: 
- The analysis included a total of 1,512 keys in the competitive set accounting for more than 25% of the total 5,233 rooms in the Competitive Market Area. 
From this, it can be assumed that more than 25% of guestrooms in the market target higher-income business and leisure travelers.  
- Average room rates in the low season 
were $184 per night and $273 per night in 
the high season.  
- Average room sizes were 265 SF for 
Standard rooms, 360 SF for Deluxe rooms, 
580 SF for Standard suites, and 950 SF for 
Luxury suites. 
- The average meeting space provided for 
banquets, meetings and other purposes is 
7,560 SF. 
- At all properties, some form of parking is 
available either by valet or an onsite parking structure.  
 
 
  
Table 2: Hotel Competitive Set 
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RESULTS OF MARKET ANALYSIS 
Development goals and objectives were established through numerous methods consisting of investment returns desired by the existing landowner and 
potential joint venture partner, Kaiser Permanente; evaluation of the results from the market analysis and district research; and the development team’s 
personal desires and goals to create a vision for a currently 
underutilized site within the Lloyd District. Initial discussions with 
Kaiser Permanente led the development team down the path of 
pursuing the sale of five of Kaiser’s six blocks for a financial return. 
The only condition from Kaiser on the potential sale of the land 
was to replace any parking stalls lost in the transfer of ownership. 
Considering Kaiser’s current parking demands and the complete 
use of the existing surface parking lots, any sold parcels would 
require providing Kaiser with another option for employee 
parking. The parking demand element continued to be at the 
forefront of all development schemes.  
The other objectives for the development team were tied to the 
market analysis performed determining demand for individual 
uses resulting in the following list: 
- Fill demand for mixed-income housing including affordable. 
- Fill the current and forecasted demand for senior housing. 
- Capitalize on the ‘hot’ residential apartment market. 
- Target a hospitality tenant and establish precedence for full-
service hotels in the Lloyd District. 
A final set of goals was established by the development team as 
part of the vision for creating a new urban environment in the 
Lloyd District consisting of: 
- Brand the district as a destination activating existing 
entertainment and sporting event venues. 
- Convert the area from a 9-to-5 employment base into a 24-hour vibrant community. 
- Create a new museum or other civic component which would help to attract residents, tenants, and guests to the development and district. 
- Establish a basis for creating built environment within an EcoDistrict. 
Figure 22: Summary of Market Analysis 
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MAJOR PLAYERS 
PRIMARY EQUITY PARTNER: KAISER PERMANENTE 
Kaiser Permanente’s role in this development program is 
as the beneficiary of the original 1997 land purchase and 
a potential equity investor joint venture partner. Kaiser 
has continued to be significantly involved in the local 
community and the greater Lloyd District. With nearby 
medical facilities located on N. Interstate Avenue, the 
primary use of these existing properties is as 
administrative offices, a dental clinic primarily providing 
services to the employee and family base, and parking 
supply for these purposes. Kaiser did not express any 
specific real estate development goals during initial 
discussions, but voiced desire to minimize any further 
financial investment into these properties without a clear 
and direct return to either operations or liquidity that 
could be invested in medical facilities throughout the company. Of primary importance to operations is the existing parking facility on Blocks 80 and 81 which 
provides the majority of Kaiser’s onsite parking supply but has fallen into disrepair over time potentially requiring significant investment to renovate. In order to 
understand Kaiser Permanente’s stance on limited investment into these specific six blocks, it is important to understand the company wide history and goals. 
Kaiser Permanente evolved from industrial health care programs for construction, shipyard, and steel mill workers for the Kaiser industrial companies during the 
late 1930s and 1940s. It was opened to public enrollment in October 1945. The organization that is now Kaiser Permanente began at the height of the Great 
Depression while the Los Angeles Aqueduct was being built. An innovative approach was developed at a local hospital, where insurance companies paid a fixed 
amount per day, per covered worker, up front. This new approach met the hospital’s immediate financial needs and, at the same time, enabled health care 
providers to emphasize maintaining health and safety rather than merely treating illness and injury. Thus, “prepayment” was born. Thousands of workers 
enrolled, and the hospital became a financial success. Later, the same system was carried over to the Grand Coulee Dam project in Washington State, and then 
the Kaiser Shipyards in California at the start of World War 2. Membership surged and the health care network expanded, but when the war came to an end, the 
shipyard workforce fell from 90,000 to just 13,000 employees in only a few months. Only about a dozen of the 75 members of the medical group remained. But 
the doctors wished to keep practicing this new form of health care delivery, and the shipyard owner wanted the plan to continue as well. Therefore, on October 
1, 1945, the Permanente Health Plan officially opened to the public. In 10 years, enrollment surpassed 300,000 members in Northern California. In 1952, the 
name of the Health Plan and the Hospitals was changed from Permanente, which some felt had little meaning outside the organization, to Kaiser, which had high 
recognition nationally because of Kaiser Industries and Henry J. Kaiser himself. The medical group chose to keep the Permanente name, in part to clarify that 
they were not employees of Henry J. Kaiser. Thus, the organization known in modern times as Kaiser Permanente was born. Kaiser Permanente now boasts a 
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membership population of just fewer than 9 million members and more than 600 medical campuses throughout the nation as well as venue in Washington D.C. 
dedicated to health outreach. The company’s real estate goals all link back to the provision of medical and insurance services to its membership base and 
tertiary needs such as administrative offices receive limited investment beyond an as-needed basis. 
DEVELOPMENT SPONSOR: MAST DEVELOPMENT 
MAST Development is a fictitious LLC created for the purposes of providing an example private development company, which would partake in the risk to 
implement the proposed development strategy and deal structure. MAST consists of six students in the MRED and MBA program at Portland State University 
with varying levels of experience in multiple fields of development. A brief bio of each follows: 
Rahim Abbasi, P.E. (MRED) is the owner of Abbasi Design Works, a Portland-based design firm specializing in structural engineering and limited architectural 
services in California, Oregon, and Washington. He has extensive experience in business development in Latin America and South Asia, obtained a BS in Civil 
Engineering from University of Idaho, and will graduate from PSU during the 2013/2014 academic calendar year.  
George McCleary (MRED) is a residential real estate broker for Realty Direct Northwest and also the owner of MRE Properties, an investment company 
specializing in multifamily properties with experience as a development analyst, property manager, broker, and commercial property investor. He completed his 
undergraduate education in Business Administration at the Goizuata Business School of Emory University in 2002. He will graduate from PSU in 2013. 
Randy Mueller (MRED) is the Director of Business Development at the Port of Ridgefield in Clark County. His work involves developing industrial, commercial, 
and waterfront mixed-use properties. He completed his undergraduate education at Washington State University and has already completed the Graduate 
Certificate in Real Estate. He will graduate from PSU in 2013. 
Andy Shaw (MBA) is the Asset Manager for Human Solutions, Inc. He has a background in financing affordable housing acquisition/rehabilitation projects while 
employed by a local nonprofit development consultant. He obtained a BA in History at University of California, Berkeley and an MPA from California State 
University. 
Peter Skei (MRED) is a project manager with Specht Development in investment analysis and underwriting, due diligence studies, new market tax credits, and 3rd 
party consulting on asset dispositions. He received his undergraduate education from Oregon State University with a Bachelor of Science in Philosophy/Business 
in 2000. 
Matt Tackett (MBA & GCRE) is a residential real estate broker with M Realty. He completed his undergraduate degree at the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago after which he worked for four years in NYC and London managing art exhibitions at the auction house Phillips de Pury and Co. He will graduate from 
Portland State University in 2013 with an MBA as well as the Graduate Certificate in Real Estate. 
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DEVELOPMENT VISION & BRANDING 
Portland’s Eastside consists primarily of mid-rise and low-rise buildings or single-family residences with spurts of retail and restaurants along corridor streets. 
Clearly over the history of the city, the investment into dense developments mixing residences with commercial space has focused on the west side of the 
Willamette River. MAST Development sees not only an opportunity to activate the underutilized project site, but to also create the east side’s first truthfully 
urban and dense high-rise environment. Building on the heritage of Kaiser Permanente’s active involvement in the district and the recent completion of the 
Portland Streetcar line ‘The Loop’; the proposed development is coined as the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop. Market attraction is based on providing a mixture of 
property types including market rate apartments, low-income housing, office and event space, a boutique hotel, and senior housing supported by public spaces 
and street level retail. The primary demographic consists of 
residents who desire a vibrant, 24-hour community dedicated to 
urban living and community involvement similar to that offered by 
the Pearl District or the South Waterfront, but prefer to reside on 
the eastside and prefer properties that carry an eastside theme. 
The Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop will consist of limited high-end retail 
and limited luxury residences and focus on market rate housing 
and amenities. It is imagined that residents and tenants will 
support the concept of locally operated and managed businesses 
and will attract working class residents to the district who want 
active lifestyles and a work-live-play environment. The 
development’s motto, “healthy buildings, healthy people, healthy 
city” expresses MAST’s vision for these six blocks in the Lloyd 
District.  
The development consists of a 152 key boutique hotel with 25 
hotel managed and furnished residential units, 100 units dedicated 
to households aged over 55 years old from nearby high net worth 
districts, 240 market rate apartments targeted at young working 
class generations seeking an entry into urban living, a new 388,000 
GSF Class A Office tower with rooftop garden and rainwater 
harvesting systems, 55,000 GSF of ground floor retail in spaces 
scaled to accommodate locally owned and operated businesses, 105 mixed-income housing units including 67 affordable units targeted at 60% MFI, and a senior 
housing facility complete with assisted-living, memory care, and independent living. Additionally, the development includes the creation of museum/public 
collaboration space and a new urban park coined ‘Thrive Park’ in recognition of Kaiser Permanente’s involvement in the overall district and involvement in 
creation of this new urban environment. 
Globally, collaboration with Kaiser Permanente and building on the pipeline of projects within the district, MAST development aims to change not only the 
project site and area, but also public perception of the Lloyd district. The Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop will transform this neighborhood from a 9-to-5 employment 
zone into a thriving and dynamic twenty-four hour community of socially and economically diverse residents, new locally owned and operated retail/restaurant 
spaces, and a new high-rise office tower for the anticipated influx of office demand along with employment opportunities. Keeping sight of the main objectives 
Figure 23: Rendering of the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop 
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and goals, the development proposal bolsters the efforts of the Lloyd EcoDistrict committee through the creation of sustainable living and working practices, 
access to mass-transit options and electric vehicle charging stations, energy efficient LEED certified buildings, rainwater capture, storage and reuse systems, and 
encouraging health living in conjunction with Kaiser Permanente’s Thrive campaign. 
Creating Urban Environments 
Mixed-Use development success relies heavily on location, connection to city-wide goals, an invigorating marketing/branding program, and most importantly the 
creation of place. Established earlier, the site location is ideal; central to Portland’s eastside and minutes away from the downtown core, the Pearl District, the 
Central Eastside and restaurant/retail corridors, and complemented by readily accessible transportation options. Also noted previously, the Central City 2035 
Plan has targeted these specific blocks for desired locations of green street features and high-rise density; a goal which MAST Development has achieved. The 
marketing and branding of the development rely heavily on the hype behind Portland Streetcar’s ‘The Loop’ as well as Kaiser Permanente’s ‘Thrive’ campaign to 
encourage healthy lifestyles. With the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop, 
MAST Development projects a short leasing period achieving 
both community and financial goals. As for creation of place; 
building designs, orientations, and street frontages capitalize on 
mountain and city views, solar access, and integration of 
property uses. With the help of GBD Architects and Abbasi 
Design Works, preliminary concepts and ideas were transformed 
from words and sketches into conceptual drawings and 
renderings to provide a thorough understanding of the 
development as shown in Figure 24.  
Human Scale 
Concept design included significant discussion on standards for 
the scale of street facing buildings, setbacks, material 
composition, glazing, and property access points to envision a 
successful urban environment. Specifically, 6th Avenue is 
idealized as a retail corridor capturing the flow of traffic 
between the northbound and southbound Streetcar lines as well 
as property tenants. Buildings directly on property lines of 6th 
Avenue are no taller than sixty-five feet, after which for any of 
the high-rise building, setbacks of ten and twenty feet occur. 
This retail corridor along 6th Avenue would ideally flow across N. 
Multnomah Street connecting to the proposed park and extend into the adjacent development by American Assets Trust.  Figure 25 shows an initial elevation 
sketch envisioning space along the proposed park and building scaling to capture sun light and create pleasant human-scaled streetscape 
  
Civic & Public Space 
One of the major components to the development is creating a public attraction. Simply developing residences, office space, and retail space will not ensure or 
Figure 24: Initial Sketch of Human Scale by ADW 
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guarantee success. As such, the development team investigated and decided on the inclusion of two high profile civic components. The first, a new public park 
and plaza called Thrive Park will include plaza and green space with tree canopy cover utilizing integrated stormwater retention and treatment systems. The park 
costs will be captured by the other development activities on the site and used to offset System Development Charges related to Portland Parks and Recreation. 
The second is a 12,000 square foot museum dedicated to urban planning, development, building science, and the smart growth of cities especially highlighting 
Portland and ideally funded through both private donations and public funding. Considering the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop would be the first major development 
project seen by travelers westbound on the MAX from the airport, the park and museum will serve as a major attraction to passersby.  
                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Kaiser Blocks at the Loop, in tandem with the adjacent Lloyd Superblock development represent a sea of change and an economic opportunity for residents 
and current landowners in the Lloyd District; transforming the district from its established 9-to-5 office district into the dynamic 24-hour community envisioned 
by the Central City 2035 Plan.  Numerous dining and retail options, arriving in conjunction with the Streetcar ‘Loop’ and the Multnomah Street “road diet” will 
make the area walkable, inviting and engaging on a pedestrian level.  The Kaiser Blocks and Thrive Park will act as a community hub and gathering place for new 
and old residents alike, giving the Lloyd District the neighborhood feel it has been lacking for so long and hopefully acting as a catalyst for further development.  
 
 
 
PROJECT PIPELINE  
Figure 25: Inspiration for Museum Figure 26: Inspiration for Thrive Park 
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The Lloyd Superblock – American Assets Trust 
The closest planned development to the project site happens to be directly adjacent to the 
east of the site. Known as the Lloyd Superblock, the development project owned by 
American Assets Trust and being developed by Langley Investment, Inc. offers a great 
opportunity to collaborate in community creation, ideally resulting in a dynamic and 
diverse neighborhood to rival that of the Pearl District. The American Assets project will 
add 650 residential units, a high-end grocery store such as New Seasons and other ground 
floor retail. 
The Convention Center Headquarters Hotel by Schlesinger Companies 
Announced only recently, the Schlesinger Companies have been selected by PDC and 
Metro to finalize a plan for the development of a Headquarters hotel for the Oregon 
Convention Center.  This concept has been in the work for decades, but many believe there 
is the momentum to make it a reality within the next five years.   
DEAL STRUCTURE & PROJECT PHASING 
As with many large scale urban development, complex negotiations and deal structures between mutliple private and public entities are often required to 
ensure project feasibility and completion. The Lloyd District is part of the Oregon Convention Center Urban Renewal Area (OCCURA) and has over time benefited 
from tax increment loans and grants for infrastructure improvements as well as assistance for a number of buildings. It has also established local improvement 
and business improvement districts to help with transportation demand managements and programming for the area. Unfortunately, the OCCURA is winding 
down and remaining TIF sources are dedicated to the Headquarters hotel and other projects, leaving a significant gap in the ability of local public agencies to be 
involved as catalytic investors. Likewise, the 2035 Central City Plan targets this district and specifically these six blocks for future high-rise density investment, 
the pool of public resources is limited. Considering the limited availability of local public funds, the primary development challenge is financing construction of 
each building and creating positive cash flows without public equity investment. The resulting development program consists of a complex deal structure 
utilizing a phased construction and refinancing approach over a total time period of eighteen years. Construction financing was limited by capitalizing on federal 
programs and fundings for equity investment including New Market Tax Credits, Low Income Housing Tax Credits, and EB5 foreign investment funds as well as 
partnerships with the existing landowner Kaiser Permanente.  
The majority of the development will be owned, managed, and operated by MAST Development utilizing multiple funding sources including foreign investment 
funds through the EB5 visa program, New Market Tax Credits, and private market equity investment funds all implemented depending upon the development 
use and phase. Additional subordinate partners in the development include a non-profit low-income housing development/management company and a hotelier 
geared towards management and operations in lieu of acquiring property title primarily as tenant or management partners versus equity investors. Private 
Figure 27: Rendering from GBD of Lloyd Superblock 
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equity investors will be sought for the majority of the development including a proposed joint venture with Kaiser Permanente; it should be noted that 
acceptance of the joint venture has not been confirmed and but encouragement from representatives of Kaiser for the conceptual development was received. 
The scale of the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop cannot be financially achieved in one single phase and has thus been proposed over a period of 15 years, although for 
simplicity, the economic model provides a summary of financial returns based on 10 year cash flows for each individual project allowing individual developments 
to be measured against comparable properties and development opportunities.  
Development Goals 
Initial development schemes involved looking at how to retain the ownership interests of Kaiser Permanente in the future activation of the properties and to 
study the feasibility of using Kaiser as a private equity investor, which as a non-profit, has the ability to float non-profit bonds and can receive property tax 
abatements.  The option of incorporating medical clinics and potentially a new medical campus for KP was discussed, but ultimately abandoned. In early 
discussions, KP expressed to the development team that the site is primarily used for administrative purposes only and that medical facilities would not be 
complementary considering the existing medical campus located on N. Interestate Avenue. Considering the nearby vicinity of the existing medical facilities, it 
would better serve company wide goals to capitalize on the subject site through sale or other means and invest the returns into medical facilities in other 
locations. Considering that KP has continued to hold and utilize this land solely as parking supply for their employees and back-of-house administrative office, 
these assets are not considered prime real estate for furthering company wide business goals which focus on the supply and provision of medical services and 
medical insurance. As such, the best-case scenario for Kaiser Permanent appears to consist of minimizing liabilities assocaited with the existing properties on 
while achieving a reasonable rate of return on the original investment in the property allowing Kaiser to receive near-term installments of funds which can be 
distributed as the company sees best in its other functions.  
Continued discussions with KP representatives opened up a door to the possibility of joint ventures provided that the private development partner handle the 
financing, construction, management, and operations of the development project allowing KP to obtain a return based solely on the value of the already owned 
asset, the land. The result of these discussions has been to utilize a joint venture between Kaiser Permanente and MAST Development for creating a new 
subterranean parking structure, which allows MAST to pursue development options on the existing surface parking lots and renovation of their current office 
facilities, the 500 Building . Through these discussions a clear set of near-term and long-term goals emerged guiding the overall financing, phasing and deal 
structure of the project. 
Development Goals: (1) Continue to provide sufficient parking for Kaiser Permanente’s administrative offices; (2) Sale of property should result in a 12% to 15% 
return on investment for Kaiser Permanente to even consider development options; (3) Maintain Kaiser Permanente’s presence in the district and involvement 
in the Business Improvement District; (4) Create a 24-hour vibrant community and 20-minute neighborhood; (5)capitalize on Trimet and the city’s investment 
into the Portland Streetcar; (6)Incorporate sustainable design elements setting a precedent for the Lloyd EcoDistrit; (7) Create public event space capturing on 
natural elements; and (8) Establish the eastside’s first dense, urban, high-rise environment. 
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PHASE I 
Phase I consists of the delivery of the overall developments primary 
attraction elements including the boutique hotel and Museum of Urban 
Development. It also represents the first joint venture opportunity 
between MAST Development and Kaiser Permanente. Phase I is 
anticipated to begin design in 2013 and construction in 2014 with 
delivery to the target market in the middle of 2015. The following list 
provides an overview of the number of units/keys and square footage of 
each use to be delivered in Phase I: 
 152 Room Hotel    105,000 SF 
 25 Luxury Apartments    42,000 SF 
 100 Apartments 55+    64,000 SF 
 Retail      39,000 SF 
 Thrive Park     68,000 SF 
 Museum of Urban Planning  & Development 12,000 SF 
 2 Level Underground Parking Garage  560 Stalls 
2-LEVEL PARKING GARAGE AND THRIVE PARK(Blocks 80 & 81): 
The focus of Phase I is to provide Kaiser Permanente a replacement parking structure with sufficient capacity to 
support the majority of employee parking demand as well as partial demands for the other Phase I uses. Blocks 80 
and 81 currently contain a 1-level subterranean parking structure with an elevated PT slab creating three total levels 
of parking on approximately two-thirds of the two-block parcel and a half-block surface park also owned and 
managed by Kaiser. Access to parking stalls on the elevated PT slab has been restricted due to damage and 
degradation of the bundled steel cables. Based on conversations with Kaiser representatives, provision of a new 
parking structure may outweight the costs of repairs to the existing parking structure. As such, MAST Development 
intends to demolition the existing structure and park to provide a replacement facility with higher capacity and 
connection to proposed facilities.  
During initial review of Kaiser’s current parking demand, it was determined that demand far exceeds the available 
spaces on owned property between the two surface parking lots and the remaining two levels of the parking 
structure which are not restricted, requiring many employees to utilize off-site parking lots and garages. Kaiser does subsidize employee parking located on KP-
owned property, but not the externally managed parking facilities. The total demand is approximately 49% of the employee base of 1200 employees (588 stalls) 
Figure 28: Phase I Buildings and Uses 
Figure 29: Parking Structure Location 
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which would increase with expected employment growth. As such, if Kaiser continues its current policies of subsidized parking, it is foreseeable that the 
percentage of employees utilizing single-occupancy vehicles and ride shares will increase in contradiction with the transportation goals of Trimet, the City of 
Portland, and the Lloyd Transportation Management Association. Note that the total parking demand does exceed the maximum allowable by zoning code of 2 
per 1000 square feet of office space or 500 dedicated parking stalls. 
Looking to optimize parking structure and seize the potential for 24-hour parking structure use through shared office and residential/hotel uses, MAST has 
approached Kasier with an economically feasible solution that would encourage higher use of alternative transportation modes for current and future 
employees, but that also reduces the total demand of parking stalls within reasonable and achievable levels so as to not present a problem in employee 
retention. Achievement of this goal has required significant review of available financing options including use of EB5 foreign investment funds through direct 
and indirect job creation based on the hard construction costs and management of multiple properties on Blocks 80 and 81. As shown in Figure 30, the resulting 
use split of the parking structure consists dedicated office parking stalls at 2 per 1000 square feet of office space, dedicated 0.6 per residential unit, and no 
dedicated parking for the hotel assuming that hotel guests will utilize valet services 
resulting in a total of 560 stalls total in two levels of subterranean parking. A second 
scenario was analyzed incorporating a third level of parking, but ultimately discounted 
since the limit of office parking allowance had already been reached in two levels and the 
lack of a financial benefit in oversupplying the onsite parking for the programmed uses.  
The deal structure proposed by MAST Development consists of a joint venture with Kaiser 
Permanente to finance, construct and operate the new parking structure in which Kaiser’s 
investment consists of the existing land and structure including the vacated right-of-ways along both NE 6th Avenue and NE Holladay Street. MAST development 
would agree to finance the cost of demolition of the existing structure and the cost of constructing and operating the new parking facility. The deal would 
require that Kaiser Permanente lease back the majority of the parking stalls at market rate for the Lloyd District which would equate to the value of a 13.5% 
interest only return rate on their initial $5 million in land value. The clear benefit to Kaiser is a new parking structure at no direct cost minimizing any 
development risk to Kaiser in the development of the parking facility to only the value of the existing land and structure.Kaiser would retain an option to 
purchase the structure back at a future date. MAST Development would assume the majority of the risk in developing the parking facility based on an estimated 
construction cost of $17 million. For taking on this risk and the low rate of return, MAST would acquire the air rights above the parking structure and options on 
the three northern blocks under Kaiser ownership valued at $5 million apiece.  
Figure 30: Parking Structure Scenarios 
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THRIVE PARK HOTEL AND RESIDENCES (Block 81):  
MAST has conceived of a full-service hotel and residences, housed within a modern and sleek 16-
story glass and steel tower, with 152 keys/guestrooms and 25 upper end market rate residences.   
Amenities for both guests and residents will include high-end fitness and spa facilities, elevated pool 
with views of the surrounding environment, restaurant and lounge, business center, fitness and 
wellness facilities, valet parking, ground floor retail, and accessible rooftop gardens. The hotel 
component is targeted to creative class and business travelers attending events at the Oregon 
Convention Center as well as executive business travelers visiting Portland in relation to the nearby 
corporate office towers.  Luxury residences on the upper floors target creative class individuals 
within the technology and design industries as well as empty nesters currently residing in Eastside 
Portland neighborhoods such as Irvington and Laurelhurst. 
The main floor consists of lobby, reception area, and amenities shared by both hotel guests and 
tower residents. Levels 4 through 11 will consist of the hotel guestrooms with a variety of room and 
suite sizes and layouts to match the branded hotels typical standards. Guestrooms vary in size, 
ranging from standard rooms at 360 to 400 square feet, deluxe rooms from 360 to 540 square feet, 
standard suites from 720 to 980 square feet, and deluxe suites from 950 to 1300 square feet.  Levels 
12 through 14 will be luxury apartments with balconies, high-end appliances and finishes, and will 
be managed by the hotel operator so that additional services such as concierge, valet parking, room 
service, and even hotel furnishing options can be provided.  
By now it is common knowledge in the hotel development community that the equity funding 
available through the EB-5 immigration visa program can make hotel developments located within 
an eligible Targeted Employment Area (TEA), economically feasible during a period of minimal 
liquidity and stringent lending practices. The EB-5 program, pinned to measures of direct and 
indirect job creation, proves to be an ideal match for hotel development, historically known as a job 
creation tool. This source of equity funds proved essential to the financial success of the proposed Thrive Park Hotel + Residences product as well as other 
projects within the overall development. It is estimated that the Thrive Park Hotel would create 430 jobs during construction alone and another 100 jobs based 
on estimated hotel operations.   The Thrive Park Hotel + Residences intends to capitalize to the fullest extent possible on available EB-5 equity investment funds 
proposing an interest only return of 4%, but unlike the majority of current projects, the product is marketed to foreign investors interested in a seven year 
investment versus the common 5 year investment in order to take advantage of New Market Tax Credits, which require refinancing to wait seven years.  
The Kaiser Blocks are also located in a census tract designated as a “Low Income Community” by the CDFI fund for the purpose of eligibility for New Market Tax 
Credits. Currently, the demand for the New Market Tax Credits exceeds the amount of actual funds available and thus a competitive investment edge is needed 
Figure 31: Concept Sketch of Boutique Hotel by Matt Tackett 
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in order to activate this funding source.  The scale of the project will require multiple CDE’s (Community Development Entities) to be involved, which are the 
entities that issue the tax credits by investing in a project.  Considering that most CDE’s won’t invest more than $15 million in tax credits in any individual project, 
Multiple CDE’s will be needed based on an approximately $70 million in tax credit issuance, adding a further level of complexity to a deal structure that already 
includes EB5 equity funds.  However, the opportunity to create a signinifcant number of jobs, combined with the transformative effect that this project will have 
on the neighborhood which is located in a census tract that is designated as “highly distressed”, will make the project attractive to the CDE’s. The figure below 
shows exhibits a simplified illustration of the New Markets Tax Credit / EB5 capital structure necessary to finance the development of the Thrive Park Hotel + 
Residences: 
 
Figure 32: EB5/NMTC Equity Deal Structure 
Note: The total construction cost of the Thrive Park Hotel is estimated at $68 million and project value at the year of refinance is $78.8 million based on Net 
Operating Income and a 7% capitalization rate. It is estimated that there will be a surplus of equity at the refinance due to the New Markets Tax Credit Funds 
converting from debt to project equity, allowing MAST to put those proceeds towards subsequent phases of development. 
Investor Investment Fund ($71.3 mm Total)
A: Tax Credit Investor $17 mm Equity Investment-----> NMTC Credit Equity
(Bank) <-----$27.8 in Tax Credits, No Payments or Balloon $17,000,000
B: EB5 Investor $22 mm Investment -----> EB-5 Equity (NMTC leverage)
(44 Foreign Investors) <----- 4% I/O Payments ($880,000/yr), Balloon at Yr 7 $22,000,000
C: Leverage Lender Investor $32.3mm Loan-----> Leverage Loan (NMTC leverage)
(Bank) <--- 6%, 25-Yr Amort Payments ($2,526,723/yr), Balloon at Yr 7 $32,300,000
\/                                                                                                    /\
Makes a "QEI" into a CDE of $71.3mm                                              Loan Payments to cover EB5 and Leverage Loan
Tax Credits to issue to Tax Credit Investor     
\/                                                                                                    /\
CDE(s) <-----CDE Fees CDE
5% (Community Development Entity)
$3,500,000
\/                                                                                                    /\
Makes a "QLICI" into a QALICB of $67.8mm                                    Loan Payments to cover EB5 and Leverage Loan
\/                                                                                                    /\
QALICB (Hotel)
3 Notes Totalling:
$67,800,000
A-Note: $13.5mm, forgiven;  B-Note: $22mm, repaid;  C-Note: $32.3mm, repaid
NEW MARKETS TAX CREDIT/EB-5 STRUCTURE FOR LLOYD DISTRICT HOTEL
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THE IDA APARTMENTS (Block 80):  
Located at the northernmost end of the parcel abutting NE Multnomah Street, MAST proposes to develop a six story apartment complex named the Ida (see 
Figure 28). The proposed development would house 100 units targeted towards active baby boomers (55+) who are drawn to the area’s various amenities, 
including a vibrant atmosphere, extensive public transportation network, and the new open public space created by Thrive Park. All units have balconies 
overlooking Thrive Park, the Streetcar Loop, or a second level roof garden/atrium with private keycard/fob access. The ground floor will consist of retail and 
restaurant spaces oriented to park activity as well as host the building’s primary lobby entrance and fitness facilities. Also at the ground floor level, MAST has 
proposed to relocate Kaiser’s existing dental clinic in the purchase agreement for the northern three blocks of Phase II reducing the distance between Kaiser’s 
administrative offices and the dental clinic, of which approximately 90% of the patient population is comprised of Kaiser Permanente staff or family members.  
The Ida is designed to be the ideal option for long-time resident of the Eastside of Portland, who is ready to simplify their lives and Thrive! as they near or enter 
retirement.  This is an ideal location where residents can step on or off the public transit system and in literally moments arrive at the Airport, The Cultural 
District, The CBD, Northwest Portland, OHSU/South Waterfront, The Pearl District, as well as a  number of high-profile sporting and entertainment venues within 
the Lloyd District.  The residents of The Ida will actively engage in the programming at The Margaret our Assisted Living and Memory Care Facility, once it opens 
in Phase II of the project.  This will allow residents to enjoy some of the benefits that The Margaret has to offer, if they choose, including activities, excursions, 
meal service, as well as services such as flu clinics, health screening, etc.   Delivery of the Ida is expected to occur early in Phase 1 based on the speed of design, 
permitting, and construction aimed at taking advantage of attractive financing and demand in Portland for the creation of 5-story wood or light-gauge steel 
framed apartments over a 1-story concrete podium.   
Considering the propensity for this product type, it is anticipated that minimal complexity will be required to pursue this development with the use of private 
equity financing at return rates of between 15% and 25% and traditional construction financing at 70% LTC.  In year 5 or earlier, the project will be refinanced to 
pay out the equity investors and construction lender, as well as to provide MAST with an influx of funds to finance future phases of development and investment 
in the district. 
MUSEUM OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT; THRIVE PARK; KAISER PERMANENTE CENTER FOR TOTAL HEALTH (Blocks 80 & 81):  
Incorporated into Phase I are a number of civic components aimed at encouraging the creation of space idealized for Blocks 80 and 81. With its location directly 
adjacent to the proposed Lloyd Superblock development, Phase I is planned to be complementary in timing and activation of the currently vacated NE Hassalo 
Street. Continuing with the current designs for the Lloyd Superblock, and in collaboration with Langley’s design team from GBD Architects, MAST Development’s 
primary design professional Abbasi Design Works has developed a plan to extend the NE Hassalo plaza into Blocks 80 and 81 creating a full-city block park/plaza 
which mixes elements from Director’s Park in the South Park Blocks and Tanner Springs in the Pearl District.  By incorporating a variety of different surfaces, the 
park invites a wide range of uses and age groups.  The park will be activated during the day by the District’s daytime users, but will also see a great deal of use in 
the evenings and weekends by the residents of an estimated 1,200 housing units that will be located within a 2-block radius.  In homage to the current 
ownership and for the interest of fundraising for the civic components, the park will be named Thrive Park, expanding on Kaiser Permanente’s Thrive campaign 
for healthy living.   
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Kaiser Permanente has shown interest in further involvement in Thrive Park with the possibility of creating a West Coast Center for Total Health, but no specific 
discussions regarding this development have ensued at the time of publishing this development report. Similar to the venue Kaiser created in Washington D.C, it 
is assumed that Kaiser Permanente would provide the funding required to create the venue, and that MAST Development would develop the Center in 
conjunction with the surrounding development. It is believed that the Center will significantly add to the appeal of the blocks and district as a whole, increasing 
tourism and retail sales in the district. 
In addition to these elements, MAST Development proposes creating a museum space on the park 
accessible to the local public, while also targeting external tourist activity. The Museum of Urban 
Development is envisioned as a 10,000 square foot concrete and glass structure with wood accents 
focused on providing a venue where exhibitors, academics, professionals, and general public 
interest can all divulge on the theories and concepts of creating a city, specifically about Portland. 
With its continued national acclaim and increasing international mention, Portland has set an 
example for the effectiveness of how planning and public-private partnerships to implement those 
plans have been and can be effective and positive in the creation of vibrant, high quality urban 
environments. Initial concepts for the Museum were discussed with Chet Orloff, former executive 
director of the Oregon History Museum and currently a professor in the department of Urban 
Planning at Portland State University as well as with representatives of Portland Parks and 
Recreation Bureau to gauge potential interest. For the past 10 years, Professor Orloff has been 
actively fundraising and creating a web-based museum called the Museum of the City which is 
dedicated to all cities worldwide and is a gathering place for academics, professionals, and general 
public to publish and research materials in the context of city creation. Although Chet would not 
want to steer direction away from the Museum of the City and its continued increase in viewership, 
he could foresee the Museum of Urban Development as a separate entity that targeted a similar 
audience for both attendance as well as fundraising. It is anticipated that the costs of design, 
construction, and operations of the Museum would be financed through fundraising efforts, a total 
of $10 million. Ideally design of the Museum including associated landscape features would go out to 
a specific list of Professional Design Firms in the form of a design competition and anticipating a 
reduced fee for services. In anticipation of hosting public events, the Museum is connected directly 
to the boutique hotel’s 2nd and 3rd level event spaces through a glass and steel skybridge. 
 
 
Figure 33: Park Inspiration from Quebec 
Figure 34: Museum of Urban Development by ADW 
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PHASE II 
 3-Level Underground Parking Garage 1,045 Stalls 
 20-story Office    380,000 SF  
 243 Apartment Units   187,000 SF 
 105 Apartments Mixed Income   59,000 SF 
 Retail     39,000   SF 
 Senior Housing    90,000 SF 
o 30 Memory Care Units 
o 100 Assisted Living Units 
Estimated to begin construction after the 5th year of Phase I, 
Phase II aims to deliver the majority of MAST’s vision for a dense, 
urban neighborhood through multiple high-rise and low-rise over 
a two-level multi-block subterranean parking garage anticipated. 
Recalling that in the deal structure for Phase I, MAST 
Development has options to purchase the three Kaiser-owned 
blocks north of NE Multnomah Street, it should come as no 
surprise that MAST intends to exercise those options. By the end 
of 2017, MAST intends to have secured private equity 
investments and accumulated funds through the development 
and refinance of Phase I to purchase all three remaining blocks at 
a total value of $15 million.  Option payments will have been 
made to Kaiser in the amount of 1% of the $5,000,000 sales price per block, per year, until purchase. As such, in 
year 3 of Phase I, MAST will exercise its options on the three northern blocks of Kaiser’s property allowing for a 
two construction period, assuming that design phases and permitting will occur prior to exercising the purchase 
options. Delivery of Phase II buildings will occur concurrently and specifically timed with the beginning of Phase 
III, the renovation of the existing Kaiser administrative office tower.  Each building will be under the ownership of 
MAST Development, and similar to Phase I, requires a multitude of investment funds and programs as well as 
standard construction financing and private equity investors.  
3-LEVEL, 3-BLOCK PARKING GARAGE (Blocks 74, 75 & 79):  
The proposed subterranean parking garage has been recently compared to the Brewery Blocks exercise by a 
number of professionals whose opinions were sought during the planning of this development. Contrary to this 
assumption however, some key differences exist.  Primarily that the purchase price of the blocks will be 
significantly below market rates for land in the Lloyd District by the time of investment, considering the perceived 
successes of the Lloyd Superblock, MAST’s Phase I, and of course the operations of the Streetcar Loop. Financing of the parking structure remains difficult and 
Figure 35: Phase II Buildings and Uses 
Figure 36: Extent of Subterranean Parking Garage 
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relies heavily on subsidies from the development of the primary uses on the blocks, but is integral to their 
success by providing sufficient parking opportunities in a district that already boasts higher parking ratios then 
the downtown core.  
The key to financing this parking structure is tied into the indirect job creation related to hard construction 
costs and direct and indirect jobs associated with management of the facilities capitalizing on EB5 investment 
similar to Phase I.  EB5, while mostly used to help finance hotels and senior living,  can be used for limited 
aspects of construction costs of the new office tower and the new market-rate residential apartments towers.  
Since parking will be required for these uses and they are part of the larger project, EB5 can help make 
structure parking more viable. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the parking structure is not intended to 
self-perform and will rely on subsidized funding from the high-rise developments of Phase II to manage 
continued operations. 
THE 600 or the KAISER TOWER (Block 79):  
The beacon component of Phase II is the creation of a new Class A office tower anticipated to meet LEED-Gold 
certification standards and to incorporate heat-exchange/transfer technology along with a rooftop garden and 
rainwater harvesting system to operate the wetroom facilities of all levels of the building. The building has a 
stepped back design to encourage human scale proportions at its podium base and to increase the passage of 
southerly sunlight to the blocks North of the tower. Situated directly across NE Multnomah Street from the Ida 
and Thrive Park, the 600 will claim the best views in Portland for Class A office tower rivaling those of the 
Wells Fargo and the US Bancorp Towers.  The views of the downtown core from 
the 600 will likely be the most coveted tenant spaces and capable of yielding 
commensurate high rents. As such, graduated rents are assumed, based on tenancy and views for the entire building, including the 
spaces occupied by the anchor tenant for the tower.  
The building is estimated at approximately 450,000 GSF including the levels of retail at its podium base with the smallest floor plate 
at 19,000 GSF.  Rentable office square footage makes up approximately 380,000 SF. As is readily apparent in the existing market 
conditions, delivering a new Class A office tower of any square footage requires significant percentage of preleasing with secured, 
credit tenants in order to obtain financing. Leakage from existing commercial in the central city is not readily expected at the current 
time, but it is hoped that with the execution of a LEED-Gold building, pockets of green building and sustainability-related office users 
will relocate to the building once completed. After researching and contacting numerous potential tenants, MAST Development 
decided to offer Kaiser Permanente the opportunity to not only upgrade from their current office building, but to have naming 
rights for the tower and increase the company’s marketability and social presence within the district. Although no specific deal has 
been agreed upon, Kaiser Permanente has showed interest in the concept of a new office space which would provide Kaiser’s 
administrative staff the opportunity to have an office facility built-to-suit, with state-of-the-art communications, green technologies, 
and with their current and planned workforce habits in mind.  
Considering that the existing office tower built in 1973 will be approximately 46 years old by the planned delivery date of THE 600, the usable life span of the 
Figure 37: Concept Vertical Integration of the 600 
Figure 38: Rendering by GBD 
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existing building quickly approaching,  and the potential for significant investment into structural upgrades as well as cosmetic; this presents an ideal opportunity 
for Kaiser to spruce up their image in the district with a new office space freeing up the 500 Building for other development goals. Part of the deal structure in 
relocating Kaiser would include the negotiations of Phase III, a second joint venture for the rehabilitation of the 500 Building.  
In terms of space, it is assumed that Kaiser will require approximately 12 levels of at least 19,000 SF per floorplate. The financial analysis performed assumed 
that Kaiser would secure the upper levels of the building,  leasing 60+% of the rentable area, allowing MAST to develop an office tower that max out the current 
FAR and height limitations for the block.  Taking into account that Kaiser Permanente is not in the business of real estate development, this opportunity to 
become a tenant and pursue a joint venture with potential sale of assets in Phase III, appears to be inline with company wide healthcare investment goals. 
THE ELEANOR APARTMENTS (Block 74):  
It is anticipated that the continued demand for apartments 5-6 years after the completion of our own Phase I 
and the Lloyd Superblock will justify the creation of an apartment tower during Phase II.  The target audience 
is young, creative-class individuals and households willing to spend a little extra beyond the standard 5-over-1 
type facility to have views of downtown, the Willamette, and the Cascades. The Eleanor Tower Aparments, a 
tribute to Ralph B. Lloyd’s granddaughter and a significant patron and Lloyd District investor during the 1960s 
and 1970s, will be managed, owned, and operated by MAST Development.   The tower will consist of 243 
apartments, including 36% studios, 28% 1-bedrooms, and 14% 2-bedrooms.  Construction is expected to be 
consistent with other comparable properties utilizing concrete floor slabs and interior cores around the 
elevators and stairs with punched window opening facades and aluminum panel bands. The building will 
incorporate state-of-the-art green technologies including rainwater harvesting systems, graywater recycling 
systems, onsite energy and heat exchange equipment, passive energy walls , window shades and multiple 
levels of rooftop gardens.  
The project cost of the Eleanor is estimated at $56.7m.  We have proposed tha t the project be capitalized by a 
debt/equity split of 70% coming from bank debt, and approximately 30% coming from private equity sources.  
We would take advantage of capturing EB5 investment based on the indirect hard construction costs of the 
new office tower as well as the below-grade parking to help finance the garage. 
THE BRAMEL COMMONS (Block 74):  
According to the June 2002 Lloyd District Housing Strategy report published by the Portland Development 
Commission, mixed-income and mixed-use housing development is a high priority for how the City 
approaches the deployment of its urban renewal investments in the Oregon Convention Center Urban 
Renewal Area (OCCURA). Although the URA district expires next year and in keeping with the City’s main goal to “foster residential and mixed-use development 
that serves a range of age and income within residential or mixed-use zones with OCCURA as mutually supportive of retail opportunities and the maintenance of 
neighborhood values”, MAST Development plans to develop a mid-rise 5-over-1 type mixed-income housing. The proposed development is named the Bramel 
Commons after Ralph B. Lloyd’s middle name and mother’s maiden name in homage to her family’s humble beginnings.  
Figure 39: Eleanor Tower & The Bramel Commons 
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The Portland Housing Bureau issued an early guidance memo on April 30th of this year indicating the availability of $10 million in OCCURA and although a specific 
project has already been targeted, MAST intends to pursue these funds based on the competitive advantage of the Bramel Commons in terms of location and 
need within the Lloyd District. 
The affordable housing portion of the proposed mixed-income development contains predominantly one-bedrooms with rents set at 60% MFI. Clearly, the idea 
for these affordable units is to enable the proposed development to serve a large variety of residents. Rents at this level can serve a full-time clerk or bank teller, 
medical secretary, two minimum wage workers working 32 hours a week, senior on a limited income, or a full-time security guard and waitress with one child. As 
transportation costs contribute significantly in putting additional pressure on already limited incomes for households at the 60% MFI and below ranges, the 
proposed mixed-income development’s proximity to multiple modes of transportation will help alleviate that income pressure, enable residents more breathing 
room between paychecks, bring them closer to the City’s employment centers, and potentially allow these households to strive for savings and investment. 
While the 2002 Lloyd District Housing report called for more 2- to 3- bedroom units at 50% MFI, the proposed strategy is to maximize the number of units built 
at a slightly higher MFI rent target. The reasoning is primarily financial as the increase of number of units and higher MFI rent target enables the building to be 
more financially viable for the long run. Lower unit count and lower MFI targets decreases the property’s rent potential and lowers the amount of income to 
support private debt. Over the 30-year holding period expected by the housing agency, expenses will more quickly outstrip income at an earlier period thereby 
negating project feasibility. Nevertheless, from a public policy perspective, development team members are cognizant of the need for more affordable family 
units in the Lloyd district. As the proposed development is only at a conceptual phase, further refinement and discussion with state and local government funder 
may lead to a revision of our proposed unit type and overall unit count. 
The mixed-income apartment uses primarily three funding sources: 9% LIHTC, Portland Housing Bureau soft debt, and conventional hard debt. We have 
contemplated using the 4% LIHTC model; however, that model would have required a substantial increase in 
the number of units and, correspondingly, a larger infusion public investment. At this time, it is unclear 
whether there are sufficient public resources for a project of such magnitude. 
THE MARGARET (Block 75): 
The Northernmost block of the Kaiser Blocks will house a senior living facility dubbed the Margaret.  This full-
block development will include 30 memory care units on the ground floor, as well as 100 assisted living units 
on the upper floors.  The memory care will be housed in a secure wing, and provide residents access to a 
secure outdoor courtyard and common areas.  There will be shared commercial kitchen facilities on the 
ground floor to serve both levels of care, as well as the lobby and the administrative offices for both levels of 
care.  The assisted living units will have common areas on the ground floor (dining, lobby) as well as the 2nd 
floor (library, activity room, health studio, etc.).  In addition, there will be a drive-through portico to allow 
family and guests to easily pick up and drop off residents.  The Margaret will be strategically programmed to integrate in many ways with the Ida, to create a 
pipeline of potential residents as varying levels of care and services may be required.  By timing the Margaret in the development phase following the Ida, we 
have positioned this relationshp to begin naturally occuring sooner rather than later.  By the time the Margaret is complete, most resident of the Ida will have 
lived there for about 5 years.  Residents of the Ida will be able to participate in various activities, outings, meals, etc. at the Margaret, should they choose to.  It is 
Figure 40: The Margaret - Senior Housing 
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anticipated that over time, the residents of the Ida will likely relocate to the Margaret as they age and assisted living becomes a potential reality should they 
desire to remain in the neighborhood. Likewise, the residents of the Margaret will enjoy their close proximity to Thrive Park and the various public 
transportation options close at hand.  The Margaret is to be capitalized with a combination of EB5 equity funds (discussed earlier) and traditional debt.  Equity 
will be made up of $7.6m in EB5 investment, $1m as an investment by MAST, and the remaining $11.5m will be traditional debt.  We have assumed the EB5 
investors will require a 3% annual return, as an interest only payment, with the equity being returned to the investor in year 5. The Ida is anticipated to consist of 
5-over-1 type construction with brick veneer exterior and an interior atrium/garden open to sunlight and the natural environment. The design of the building will 
capitalize on exterior views of the surrounding streetscapes as well as the inner atrium. Retail in the bottom floor of the facility is minimal to encourage 
residents to parton the retail corridor along NE 6th Avenue. 
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PHASE III – CHANGING SPACES 
 Class B+ Office    250,000 SF 
With full intentions of becoming long-term stakeholders in 
the Lloyd District, MAST Development envisions 
rehabilitating and renovating Kaiser Permanente’s current 
office structure, the 500 Multnomah, or Kaiser Permanente 
Building. As previously mentioned in Phase I, during the 
refinance years of those buildings, MAST intends to use the 
equity in Phases I and II to obtain funds for the renovation 
process. This element has been analyzed in two different 
scenarios, one in which Kaiser Permanente sells all rights 
and interests in both the 500 Building and the joint venture 
on the Phase I Parking Structure. The second scenario 
which has been presented to Kaiser and is more aggressive 
in maintain the investment of the company within the 
district consists of maintaining an ongoing and hopefully fruitful joint venture in which Kaiser’s ownership 
is related to the existing value of the assets going into the deal.  This development assumes that Kaiser will 
accept an offer of approximately $20.6 million for the building and land, a value determined by modeling a 
4-year lease-up of the property in its current condition, with a sale in year 4.  Discounting this series of 
cash flows generated from this activity back to today’s dollars provides the estimated value of the 
existing facility.  The value assumes that during the deal structuring of Phase I, the parking structure 
would not run with the building, but would be a separate piece of real property owned by the joint 
venture, but as mentioned in Phase I, Kaiser held an option to buy out MAST’s investment into the joint 
venture on the parking structure which would increase the overall value of the 500 Building in its as-is condition. 
Based on MAST’s financial estimates, Kaiser will obtain a higher return on the value of the existing building than would be possible if it was sold without the 
parking garage, eliminates the need for Kaiser to immediately invest any additional funds into rehabilitation efforts, transfers the responsibility of management 
and operations to the private development partner (MAST), and provides higher value long-term financial returns to Kaiser than if they were to exercise their 
option on the parking structure and sell the building leased. MAST’s benefits seem just as clear: (1) a second joint venture deal with Kaiser that directly 
complements the development of the parking structure during Phase I, (2) allows for tax abatement during the renovation, (3) creates additional office space 
without the need to secure an expensive (if even available) capital structure, and (4) the opportunity to create another development complementing the 
development projects created in Phase I and Phase II ensuring a legacy in the neighborhood and completing the initial vision for the community. 
As mentioned, Kaiser would put the existing value of the building into the deal at $20.6m, plus their interest in the Phase I Parking Garage joint venture, which is 
estimated to be $10.5m.  MAST would put our JV interest in the garage in as well, which is estimated at $35.9m.  The balance of funding is approximately 
$20.1m, and would be sourced as a construction loan.  Should such financing be unavailable due to market conditions however, MAST will also have the backup 
option of utilizing the pool of funds amassed from the proceeds of earlier refinancing activity on Phases I & II.   
Figure 42: Courtesy of Kaiser Permanente 
Figure 41: 500 Building Location 
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ECONOMIC MODEL  
Global Financial Assumptions 
The proposed economic success of the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop depends on the realization of a handful of specific assumptions including anticipated successful 
completion of nearby development at the Lloyd Superblock, the delivery of other district housing projects such as the Milano, and an increase in Portland 
Streetcar ridership with the opening of the Loop line. Another pivotal assumption is the leasing of 60+% of the proposed Class A office tower, THE 600, to Kaiser 
Permanente as a relocation option and entry into multiple joint ventures with MAST Development for the creation of a replacement parking facility and 
rehabilitation of their existing office location, the 500 Building. Although representatives of Kaiser Permanente have shown significant interest in the concepts 
presented by MAST, no verbal acceptance of the conceptual joint ventures has occurred to date. 
Additional assumptions include values for the transfer of land and air rights for the southernmost parcels currently owned by Kaiser Permanente, the inclusion of 
future options on the remaining three northern parcels by MAST Development based on current valuation, and the ability to obtain limited initial private equity 
to engage in a phased land acquisition and development approach. For simplicity, both land and air rights were valued at $5 million per block resulting in a total 
land value of $25 million for the five blocks currently serving as parking supply.  
PHASE I 
Phase I sets the tone for future development on the six blocks under Kaiser 
Permanente’s ownership. This is the initial investment into infrastructure and 
people-oriented environments with the creation of a new urban park and 
plaza and creation of a boutique hotel product with residences. The primary 
concept behind Phase I is to capitalize on the rising multifamily market trends 
with a 5-over-1 type construction as well as introducing a new hotel product 
into the Lloyd District market capturing demand from convention goers as 
well as business executives and temporary corporate housing needs for the 
local businesses in the district and specifically along North Multnomah Street. 
Phase I Parking 
Phase I consists of the first proposed joint venture between MAST 
Development and Kaiser Permanente in which MAST would finance and 
develop a new subterranean parking structure in place of the existing 
decaying and in need of repair parking facility located on Blocks 80 and 81. 
Additionally, MAST would purchase the air rights over the parking structure 
from Kaiser Permanente for a total of $5 million based on a devaluation of air 
rights for the cost of demolition of the existing parking facility. Kaiser 
Permanente would retain an option to purchase the new parking structure up 
to 15 years after the initial deal and would agree to rent the majority of 
supplied parking stalls at market rate rents for a period of at least five years 
from the joint venture. MAST Development would operate and manage the 
Figure 43: Phase I Summary 
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parking facility including nighttime, weekend, and other after office hours parking demand. At the 
request of Kaiser Permanente, MAST Development reviewed the option of a 3-level subterranean 
parking garage, but determined that the parking structure would better serve the development 
goals as a 2-level garage based on the limited after hours parking demand and the need for 
investment funds from Kaiser in order to finance construction. As can be seen in Figure 45, the 3-
level garage would have an excess capacity of 242 parking stalls, would require an additional $5 
million from Kaiser and would provide Kaiser with lower returns on investment for both alternatives 
of selling at Year 6 or Year 10. Based on this financial analysis, MAST Development proposes to only 
include a 2-level subterranean parking structure which can be financed without any investment 
from Kaiser Permanente besides the value of the land itself at $5 million. The deal structure in the 
end provides Kaiser Permanente with an influx of $5 million for the air rights as well as a percentage 
of profits from the positive cash flow created by leasing the vacant nighttime parking stalls at 
market rates. It is assumed that the deal structure will provide Kaiser with a 5-year preferred return 
of 12% and a Pari Passu share of the IRR waterfall.  
Block 81- Boutique Hotel and Residences Assumptions and Modeling  
Block 81 exemplifies mixed-use development and vertical integration of uses and is also the first 
development which will be visible from the MAX 
Redline. A boutique hotel with high-end market 
rate apartments is planned for Block 81 and will 
set a new precedent for hotel products in the 
Lloyd District. The proposed building consists of retail, restaurants, guestrooms, event space, apartments, 
fitness facilities, pool with poolside bar, rooftop lounge/event space, and an elevated walkway connection to 
the proposed Museum of Urban Planning & Development. Financing of the building requires mixing EB5 
Foreign Investment Funds and New Market Tax Credits to provide 55% of the total construction costs limiting 
construction financing to a 45% loan-to-cost value. Of significant in this endeavor, New Market Tax Credits 
require a minimum of seven years investment of funds before refinancing can occur which overlaps with the 
more common practice of refinancing at the end of year 5 for development projects that utilize EB5 funds. In 
order to attract foreign investors for this specific product, MAST Development plans to provide EB5 investors 
with a 4% return on investment which is significantly higher return than is typical of these funds, currently at 
1%, for the willingness to hold the investment for a longer duration before requiring payout. 
 1. Retail, restaurant and facilities 
Figure 45: Hotel Assumptions 
Figure 44: Phase I Parking Options 
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The first three levels of the hotel will generate income through retail, restaurant and 
event spaces estimated on an annual basis at $28 per square foot for retail/restaurant 
and $24 per square foot for the event space.  This total area of 23,692 leasable square 
feet of space projects a gross income of $1,269,000 per year. The retail and restaurant 
spaces have a $30 per square foot allowance for tenant improvements while finishes of 
the event space are anticipated to be subject to the FF&E allowance for the hotelier. The 
lease up period for these spaces is estimated as a two year period, with two thirds of the 
spaces occupied by year 1, and the remainder in year 2 based on the market analysis and 
desirability for location within a new hotel product.  Stabilized vacancy is estimated at 
10% for the remainder of the holding period.  Retail and event space income will 
comprise approximately 15% of aggregate gross income for the building. Retail lease rates 
at the Thrive Park Hotel + Residences target at the only expected high-end tenants for the 
overall development based on vicinity to Thrive Park, the Lloyd Superblock, the proposed 
museum, the MAX stop on NE Holladay Avenue, and the expected market profile of hotel 
guests.  
2. Hotel 
The hotel comprised of 152 keys is targeted to a boutique hotelier or national hotel franchise seeking to introduce a boutique property in the Portland market. 
After analyzing the market comparable properties for the proposed hotel product, a rental rate of $32 per square foot was established based on an anticipated 
average daily rate of $125 for standard rooms for the hotel with 67% occupancy.  Occupancy 
for the hotel is conservatively estimated to stabilize at 67% annually (although the Trends 
report for the competitive set suggests that occupancies of 92% are achievable) resulting in 
an average cost per key of $49.19, and a RevPAR of $134.44. In estimating the financial 
returns to MAST Development, the hotel levels of the tower are estimated to be 100% 
leased including event space by the hotelier in Year 2 and rental income from these lease 
are anticipated to comprise approximately 56.5% of aggregate gross income for the 
building. 
3. Apartments 
Twenty-five upper end market rate apartment units will be incorporated into the top levels 
of the building with an average size of 1400 square feet.  These units will lease for an 
average rate of $2.54 per square foot.  Similarly with the other apartment units, there will 
be a lease up period that will stabilize at the end of year two, with a year of lower vacancy 
(3%) to follow.  Vacancy is then conservatively assumed to stabilize at 7% for the remainder 
of the holding period.  Apartment income will comprise approximately 28.5% of aggregate 
gross income for the building. 
Total Project Value by Costs $67,765,894
EB5 Equity 32.53% $22,041,667
NMTC Equity 20.00% $13,553,179
Equity/Cash 52.53% $35,594,845
Total Debt Required $32,171,048
LTV 47.47%
Plus .5% loan fee 0.50% $160,855
Total Loan $32,331,904
Loan Term (yrs) 30
Interest Rate 4.75%
Monthly Payment $168,659
Yearly Loan Payment $2,023,902
Total Loan Cost @ end of Term $60,717,066
CONSTRUCTION LOAN
Figure 46: Block 81 Construction Loan 
Figure 47: Block 81 EB5 Equity 
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4. Construction Financing 
In summary, the building will consist of 152 keys, 20,500 net leasable square feet of event space, 25 residential units and a skybridge connecting the event space 
levels to the proposed Museum of Urban Development. A portion of the total air rights cost is attributed to this development at $2,500,000 or $63 per square 
foot.  The building shell will be constructed of high quality materials at a cost of $174 per square foot, with the hard costs totaling $325 per square foot including 
FF&E and capital investment into interior finishes and architectural elements.  Soft costs are projected to be $84 per square foot resulting in total construction 
projected at $409 per square foot or $67,765,893.56. 
The project will be capitalized with a combination of traditional debt, EB5 equity, and New Markets Tax Credit financing consisting of 22.5% of the construction 
costs equity financed using EB5 foreign investment funds totaling $22,041,066 and $13.5 million in New Market Tax Credits.  The EB5 equity will require returns 
of 4%, paid on an interest-only basis through initial 7 years with final payout of the principal investment at the end of year 7.  This use of NMTC and EB5 funds 
allows for limited construction financing at a LTC of approximately 4.75% with a .75% fee, totaling $32,331,903. For the purposes of comparing this development 
with other investment opportunities, the hotel was analyzed over a 10-year holding period resulting in a 4.44% return on cost, a 13.6% return on equity, a 1.37 
DSCR and a 12.77% levered internal rate of return. 
Block 80 – The IDA 55+ Market Rate Apartments Assumptions and Modeling 
Similar to the hotel property, a percentage of the air 
rights cost has been assigned to the acquisition and 
total project costs at a value of $2.5 million.  This 
provides Kaiser Permanente with its first return on 
investment in the land since original purchase, a 
cumulative $5 million for the air rights over both 
blocks as well as a positive cash flow from the joint 
venture partnership in the parking structure. Hard 
construction costs for the IDA are estimated at 
$137.50 per square foot all-in, with tenant 
improvements for the retail spaces estimated at $30 
per square foot. The breakdown of construction 
costs includes $120 per square foot (a somewhat 
higher-end provision for material finishes such as 
brick veneer and steel with IPE or similar wood 
balconies) with an additional 5% LEED Gold premium 
and $15 per square foot for an atrium garden on the 
second level.   Total project costs at $172 per square 
foot $16,870,793 included 18% in soft costs and a 
10% construction contingency based on the recent 
significant increases in lumber prices with the 
continuing trend towards multifamily development. 
Figure 48: The IDA Apartments Equity and Construction Financing 
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For construction financing, the current lending market is available at a loan to cost of 80% based on current demand for multifamily products, but due to the 
projects higher cost per square foot the building conservatively utilized a 70% LTC requiring approximately $5 million in equity funding. Interest rates for an 
interest-only construction loan are currently estimated at 4.75% which will carry through to stabilization in Year 5 before refinancing to a permanent loan 
allowing a payout to equity partners as well as the developer’s fee which MAST will use to exercise options on the remaining three parcels.  Refinance terms are 
assumed at 75% LTV and an interest rate of 7% based on expected rise in the federal interest rates and ensuing increases in capitalization rates.  In order to 
obtain the initial $5 million in equity investment, a 5%/95% split is assumed between the sponsor (MAST) and the private equity investor.  
The financial analysis of the 55+ apartment building is based on a projected 2-year lease-up period supported 
by market data suggesting significant demand for the multifamily product type continuing for at least five more 
years and possibly longer in the Portland market and have therefore projected a 50% vacancy rate in year one, 
dropping to a 3% rate in the following years continuing through 2017.  As the apartment market stabilizes, 
vacancy conservatively averages 7% annually.   
Initial lease rates will range from $2.25 - $2.53 per square foot, increasing at 3% annually estimated using the 
modeling strategies of the nearby market-rate Lloyd Superblock project and based on the wider retail 
demographic of Portland’s eastside. Comparable properties have recently achieved rental rates in newer 
apartment buildings in the downtown/pearl area of over $2 per foot and considering the expected delivery of 
the IDA by 2015, city wide rates will climb higher, but likely remain sub $3 per square foot.  Retail leases are projected to generate $26-$28 per square foot per 
year based on general retail trends in the Portland market over the last five years with leases projected to increase by 3% year over year after the building 
stabilizes and to consist of both 3-year and 5-year terms.  
Demand is expected to be driven by population trends in Portland and the baby boomer generation as a whole.  Aging homeowners moving from Irvington, 
Alameda and other established east side neighborhoods will be seeking an active space, and many will prefer to continue living on the east side. 
For the purpose of evaluating long-term returns, an exit cap rate of 5% is estimated, consistent with recent sales of institutional-grade apartment complexes in 
Portland, achieving a projected a 10 year IRR at approximately 17% after having paid out the original equity investor in year 5 at a return of 20% year over year 
and a 12.5% developer’s fee also in year 5 at refinance and with a DSCR of 1.38.  
  
Figure 49: The IDA Apartments Financial Summary 
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PHASE II 
Phase II comprises the bulk of retail, office, and residential space delivery to the neighborhood with a focus on product mix to assist in the creation of 
neighborhood. Phase II investments will ideally begin within 5 years after the initial deal agreements of Phase I resulting in a delayed delivery product timed to 
match expected changes in the market cycles, most specifically in relation to the high-rise residential and office markets. In total, Phase II brings online more 
than 380,000 square feet of leasable office space, 105 mixed-income housing units including 67 affordable units, 243 market rate market rate apartments, 130 
senior housing units (assisted living and independent), and 
36,000 SF of retail/restaurant space.  
Phase II Parking 
In response to the significant size of development involved in 
Phase II, adequate parking demand could only be satisfied 
through incorporation of a large scale, multi-level subterranean 
parking garage. Specifically, parking ratios for the proposed 
office space were maximized at 2 per 1000 SF and 0.6 per unit 
for the housing units. This resulted in 760 daytime dedicated 
stalls for the office space with the opportunity to capture 
potential additional revenue on these stalls through nighttime 
public parking. For the housing units, it is estimated that a total 
of 285 stalls dedicated to the residential units. Although this was 
based on a rate of 0.6 stalls per unit, it is anticipated that the 
mixed-income housing project will utilize minimal, if any, 
parking and similarly the senior housing facility is unlikely to 
require this amount of total parking. The potential benefit from 
this is an increase in leasable parking stalls during evening times 
at market rates and/or daily use rates in line with other district 
properties.  The resulting parking facility will hold a total of 
1,045 parking stalls as well as 
ample bike parking to fulfill the 
needs of both office and 
residential tenants. The parking 
structure is financed by 
capturing the potential EB5 
foreign investment funds in direct and indirect jobs created through the construction of the parking 
structure and other development project hard costs. Without this funding source, development of the 
parking structure would be unlikely to provide a return on investment. Due to the anticipated low 2.5% 
IRR, it appears unlikely that private equity and construction financing would provide the capital needed to make this development a reality. 
Figure 51: Phase II Summary 
Figure 50: Phase II Parking Summary 
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Block 79 – The 600 Multnomah Office Building Assumptions and Modeling 
The deal structure behind the vision of the 600 Multnomah, a new Class A office space 
constructed to LEED Gold Standards represents the innovation and successful partnership 
structures created by MAST Development with the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop. Direct 
discussions with Kaiser Permanente highlighted the potential interest on a conceptual level of 
pursuing an opportunity in which Kaiser Permanente would transfer some of the risk in land 
ownership for the opportunity to become a tenant in the Lloyd District. The basic structure 
consists of relocating Kaiser Permanente staff to the new office structure immediately upon 
completion and provides additional capacity for office daytime parking not supplied with the 
existing offices at the 500 building.  
Within the first year the building is expected to achieve 80% occupancy, reaching stabilized 
occupancy by the end of year 2 assuming a 5% yearly vacancy rate and annual rent and 
expense growth of 3% over the ensuing 10 year holding period.  Lease rates have been 
conservatively assumed to entice tenants averaging at $27 per square foot, NNN based on 
current lease rates from similar proposed or new buildings.   
The land costs of $5 million were established during Phase I and the initial deal structuring 
with Kaiser Permanente for the financing and construction of the parking facility for the 
existing office building. Project costs consist of hard costs including a construction 
contingency of 10% totaling $67 million or approximately $145 per square foot and soft 
costs estimated at approximately 25% of the hard costs including system development 
charges.  With an estimated allowance for common elements and tenant improvements at 
$30 and $35 per square foot, respectively total project costs climb to $219 per square 
foot, or $108 million. Construction financing at a 75% LTC requires $27 million in private 
equity investor funds. Similar to the other projects within this development, the split 
between MAST and private equity investment is 5%/95% with a preferred return of 18% and pari passu IRR 
waterfall based on refinancing at the end of Year 5. 
Under current market conditions and evident by the lack of projects in the pipeline, the feasibility of 
financing a new Class A office tower in the Portland market requires significant commitment in terms of 
preleasing space to prospective tenants willing to wait out the time involved for design and construction. 
Creation of the 600 Multnomah relies heavily on the concept transaction between MAST and KP as the 
primary credit tenant effectively qualifying the office tower for financing through most lenders, who require 
at least 50% of the building to be pre-leased. Kaiser Permanente will lease approximately 65% of the total 
office space, and as a credit tenant, provides a guaranteed rent roll allowing the development team to obtain construction financing; a unique opportunity to 
finance construction of a new Class A office tower on Portland’s eastside and one of only a handful citywide. While it is difficult to assume a capitalization rate a 
decade out, historical data suggested a conservative approach using a reversion capitalization rate of 7% based on the Class-A nature of the space combined 
with having a long-term credit tenant in place. Financial projection result in a levered IRR of 22% over a 10-year holding period with a DSCR of 1.48. 
Figure 52: The 600 Multnomah Project Costs 
Figure 53: The 600 Debt Summaries 
Figure 54: The 600 Financial Returns 
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Block 74 – The Bramel Commons Mixed-Income Housing Assumptions and Modeling 
The 105 unit mixed income complex will be comprised of 67 affordable housing units and 38 market 
rate apartments, along with 5000 square feet of ground floor retail space oriented to encourage 
pedestrian traffic along NE 6th Avenue.  In comparison with the other multifamily units constructed in 
the Kaiser Blocks, a condensed leasing period is anticipated considering the high demand for 
affordable housing achieving stabilized NOI within the first year of operations assumed to 2018. 
Financing this mixed-income project relied heavily on a competitive grant through the Portland 
Housing Bureau of $10 million and tax credit equity of $8.2 million. This allowed the mix of units to 
hit a ceiling at 67 affordable units based on rental rates of $1.24 per square foot. The remaining 38 
units have been modeled at the expected lower end of market rates at $1.80 per square foot. 
The PHB grant and tax credit equity combined resulted in minimal construction financing at 27% LTC 
at approximately $7.5 million. The project assumes a purchase price on the land of $2.5 million or half the expected total cost of Block 74 with a cost of 
construction estimated at $158/SF of which soft costs total 25% of the hard costs. Although the construction costs appear to be high, the pricing is based on 
comparable properties recently constructed and under construction in the greater Portland Metro Region. The resulting project with all fees and costs including 
soft costs total approximately $28 million. Similar projects in the area have obtained debt at 7.5% over a 30 year term.  Affordable housing projects rarely 
change hands, but nonetheless a forecasted 7.5% cap rate was assumed upon sale to establish value and determine financial returns a levered IRR of 5.98% over 
a 10-year holding period. 
Block 74 – The Eleanor Apartment Tower Assumptions and Modeling 
The Eleanor Apartments tower delivers the bulk of housing units (242 units) for the Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop specifically phased to not coincide with other 
projects within the submarket and allowing the development team the time to reevaluate the project should the condominium market show potential for 
growth within the upcoming 5 years. For the purposes of financial analysis, the development team settled on assuming provision of market rate apartments with 
city views targeting a young professionals and early adopters demographic. Rental rates established at an average of $2.50 per square foot yield a stabilized NOI 
of $4.2 million by year 3. Although the multifamily and apartment market is currently in high demand, the development team conservatively approached this 
product with the desire to have flexibility in tenancy by assuming a higher level of construction costs and design which would allow conversion potential if 
deemed prudent.  
As with the Bramel Commons, the tower construction costs assume a share of the land costs at $2.5 million. An 
estimated construction cost of approximately $165 per square foot and soft costs totaling 22% of hard costs 
results in a total project cost of $220 per square foot, or $56 million. Utilizing construction financing at 70% LTC 
loan and a 4.5% interest rate for a 10-year holding period results in a DSCR of 2.8 and a corresponding equity 
requirement of $25 million. Note that refinancing was not assumed in the analysis of this product due to the 
uncertainties of final product. Likely at refinancing, the equity partners would be paid out and project equity 
funds would be utilized to obtain a second construction loan at similar terms for converting the apartments to 
condos. For simplicity, the financial analysis did not include studying potential returns based on sale which would 
likely be significantly higher than the returns determined by modeling the building as an apartment tower for the entire 10-year holding period. At sale, a low 
capitalization rate of 5% is assumed consistent with other institutional-quality assets such as the Enso resulting in a levered IRR of 14%. 
Figure 55: Bramel Commons Debt Summary 
Figure 56: Eleanor Tower Financial Returns 
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Block 75 - The Margaret Senior Housing Assumptions and Modeling 
The Senior Housing will generate income through rental of memory care and assisted living units, additional care, and ancillary income typical for this type of 
project.  In total there will be 130 residential units (30 memory care and 100 assisted living) in a 5-over-1 type construction with central enclosed and secured 
garden and plaza. The building will include rooftop gardens and balconies facing NE 6th Avenue and NE Clackamas Street. Inclusion of both the IDA apartments 
targeting households aged 55 and older and this senior care facility within the same development is no accident with hopeful cross-promotion as well as shared 
operations and event planning between the two facilities to take advantage of word of mouth between similarly-aged residents, and to use the 55+ as a feeder 
into the senior care facility. 
Full lease-up is scheduled to take three years, with revenue stabilizing in year three and an NOI of $2.6 million. 
The lease-up rate is slower than that of the other pieces of the development, as the assisted living units are 
need-based, not market driven.  After the complex has stabilized, vacancy is predicted at 5% year over year.  
Monthly lease rates of $20 per square foot per month for memory care units and $10 per square foot per month 
for the assisted living units are assumed with additional/ancillary income at approximately $500 per month from 
lease transitions, collections, etc.  The high lease cost of these units is mirrored by the high operating expense of 
these types of units estimated at 54% of gross income.  Note that no retail component is included in the senior 
housing complex encouraging tenants to utilize the retail along other properties and to encourage community 
involvement on the local streets. 
As established in the initial deal structure with Kaiser Permanente, the associated land cost for the development is $5 million.  The hard construction cost total 
$10.6 million, approximately $120 per square foot.  Common elements add $11 per square foot to the hard costs and soft costs are estimated to be 25% of total 
hard costs at $2.6 million.  The total project cost of the complex is $226 per square foot, or approximately $20 million with construction financing in the range of 
4.75% at a 70% LTC. 
The total equity requirement for the complex is projected to be $8.6 million of which MAST intends to contribute approximately 10% of the equity at $1,000,000 
with the balance obtained using EB5 foreign investment funds as equity capital.  The project cost results in 183 total jobs for the RIMS II calculation, which 
equates to a potential for $7.6 million in EB5 funds.  This equity will carry a five year, interest-only payment at 3% with intent to refinance the project at an 
estimated rate of 7% and a LTV of 75% at the end of year 5 and payout the equity investment. The DSCR after refinancing is 1.84 based on an NOI of $2.7 million 
and debt service of $1.5 million. Although MAST Development intends to hold the property for long-term investment along with the other products in the 
development, financial returns based on 10-year holding period are a levered IRR of 24%, a 20% return on equity, and 9% return on cost. 
  
Figure 57: Senior Housing Financial Returns 
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PHASE III - The 500 Multnomah Office Building (Kaiser Permanente’s Current Office Tower) – Redevelopment Assumptions and Modeling 
Phase III is the final project of this 
development proposal and returns to 
the initial deal structure formulated 
for creating a joint venture with Kaiser 
Permanente. Based on the possibility 
of relocating Kaiser Permanente’s 
administrative functions to the new 
Class A office tower, the 600, in Phase 
II, an amended joint venture 
agreement would be pursued with 
Kaiser to renovate the existing office 
tower located at 500 NE Multnomah 
Street into a Class B+ Office space. 
Renovation efforts would begin as 
soon as the building is vacated by KP 
at a total cost of $16.6 million 
including both hard and soft costs.  
1. Deal Structure  
The complexity of this deal structure 
is significant requiring valuation of 
the existing building assuming stabilized occupancy and availability of dedicated 
onsite parking at approximately $20 million. Considering the building is directly 
connected to the parking structure constructed during Phase I and the subject of the 
initial joint venture agreement between KP and MAST, the deal structure 
incorporated estimating a property value of $46.5 million for the parking structure 
with percentage ownership divided between the KP and MAST based on percentage 
ownerships of 23% and 77%, respectively.  
Figure 60 shows the breakdown of ownership in this second joint venture resulting in 
essentially a 50-50 split in ownership between Kaiser Permanente and MAST 
Development in the renovated office tower. 
2. 10-Year Holding Period Financial Analysis  
Following the renovation, a 3-year lease-up period has been assumed to reach 
stabilized occupancy and a NOI of $7 million.  Once the asset has stabilized, the intent 
is to dispose of the asset, providing significant financial returns to Kaiser, and 
allowing them to put the capital from this former administrative office into their 
Figure 58: Phase III Costs and Building Summary 
Figure 59: Deal Structure 
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healthcare delivery system facilities. Assuming a 10-year holding period before disposition of the asset and dissolution of the joint venture, the resulting levered 
IRR is 10.6% with a return on cost of 6.8% and return on equity of 8.5%. 
  
CONCLUDING REMARKS  
The Kaiser Blocks @ the Loop will provide current and future residents of the eastside with an urban, dense alternative to the low-rise density neighborhoods 
that currently exist as well as a competitive alternative to the Westside high profile developments, the Pearl District and the South Waterfront. Effectively 
capitalizing on equity investment funds through EB5 and NMTC equity investment funds as well as through entertaining joint venture opportunities with the 
current landowner, Kaiser Permanente, MAST Development has set a path for creating an innovative and unique environment, dedicated to meeting citywide 
goals and creating community. This once 9-to-5 employment zone will be transformed into a 24-hour vibrant and dynamic neighborhood. 
Neighborhood creation is no easy task taking numerous years of private and public cooperation to accomplish and posing a number of challenges to a 
development team; even more so when considering the current economic climate and the difficulty in securing project financing, and of course attracting credit 
tenants. MAST Development has shown a path in which creating a mixed-use environment during a time of limited liquidity and stringent financing requirements 
in a realistic means by which to complete the development. More importantly though, this development brings to fruition the dream of a man who believed 
Portland’s success and greatest attribute lied not on the west side of the river, but on the east, a portion of the city that developed a different personality than 
its surrounding neighbors, at times a little corporate heavy and at other times completely devoted to large scale entertainment productions and sports events.    
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APPENDIX A: PROFORMAS 
 
 
USE SUMMARY Phase III
Thrive Park 
Hotel + 
Residences Ida
600 
Multnomah Bremel Eleanor Margaret Existing KPB
Product Type
Phase I 
Parking Hotel
Luxury 
Apartments Museum
55+ 
Apartments Retail
Phase II 
Parking
Class A 
Office
Affordable 
Housing
Market 
Apartments
Senior 
Housing Retail
Class B+ 
Office
Net Rentable Area N/A 140200 42164 5000 63800 38805 N/A 380035 59041 187457 53500 35,760 231000
Units/Stalls 560 152 25 N/A 100 N/A 1,045 N/A 105 243 130 N/A N/A
Rent/SF $32.00 $2.56 $2.24 $28.00 $27.37 $1.56 $2.34 $4,800/unit $28.00 $23.00
STABILIZED RETURNS 
BY BUILDING (Year 3)
Thrive Park 
Hotel + 
Residences Ida
600 
Multnomah Bremel Eleanor Margaret Existing KPB
Building
Phase I 
Parking
Hotel/Luxury 
Apts
55+ 
Apartments
Phase II 
Parking
Class A 
Office
Affordable 
Housing
Market 
Apartments
Senior 
Housing
Class B+ 
Office
Gross Income $2,401,082 $11,458,046 $2,465,064 $4,087,476 $15,387,624 $1,289,420 $6,473,795 $7,062,616 $11,825,917
Expenses/Vacancy -$917,758 -$1,877,547 -$1,590,691 -$3,083,979 -$4,742,014 -$426,036 -$2,299,895 -$3,535,156 -$6,301,040
Net Operating Income $1,399,286 $9,580,499 $874,373 $1,003,497 $10,645,610 $910,148 $4,173,900 $3,527,459 $18,126,957
Return on Cost 6.3% 4.4% 3.3% 0.8% 5.9% 1.0% 4.2% 8.8% 6.8%
Return on Equity 7.3% 13.7% 11.0% 1.1% 23.7% 12.2% 8.7% 20.5% 8.5%
Levered IRR 8.0% 12.6% 16.3% 2.9% 21.1% 6.0% 14.5% 23.7% 10.5%
PROJECT SUMMARY
Phase I Phase II
Use #Units/Emp. Perc Demand Supply Use GSF Shared Stall
KP 1200 49% 588 500 250000 2.00 per 1000 SF Yes
Hotel 152 0% 0 0 112160 0 per Key No
Luxury Apartments 25 100% 25 15 49080 0.6 per Unit No
55+ Apartments 100 100% 100 45 75000 0.45 per Unit No
713 560 250000 2.24 per 1000 SF
Level Tenant Lease Type Total Stalls Base Rent Total Income Total Rent
($/Stall/Day) ($/Stall/Month) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
KP Dedicated (Day Use) Gross 500 $3.78 $115.00 $57,500.00 $57,500.00 $690,000.00
KP Shared (Night Use) Gross 500 $7.00 $212.92 $106,458.33 $106,458.33 $1,277,500.00
Luxury Apartments Gross 15 $4.11 $125.00 $1,875.00 $1,875.00 $22,500.00
55+ Apartments Gross 45 $4.11 $125.00 $5,625.00 $5,625.00 $67,500.00
Supplied Stalls 560 Stall per 1000SF 2.24 Base Total Month Total Year Total
GLA 250000 $/Stall/Year $3,674.11 $171,458.33 $171,458.33 $2,057,500.00
Level Tenant Lease Type Total Stalls Base Rent Total Rent Total Rent
($/Stall/Day) ($/Stall/Month) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
Daytime Public Gross 500 $17.95 $546.11 $273,053.87 $273,053.87 $3,276,646.43
Nightime Public Gross 500 $8.38 $254.85 $127,425.14 $127,425.14 $1,529,101.67
Luxury Apartments Gross 15 $4.92 $149.62 $2,244.28 $2,244.28 $26,931.34
55+ Apartments Gross 45 $4.92 $149.62 $6,732.84 $6,732.84 $80,794.02
Supplied Stalls 560 Stall per Unit/Key 2.02 Base Total Month Total Year Total
Total Units 277 $/Stall/Year $8,774.06 $409,456.12 $409,456.12 $4,913,473.46
Level Tenant Lease Type Total Stalls Base Rent Total Rent Total Rent
(sq.ft.) ($/Stall/Day) ($/Stall/Month) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
Office Tenant (Day Use) Gross 500 $26.69 $149.62 $74,809.28 $74,809.28 $897,711.35
Office Tenant (Night Use) Gross 500 $8.90 $270.59 $135,294.54 $135,294.54 $1,623,534.47
Luxury Apartments Gross 15 $5.22 $158.86 $2,382.88 $2,382.88 $28,594.54
55+ Apartments Gross 45 $5.22 $158.86 $7,148.64 $7,148.64 $85,783.62
Supplied Stalls 560 Stall per 1000SF 2.24 Base Total Month Total Year Total
GLA 250000 $/Stall/Year $4,706.47 $219,635.33 $219,635.33 $2,635,623.98
BLOCKS 80/81 PARKING STRUCTURE RENT ROLL BY YEAR
Lease Rate
Lease Rate
Metrics
SOUTH UNDERGROUND PARKING STRUCTURE - From 2014 until 2018
SOUTH UNDERGROUND PARKING STRUCTURE - From 2018 until 2020
SOUTH UNDERGROUND PARKING STRUCTURE - From 2020 until 2031
Lease Rate
BLOCKS 80/81 PARKING STRUCTURE STALLS PER SF/UNIT - 2 LEVEL SUBTERRANEAN
Cash Flow Analysis Annual Basis 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Total Construction Costs 22,000,000.00
Amount Financed (3,187,500.00)
Equity Required (18,812,500.00)
Parking Analysis w/Kaiser as Tenant through 2018
Income
KP Dedicated $690,000.00 690,000.00 710,700.00 732,021.00 753,981.63 776,601.08
KP Shared $1,277,500.00 1,277,500.00 1,315,825.00 1,355,299.75 1,395,958.74 1,437,837.50
Luxury Apts Dedicated $22,500.00 22,500.00 23,175.00 23,870.25 24,586.36 25,323.95
55+ Dedicated $67,500.00 67,500.00 69,525.00 71,610.75 73,759.07 75,971.84
Miscellaneous Income 10% 205,750.00 211,922.50 218,280.18 224,828.58 231,573.44
Total Main Level Income 2,263,250.00 2,331,147.50 2,401,081.93 2,473,114.38 2,547,307.81
Parking Operating Expenses
Management fee 5% of Gross Lease (113,162.50) (116,557.38) (120,054.10) (123,655.72) (127,365.39)
Maintenance & Repairs 5.0% of Gross Income (113,162.50) (116,557.38) (120,054.10) (123,655.72) (127,365.39)
Total Operating Expenses (226,325.00) (233,114.75) (240,108.19) (247,311.44) (254,730.78)
Parking Vacancy/Absorption
Vacancy Rate 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
KP Dedicated 500 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vacancy Rate 75% 50% 50% 50% 50%
KP Shared 500 Stalls 50.00% Vacant Stalls (958,125.00) (657,912.50) (677,649.88) (697,979.37) (718,918.75)
Vacancy Rate 50% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Luxury Apts Dedicated 15 Stalls See Block 81 Vacant Stalls (11,250.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vacancy Rate 50% 0% 0% 0% 0%
55+ Dedicated 45 Stalls See Block 80 Vacant Stalls (33,750.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Vacancy (1,003,125.00) (657,912.50) (677,649.88) (697,979.37) (718,918.75)
Parking Net Operating Income from 2014 until 2018 1,846.07 1,033,800.00 1,440,120.25 1,483,323.86 1,527,823.57 1,573,658.28
Parking Analysis as Public Parking Garage from 2018 through 2020
Income
Public Daytime $3,276,646.43 3,276,646.43 3,374,945.82
Public Nighttime $1,529,101.67 1,529,101.67 1,574,974.72
Luxury Apts Dedicated $26,931.34 26,931.34 27,739.28
55+ Dedicated $80,794.02 80,794.02 83,217.84
Other Miscellaneous 10% 480,574.81 494,992.05
Total Main Level Income 5,394,048.27 5,555,869.72
Parking Operating Expenses
Management fee 5.0% of Gross Income (269,702.41) (277,793.49)
Maintenance & Repairs 5.0% of Gross Income (269,702.41) (277,793.49)
Total Operating Expenses (539,404.83) (555,586.97)
Parking Vacancy/Absorption
Vacancy Rate 30% 30%
Public Daytime 500 Stalls 30.00% Vacant Stalls (982,993.93) (1,012,483.75)
Vacancy Rate 50% 50%
Public Nighttime 500 Stalls 50.00% Vacant Stalls (764,550.83) (787,487.36)
Vacancy Rate 0% 0%
Luxury Apts Dedicated 15 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 0.00
Vacancy Rate 0% 0%
55+ Dedicated 45 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 0.00
Total Vacancy (1,747,544.26) (1,799,970.61)
Parking Net Operating Income from 2014 until 2018 3,107,099.18 3,200,312.14
Parking Analysis after 2020 Renovation of Office Building
Income
Office Tenant (Day Use $897,711.35 897,711.35 924,642.69 952,381.97 980,953.43
Office Tenant (Night Us $1,623,534.47 1,623,534.47 1,672,240.50 1,722,407.72 1,774,079.95
Luxury Apartments $28,594.54 28,594.54 29,452.38 30,335.95 31,246.03
55+ Apartments $85,783.62 85,783.62 88,357.13 91,007.84 93,738.08
Other Miscellaneous 10% 263,562.40 271,469.27 279,613.35 288,001.75
Total Main Level Income 2,899,186.38 2,986,161.97 3,075,746.83 3,168,019.23
Parking Operating Expenses
Management fee 3.0% of Gross Income (86,975.59) (89,584.86) (92,272.40) (95,040.58)
Maintenance & Repairs 3.0% of Gross Income (86,975.59) (89,584.86) (92,272.40) (95,040.58)
Total Operating Expenses (173,951.18) (179,169.72) (184,544.81) (190,081.15)
Parking Vacancy/Absorption
0% 0% 0% 0%
Office Tenant (Day Use 500 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
75% 75% 75% 75%
Office Tenant (Night Us 500 Stalls 75.00% Vacant Stalls (1,217,650.85) (1,254,180.38) (1,291,805.79) (1,330,559.96)
0% 7% 7% 7%
Luxury Apartments 15 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 (2,061.67) (2,123.52) (2,187.22)
0% 7% 7% 7%
55+ Apartments 45 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 (6,185.00) (6,370.55) (6,561.67)
Total Vacancy (1,217,650.10) (1,262,426.15) (1,300,298.96) (1,339,307.96)
Parking Net Operating Income from 2018 until 2031 1,507,585.09 1,544,566.10 1,590,903.06 1,638,630.12
BLOCKS 80/81 PARKING STRUCTURAL FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Overall Financial Analysis
Estimated Gross Income
Dedicated Office 690,000.00 710,700.00 732,021.00 753,981.63 776,601.08 0.00 0.00 897,711.35 924,642.69 952,381.97 980,953.43
Public Daytime 3,276,646.43 3,374,945.82
Public Nighttime 1,277,500.00 1,315,825.00 1,355,299.75 1,395,958.74 1,437,837.50 1,529,101.67 1,574,974.72 1,623,534.47 1,672,240.50 1,722,407.72 1,774,079.95
Luxury 22,500.00 23,175.00 23,870.25 24,586.36 25,323.95 26,931.34 27,739.28 28,594.54 29,452.38 30,335.95 31,246.03
55+ Market 67,500.00 69,525.00 71,610.75 73,759.07 75,971.84 80,794.02 83,217.84 85,783.62 88,357.13 91,007.84 93,738.08
Other Miscellaneous 205,750.00 211,922.50 218,280.18 224,828.58 231,573.44 480,574.81 494,992.05 263,562.40 271,469.27 279,613.35 288,001.75
Total 2,263,250.00 2,331,147.50 2,401,081.93 2,473,114.38 2,547,307.81 5,394,048.27 5,555,869.72 2,899,186.38 2,986,161.97 3,075,746.83 3,168,019.23
Operating & Vacancy Expenses
Operating Expenses ($226,325.00) ($233,114.75) ($240,108.19) ($247,311.44) ($254,730.78) ($539,404.83) ($555,586.97) ($173,951.18) ($179,169.72) ($184,544.81) ($190,081.15)
Total Exp ($/SF) $0.91
Vacancy Expenses ($1,003,125.00) ($657,912.50) ($677,649.88) ($697,979.37) ($718,918.75) ($1,747,544.26) ($1,799,970.61) ($1,217,650.10) ($1,262,426.15) ($1,300,298.96) ($1,339,307.96)
Total Vacancy Exp ($/SF) $4.01
Total ($1,229,449.09) ($891,027.25) ($917,758.07) ($945,290.81) ($973,649.53) ($2,286,949.09) ($2,355,557.58) ($1,391,601.28) ($1,441,595.87) ($1,484,843.77) ($1,529,389.11)
Global Operating Expenses
Taxes 0.00% $330,000.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Insurance 1.00% ($22,632.50) ($23,311.48) ($24,010.82) ($24,731.14) ($25,473.08) ($53,940.48) ($55,558.70) ($28,991.86) ($29,861.62) ($30,757.47) ($31,680.19)
Utilities 2.50% ($56,581.25) ($58,278.69) ($60,027.05) ($61,827.86) ($63,682.70) ($134,851.21) ($138,896.74) ($72,479.66) ($74,654.05) ($76,893.67) ($79,200.48)
Total Global Operating Expenses ($79,213.75) ($81,590.16) ($84,037.87) ($86,559.00) ($89,155.77) ($188,791.69) ($194,455.44) ($101,471.52) ($104,515.67) ($107,651.14) ($110,880.67)
Total Global Exp ($/SF) $0.32 $0.33 $0.34 $0.35 $0.36 $0.76 $0.78 $0.41 $0.42 $0.43 $0.44
Total NOI $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
Debt Coverage
Construction Financing (Refinance at Year 5)
Cash flow before Debt Coverage $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51
Debt Coverage ($16,710.65) ($16,710.65) ($16,710.65) ($16,710.65) ($16,710.65)
Debt Payoff ($3,154,006.07) ($3,102,174.85) ($3,047,827.34) ($2,990,841.37) ($2,931,088.85)
Cash Flow after Debt Coverage $937,876.51 $1,341,819.44 $1,382,575.34 $1,424,553.92 $1,467,791.86
Equity Partner # 1 - EB5 (Balloon Payment Year 5)
Cash Flow before Equity Payment $937,876.51 $1,341,819.44 $1,382,575.34 $1,424,553.92 $1,467,791.86
Equity Partner Payment ($414,375.00) ($414,375.00) ($414,375.00) ($414,375.00) ($414,375.00)
Equity Partner Payoff ($13,812,500.00) ($13,812,500.00) ($13,812,500.00) ($13,812,500.00) ($13,812,500.00)
Cash Flow after Equity Payment $523,501.51 $927,444.44 $968,200.34 $1,010,178.92 $1,053,416.86
Equity Partner # 2 - Kaiser Permanente (Continued Investment)
Cash Flow before Equity Payment $523,501.51 $927,444.44 $968,200.34 $1,010,178.92 $1,053,416.86 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
Equity Partner Payment 10 Year IRR on Asset Investment 13.47% $5,000,000.00 ($690,000.00) ($710,700.00) ($732,021.00) ($753,981.63) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08)
Equity Partner Payoff ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00)
Cash Flow after Equity Payment ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $2,141,706.41 $2,229,255.62 $629,512.49 $663,449.35 $706,650.84 $751,148.37
Equity Partner # 3 - Private Investor (Balloon Payment Year 5)
Cash Flow before Equity Payment ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78
Equity Partner Payment $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Equity Partner Payoff $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Cash Flow after Equity Payment ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78
Refinanced Permanent Loan (Starts @ Year 5)
Cash flow before Debt Coverage $2,141,706.41 $2,229,255.62 $629,512.49 $663,449.35 $706,650.84 $751,148.37
Debt Coverage ($1,146,523.17) ($1,146,523.17) ($1,146,523.17) ($1,146,523.17) ($1,146,523.17) ($1,146,523.17)
Debt Payoff ($15,260,387.16) ($14,945,321.70) ($14,612,484.07) ($14,260,871.78) ($13,889,425.80) ($13,497,027.34)
Cash Flow after Debt Coverage $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
Cash Flow after Debt & Equity ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
Debt Service Coverage 57.12 81.30 83.74 86.25 88.84 2.55 2.62 1.23 1.26 1.29 1.33
Cash Return (after Debt Coverage but before Equity Payment) $937,876.51 $1,341,819.44 $1,382,575.34 $1,424,553.92 $1,467,791.86 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
Return on Cost 4.26% 6.10% 6.28% 6.48% 6.67% 4.52% 4.92% -2.35% -2.20% -2.00% -1.80%
Return on Equity 4.99% 7.13% 7.35% 7.57% 7.80% 5.29% 5.76% -2.75% -2.57% -2.34% -2.10%
IRR Analysis Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Cap Rate Year of Sale 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Assumed Building Value based on NOI before Debt Coverage $15,909,785.92 $22,642,168.13 $23,321,433.17 $24,021,076.16 $24,741,708.45 $48,638,458.17 $50,097,611.66 $23,435,226.19 $24,000,840.51 $24,720,865.28 $25,462,490.79
Estimated Property Taxes 0.50% $79,548.93 $113,210.84 $116,607.17 $120,105.38 $123,708.54 $243,192.29 $250,488.06 $117,176.13 $120,004.20 $123,604.33 $127,312.45
Assumed Property Tax $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Check Assumption 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sale Expenses 5% ($795,489.30) ($1,132,108.41) ($1,166,071.66) ($1,201,053.81) ($1,237,085.42) ($2,431,922.91) ($2,504,880.58) ($1,171,761.31) ($1,200,042.03) ($1,236,043.26) ($1,273,124.54)
Unlevered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale $15,193,845.56 $21,623,270.56 $22,271,968.68 $22,940,127.74 $23,628,331.57 $46,449,727.55 $47,843,219.14 $22,380,641.01 $22,920,802.69 $23,608,426.34 $24,316,678.71
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + NOI before Debt Service) ($22,000,000.00) $16,148,432.71 $22,981,800.65 $23,671,254.67 $24,381,392.31 $25,112,834.08 $49,368,035.04 $50,849,075.84 $23,786,754.58 $24,360,853.12 $25,091,678.26 $25,844,428.16
Unlevered IRR by Year of Sale Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
45.30% 2 ($22,000,000.00) $16,148,432.71 $22,981,800.65
5.97% 3 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $23,671,254.67
6.77% 4 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $24,381,392.31
7.24% 5 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $25,112,834.08
6 Year IRR 18.31% 6 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $49,368,035.04
17.18% 7 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $50,849,075.84
7.75% 8 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $23,786,754.58
7.84% 9 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $24,360,853.12
10 Year IRR 7.95% 10 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $25,091,678.26
8.04% 11 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $25,844,428.16
8.12% 12 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
8.19% 13 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
8.24% 14 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
8.29% 15 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
8.34% 16 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
8.37% 17 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
18 Year IRR 8.41% 18 ($22,000,000.00) $954,587.16 $1,358,530.09 $1,399,285.99 $1,441,264.57 $1,484,502.51 $2,918,307.49 $3,005,856.70 $1,406,113.57 $1,440,050.43 $1,483,251.92 $1,527,749.45
Levered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale $15,193,845.56 $21,623,270.56 $22,271,968.68 $22,940,127.74 $23,628,331.57 $46,449,727.55 $47,843,219.14 $22,380,641.01 $22,920,802.69 $23,608,426.34 $24,316,678.71
Debt Payoff ($3,154,006.07) ($3,102,174.85) ($3,047,827.34) ($2,990,841.37) ($2,931,088.85) ($2,868,435.47) ($2,802,740.40) ($2,733,855.98) ($2,661,627.36) ($2,585,892.20) ($2,506,480.26)
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + NOI after Debt Service - Debt Payoff) ($18,812,500.00) $12,994,426.64 $19,879,625.79 $20,623,427.33 $21,390,550.94 $22,181,745.23 $46,499,599.57 $48,046,335.43 $21,052,898.60 $21,699,225.75 $22,505,786.06 $23,337,947.90
Levered IRR by Year of Sale 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
42.98% 2 ($18,812,500.00) $12,994,426.64 $19,879,625.79
3.19% 3 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $20,623,427.33
3.61% 4 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $21,390,550.94
3.88% 5 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $22,181,745.23
6 Year IRR 16.73% 6 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $46,499,599.57
15.12% 7 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $48,046,335.43
3.17% 8 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 $21,052,898.60
2.90% 9 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) $21,699,225.75
10 Year IRR 2.76% 10 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) $22,505,786.06
2.67% 11 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) $23,337,947.90
2.61% 12 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
2.58% 13 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
2.57% 14 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
2.57% 15 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
2.59% 16 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
2.61% 17 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
2.65% 18 ($18,812,500.00) ($166,498.49) $216,744.44 $236,179.34 $256,197.29 $276,815.78 $995,183.24 $1,082,732.45 ($517,010.67) ($483,073.81) ($439,872.33) ($395,374.80)
Kaiser Permanente Cash Flow
6 Year IRR 24.56% ($5,000,000.00) $690,000.00 $710,700.00 $732,021.00 $753,981.63 $776,601.08 $11,344,691.89
10 Year IRR 15.43% ($5,000,000.00) $690,000.00 $710,700.00 $732,021.00 $753,981.63 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $776,601.08
BLOCK 80/81 PARKING STRUCTURE FINANCIAL RETURNS
Parking Fees & Office Vacancies Land & Building Data
Parking Mgmt Fee 5% of Gross Lease Total Acreage 2.5 40000 100000
Retail Maint & Repair 5.0% of Gross Income Stall Dimensions 162 560 90720
KP Vacancy 0.0% Year 4 Max. Footprint 100000 90.72% 90720
Office Vacancy 5.0% Year 4 Overall Parking Ra 250000 2.24 560
Parking Rates (2012 $) Hard Costs & Land/Purchase Price
KP Monthly Rate $115.00 per Month per Stall Area (SF) or % Cost/SF Total Cost
Office Monthly Rate $125.00 per Month per Stall Land Value 100000 $50 $5,000,000.00
Luxury Apts Rate $125.00 per Month per Stall Air Rights Purchase 40000 $0 $0.00
Market Rate Apt Rate $125.00 per Month per Stall New Parking Struct 200000 $80 $16,000,000.00
Overnight Rate $7.00 per Night per Stall Demolition Expense 200000 $1 $200,000.00 ADW
Daily Rate $15.00 per Day per Stall Const. Contingency 5% $4 $800,000.00
Vacancy Assumptions Total Hard Costs 200,000 $85 $17,000,000.00
Kaiser 0% Cost per Stall $560 $30,357.14 per Stall
Public Day Use 30% 150 Stalls Improved Value Subt 200,000 $110 $22,000,000.00
Public Night Use 50% 250 Stalls Soft Costs included in Remaining Development Expenses
Future Office Tenant 0% Total Project Values
Luxury Apts 0% Description Cost/SF Total Costs
Market Rate 55+ 0% Land Value $25.00 $5,000,000.00
Hard Costs $85.00 $17,000,000.00
Global Operating Expenses Soft Costs $0.00
Property Taxes 0.00% of EGI = $0.00 Total Project Value by Costs $110.00 $22,000,000.00
Insurance 1.00% of EGI = ($22,632.50)
Utilities 2.50% of EGI = ($56,581.25)
Assumed NNN per SF
Actual NNN Expenses $1.22 per SF ($79,213.75)
Rent Escalation 3.00% per Year
Expense Escalation 3.00% per Year
Total Project Value by Costs $22,000,000.00 Parking Structure Hard Costs $17,000,000.00 Refinance Year/Pay 5 60
Remaining Equity from Hotel Construction Loan Payoff $2,931,088.85
The Ida (55+ Market Rate) Hard Costs $14,837,405.00 EB5 Balloon Payment $13,812,500.00
Kaiser's Equity Investement 22.73% $5,000,000.00 Total Eligible Hard Costs $31,837,405.00 Equity Investor Payoff $0.00
Return Rate 12.0% $600,000.00 RIMS II Jobs Multiplie 8 Jobs per $Million 255 Developer's Fee 0% $0.00
Additional Indirect Jo 0.3 per Direct Job 76.5 Total Payoff Required $16,743,588.85
Available EB5 Equity $13,812,500.00 Total Direct and Indirect Jobs 331.5
Return Rate 3% $414,375.00 EB5 Multiplier $500,000.00 per 12 Jobs $41,666.67 Assumed Property Value Prior to Refinance Year $24,741,708.45
EB5 Equity $13,812,500.00 Payoff to Value Ratio 67.67%
Private Equity 0% $0.00 Project Equity $7,998,119.60
Return Rate 15% $0.00 Total Debt Required $16,743,588.85
Plus .5% loan fee 0.50% $83,717.94
Total Equity $18,812,500.00 Total Loan $16,827,306.79
Remaining Balance of Costs to Finance $3,187,500.00 Loan Term 30 years
Payment Frequency 12.00 monthly
Loan to Cost 14.49% Number of Payment 360.00
Total Debt Required $3,187,500.00 Interest Rate (incl ba 5.5000%
Plus .5% loan fee 0.50% $15,937.50 IRR Unlevered 7.95% Eff. Int. Rate 0.004583333
Total Loan $3,203,437.50 IRR Levered 2.76% Annuity Factor 176.1217631
Loan Term 30 years DSCR Year 6 2.55 Monthly Payment $95,543.60
Payment Frequency 12.00 monthly Yearly Loan Payment $1,146,523.17
Number of Payments 360.00 Total Loan Cost @ end of Term $34,395,694.99
Interest Rate (incl basis poi 4.7500%
Eff. Int. Rate 0.003958333
Annuity Factor 191.7003941
Monthly Payment $16,710.65
Yearly Loan Payment $200,527.76
Permanent Financing Requisites
BLOCK 80/81 PARKING STRUCTURE FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND CAPITAL COSTS
BLOCKS 80/81 PARKING STRUCTURE FINANCING AND EQUITY STRUCTURE
PERMANENT FINANCING
USE ASSUMPTIONS GLOBAL INFO: HARD COSTS, SOFT COSTS, AND LAND & BUILDING DATA
Refer to Parking Structure Proforma
ADW
CONSTRUCTION LOAN EQUITY PARTNERS (EB-5)
Basis/Comments
Kaiser's Equity Investment
Including as part of Deal
Use #Units/Emp. Perc Demand Supply Use GSF Shared Stall
KP 1200 49% 588 500 250000 2.00 per 1000 SF Yes
Public Parking 215 Yes
Hotel 152 0% 0 0 112160 0 per Key No
Luxury Apartments 25 100% 25 25 49080 1 per Unit No
55+ Apartments 100 100% 100 100 75000 1 per Unit No
713 840 250000 3.36 per 1000 SF of Office
Level Tenant Lease Type Total Stalls Base Rent Total Income Total Rent
($/Stall/Day) ($/Stall/Month) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
KP Dedicated (Day Use) Gross 500 $3.78 $115.00 $57,500.00 $57,500.00 $690,000.00
KP Shared (Night Use) Gross 500 $7.00 $212.92 $106,458.33 $106,458.33 $1,277,500.00
Daytime Public Gross 215 $15.00 $456.25 $98,093.75 $98,093.75 $1,177,125.00
Nighttime Public Gross 215 $7.00 $212.92 $45,777.08 $45,777.08 $549,325.00
Luxury Apartments Gross 25 $4.11 $125.00 $3,125.00 $3,125.00 $37,500.00
55+ Apartments Gross 100 $4.11 $125.00 $12,500.00 $12,500.00 $150,000.00
Supplied Stalls 840 Stall per 1000SF 3.36 Base Total Month Total Year Total
GLA 250000 $/Stall/Year $4,620.77 $323,454.17 $323,454.17 $3,881,450.00
Level Tenant Lease Type Total Stalls Base Rent Total Rent Total Rent
($/Stall/Day) ($/Stall/Month) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
Daytime Public Gross 715 $17.95 $546.11 $390,467.03 $390,467.03 $4,685,604.39
Nightime Public Gross 715 $8.38 $254.85 $182,217.95 $182,217.95 $2,186,615.38
Luxury Apartments Gross 25 $4.92 $149.62 $3,740.46 $3,740.46 $44,885.57
55+ Apartments Gross 100 $4.92 $149.62 $14,961.86 $14,961.86 $179,542.27
Supplied Stalls 840 Stall per 1000SF 3.36 Base Total Month Total Year Total
GLA 250000 $/Stall/Year $8,448.39 $591,387.30 $591,387.30 $7,096,647.62
Level Tenant Lease Type Total Stalls Base Rent Total Rent Total Rent
(sq.ft.) ($/Stall/Day) ($/Stall/Month) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
Office Tenant (Day Use) Gross 715 $26.69 $149.62 $106,977.27 $106,977.27 $1,283,727.23
Office Tenant (Night Use) Gross 715 $8.90 $270.59 $193,471.19 $193,471.19 $2,321,654.29
Daytime Public Gross 215 $19.06 $579.83 $124,664.25 $124,664.25 $1,495,971.04
Nighttime Public Gross 215 $8.90 $270.59 $58,176.65 $58,176.65 $698,119.82
Luxury Apartments Gross 25 $5.22 $158.86 $3,971.46 $3,971.46 $47,657.57
55+ Apartments Gross 100 $5.22 $158.86 $15,885.86 $15,885.86 $190,630.27
Supplied Stalls 840 Stall per 1000SF 3.36 Base Total Month Total Year Total
GLA 250000 $/Stall/Year $7,187.81 $503,146.69 $503,146.69 $6,037,760.22
BLOCKS 80/81 PARKING STRUCTURE - 3 LEVEL SUBTERRANEAN
Lease Rate
SOUTH UNDERGROUND PARKING STRUCTURE - From 2020 until 2031
Lease Rate
SOUTH UNDERGROUND PARKING STRUCTURE - From 2018 until 2020
SOUTH UNDERGROUND PARKING STRUCTURE
Metrics
SOUTH UNDERGROUND PARKING STRUCTURE - From 2014 until 2018
Lease Rate
3 LEVEL PARKING STRUCTURE STALL RENT ROLL
Cash Flow Analysis Annual Basis 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Total Construction Costs 30,500,000.00
Amount Financed (8,004,166.67)
Equity Required (22,495,833.33)
Parking Analysis w/Kaiser as Tenant through 2018
Income
KP Dedicated $690,000.00 690,000.00 710,700.00 732,021.00 753,981.63 776,601.08
KP Shared $1,277,500.00 1,277,500.00 1,315,825.00 1,355,299.75 1,395,958.74 1,437,837.50
Public Daytime $1,177,125.00 1,177,125.00 1,212,438.75 1,248,811.91 1,286,276.27 1,324,864.56
Public Nighttime $549,325.00 549,325.00 565,804.75 582,778.89 600,262.26 618,270.13
Luxury Apts Dedicated $37,500.00 37,500.00 38,625.00 39,783.75 40,977.26 42,206.58
55+ Dedicated $150,000.00 150,000.00 154,500.00 159,135.00 163,909.05 168,826.32
Miscellaneous Income 10% 388,145.00 399,789.35 411,783.03 424,136.52 436,860.62
Total Main Level Income 4,269,595.00 4,397,682.85 4,529,613.34 4,665,501.74 4,805,466.79
Parking Operating Expenses
Management fee 5% of Gross Lease (213,479.75) (219,884.14) (226,480.67) (233,275.09) (240,273.34)
Maintenance & Repairs 5.0% of Gross Income (213,479.75) (219,884.14) (226,480.67) (233,275.09) (240,273.34)
Total Operating Expenses (426,959.50) (439,768.29) (452,961.33) (466,550.17) (480,546.68)
Parking Vacancy/Absorption
Vacancy Rate 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
KP Dedicated 500 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vacancy Rate 90% 75% 75% 75% 75%
KP Shared 500 Stalls 50.00% Vacant Stalls (1,149,750.00) (986,868.75) (1,016,474.81) (1,046,969.06) (1,078,378.13)
Vacancy Rate 90% 75% 75% 75% 75%
Public Daytime 215 Stalls 30.00% Vacant Stalls (1,059,412.50) (909,329.06) (936,608.93) (964,707.20) (993,648.42)
Vacancy Rate 90% 75% 75% 75% 75%
Public Nighttime 215 Stalls 50.00% Vacant Stalls (494,392.50) (424,353.56) (437,084.17) (450,196.69) (463,702.60)
Vacancy Rate 50% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Luxury Apts Dedicated 25 Stalls See Block 81 Vacant Stalls (18,750.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Vacancy Rate 50% 0% 0% 0% 0%
55+ Dedicated 100 Stalls See Block 80 Vacant Stalls (75,000.00) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Total Vacancy (2,797,305.00) (2,320,551.38) (2,390,167.92) (2,461,872.95) (2,535,729.14)
Parking Net Operating Income from 2014 until 2018 1,244.44 1,045,330.50 1,637,363.19 1,686,484.09 1,737,078.61 1,789,190.97
Parking Analysis as Public Parking Garage from 2018 through 2020
Income
Public Daytime $4,685,604.39 4,685,604.39 4,826,172.53
Public Nighttime $2,186,615.38 2,186,615.38 2,252,213.85
Luxury Apts Dedicated $44,885.57 44,885.57 46,232.13
55+ Dedicated $179,542.27 179,542.27 184,928.54
Other Miscellaneous 10% 687,221.98 707,838.64
Total Main Level Income 7,783,869.59 8,017,385.68
Parking Operating Expenses
Management fee 5.0% of Gross Income (389,193.48) (400,869.28)
Maintenance & Repairs 5.0% of Gross Income (389,193.48) (400,869.28)
Total Operating Expenses (778,386.96) (801,738.57)
Parking Vacancy/Absorption
Vacancy Rate 30% 30%
Public Daytime 500 Stalls 30.00% Vacant Stalls (1,405,681.32) (1,447,851.76)
Vacancy Rate 50% 50%
Public Nighttime 500 Stalls 50.00% Vacant Stalls (1,093,307.69) (1,126,106.92)
Vacancy Rate 0% 0%
Luxury Apts Dedicated 25 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 0.00
Vacancy Rate 0% 0%
55+ Dedicated 100 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 0.00
Total Vacancy (2,498,988.51) (2,573,958.18)
Parking Net Operating Income from 2014 until 2018 4,506,494.12 4,641,688.93
Parking Analysis after 2020 Renovation of Office Building
Income
Office Tenant (Day Use $1,283,727.23 1,283,727.23 1,322,239.05 1,361,906.22 1,402,763.41
Office Tenant (Night Us $2,321,654.29 2,321,654.29 2,391,303.92 2,463,043.03 2,536,934.32
Public Daytime $1,495,971.04 1,495,971.04 1,540,850.18 1,587,075.68 1,634,687.95
Public Nighttime $698,119.82 698,119.82 719,063.42 740,635.32 762,854.38
Luxury Apartments $47,657.57 47,657.57 49,087.29 50,559.91 52,076.71
55+ Apartments $190,630.27 190,630.27 196,349.18 202,239.65 208,306.84
Other Miscellaneous 10% 603,776.02 621,889.30 640,545.98 659,762.36
Total Main Level Income 6,641,536.24 6,840,782.33 7,046,005.80 7,257,385.97
Parking Operating Expenses
Management fee 5.0% of Gross Income (332,076.81) (342,039.12) (352,300.29) (362,869.30)
Maintenance & Repairs 5.0% of Gross Income (332,076.81) (342,039.12) (352,300.29) (362,869.30)
Total Operating Expenses (664,153.62) (684,078.23) (704,600.58) (725,738.60)
Parking Vacancy/Absorption
0% 0% 0% 0%
Office Tenant (Day Use 715 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
50% 50% 50% 50%
Office Tenant (Night Us 715 Stalls 50.00% Vacant Stalls (1,160,827.14) (1,195,651.96) (1,231,521.52) (1,268,467.16)
30% 30% 30% 30%
Public Daytime 215 Stalls 30.00% Vacant Stalls (448,791.31) (462,255.05) (476,122.70) (490,406.39)
50% 50% 50% 50%
Public Nighttime 215 Stalls 50.00% Vacant Stalls (349,059.91) (359,531.71) (370,317.66) (381,427.19)
0% 7% 7% 7%
Luxury Apartments 25 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 (3,436.11) (3,539.19) (3,645.37)
0% 7% 7% 7%
55+ Apartments 100 Stalls 0.00% Vacant Stalls 0.00 (13,744.44) (14,156.78) (14,581.48)
Total Vacancy (1,958,677.07) (2,034,617.83) (2,095,656.41) (2,158,526.14)
Parking Net Operating Income from 2018 until 2031 4,018,705.55 4,122,086.27 4,245,748.81 4,373,121.23
3 LEVEL PARKING STRUCTURE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Overall Financial Analysis
Estimated Gross Income
Dedicated Office 690,000.00 710,700.00 732,021.00 753,981.63 776,601.08 0.00 0.00 1,283,727.23 1,322,239.05 1,361,906.22 1,402,763.41
Public Daytime 1,177,125.00 1,212,438.75 1,248,811.91 1,286,276.27 1,324,864.56 4,685,604.39 4,826,172.53
Public Nighttime 1,826,825.00 1,881,629.75 1,938,078.64 1,996,221.00 2,056,107.63 2,186,615.38 2,252,213.85 2,321,654.29 2,391,303.92 2,463,043.03 2,536,934.32
Luxury 37,500.00 38,625.00 39,783.75 40,977.26 42,206.58 44,885.57 46,232.13 47,657.57 49,087.29 50,559.91 52,076.71
55+ Market 150,000.00 154,500.00 159,135.00 163,909.05 168,826.32 179,542.27 184,928.54 190,630.27 196,349.18 202,239.65 208,306.84
Other Miscellaneous 388,145.00 399,789.35 411,783.03 424,136.52 436,860.62 687,221.98 707,838.64 603,776.02 621,889.30 640,545.98 659,762.36
Total 4,269,595.00 4,397,682.85 4,529,613.34 4,665,501.74 4,805,466.79 7,783,869.59 8,017,385.68 4,447,445.38 4,580,868.74 4,718,294.80 4,859,843.65
Operating & Vacancy Expenses
Operating Expenses ($426,959.50) ($439,768.29) ($452,961.33) ($466,550.17) ($480,546.68) ($778,386.96) ($801,738.57) ($664,153.62) ($684,078.23) ($704,600.58) ($725,738.60)
Total Exp ($/SF) $1.71
Vacancy Expenses ($2,797,305.00) ($2,320,551.38) ($2,390,167.92) ($2,461,872.95) ($2,535,729.14) ($2,498,988.51) ($2,573,958.18) ($1,958,677.07) ($2,034,617.83) ($2,095,656.41) ($2,158,526.14)
Total Vacancy Exp ($/SF) $11.19
Total ($3,224,262.79) ($2,760,319.66) ($2,843,129.25) ($2,928,423.13) ($3,016,275.82) ($3,277,375.47) ($3,375,696.75) ($2,622,830.69) ($2,718,696.06) ($2,800,256.99) ($2,884,264.74)
Global Operating Expenses
Taxes 0.00% $457,500.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Insurance 1.00% ($42,695.95) ($43,976.83) ($45,296.13) ($46,655.02) ($48,054.67) ($77,838.70) ($80,173.86) ($44,474.45) ($45,808.69) ($47,182.95) ($48,598.44)
Utilities 2.50% ($106,739.88) ($109,942.07) ($113,240.33) ($116,637.54) ($120,136.67) ($194,596.74) ($200,434.64) ($111,186.13) ($114,521.72) ($117,957.37) ($121,496.09)
Total Global Operating Expenses ($149,435.83) ($153,918.90) ($158,536.47) ($163,292.56) ($168,191.34) ($272,435.44) ($280,608.50) ($155,660.59) ($160,330.41) ($165,140.32) ($170,094.53)
Total Global Exp ($/SF) $0.60 $0.62 $0.63 $0.65 $0.67 $1.09 $1.12 $0.62 $0.64 $0.66 $0.68
Total NOI $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
Debt Coverage
Construction Financing (Refinance at Year 5)
Cash flow before Debt Coverage $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63
Debt Coverage ($41,962.29) ($41,962.29) ($41,962.29) ($41,962.29) ($41,962.29)
Debt Payoff ($7,920,059.69) ($7,789,905.74) ($7,653,433.09) ($7,510,334.99) ($7,360,289.77)
Cash Flow after Debt Coverage $853,934.09 $1,441,482.00 $1,485,985.33 $1,531,823.76 $1,579,037.34
Equity Partner # 1 - EB5 (Balloon Payment Year 5)
Cash Flow before Equity Payment $853,934.09 $1,441,482.00 $1,485,985.33 $1,531,823.76 $1,579,037.34
Equity Partner Payment ($524,875.00) ($524,875.00) ($524,875.00) ($524,875.00) ($524,875.00)
Equity Partner Payoff ($17,495,833.33) ($17,495,833.33) ($17,495,833.33) ($17,495,833.33) ($17,495,833.33)
Cash Flow after Equity Payment $329,059.09 $916,607.00 $961,110.33 $1,006,948.76 $1,054,162.34
Equity Partner # 2 - Kaiser Permanente (Continued Investment)
Cash Flow before Equity Payment $329,059.09 $916,607.00 $961,110.33 $1,006,948.76 $1,054,162.34 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
Equity Partner Payment 10 Year IRR on Asset Investment 13.47% $5,000,000.00 ($690,000.00) ($710,700.00) ($732,021.00) ($753,981.63) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08) ($776,601.08)
Equity Partner Payoff ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00) ($5,000,000.00)
Cash Flow after Equity Payment ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $3,457,457.61 $3,584,479.36 $892,353.02 $925,241.19 $976,296.42 $1,028,883.30
Equity Partner # 3 - Private Investor (Balloon Payment Year 5)
Cash Flow before Equity Payment ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26
Equity Partner Payment $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Equity Partner Payoff $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Cash Flow after Equity Payment ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26
Refinanced Permanent Loan (Starts @ Year 5)
Cash flow before Debt Coverage $3,457,457.61 $3,584,479.36 $892,353.02 $925,241.19 $976,296.42 $1,028,883.30
Debt Coverage ($1,702,031.82) ($1,702,031.82) ($1,702,031.82) ($1,702,031.82) ($1,702,031.82) ($1,702,031.82)
Debt Payoff ($22,654,286.68) ($22,186,567.01) ($21,692,464.27) ($21,170,490.26) ($20,619,072.80) ($20,036,551.07)
Cash Flow after Debt Coverage $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
Cash Flow after Debt & Equity ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
Debt Service Coverage 21.35 35.35 36.41 37.50 38.63 2.49 2.56 0.98 1.00 1.03 1.06
Cash Return (after Debt Coverage but before Equity Payment) $853,934.09 $1,441,482.00 $1,485,985.33 $1,531,823.76 $1,579,037.34 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
Return on Cost 2.80% 4.73% 4.87% 5.02% 5.18% 5.76% 6.17% -2.65% -2.55% -2.38% -2.21%
Return on Equity 3.80% 6.41% 6.61% 6.81% 7.02% 7.80% 8.37% -3.60% -3.45% -3.23% -2.99%
IRR Analysis Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Cap Rate Year of Sale 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%
Assumed Building Value based on NOI before Debt Coverage $14,931,606.38 $24,724,071.50 $25,465,793.65 $26,229,767.46 $27,016,660.48 $70,567,644.81 $72,684,673.91 $27,815,901.64 $28,364,037.82 $29,214,958.24 $30,091,406.27
Estimated Property Taxes 0.50% $74,658.03 $123,620.36 $127,328.97 $131,148.84 $135,083.30 $352,838.22 $363,423.37 $139,079.51 $141,820.19 $146,074.79 $150,457.03
Assumed Property Tax $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Check Assumption 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Sale Expenses 5% ($746,580.32) ($1,236,203.58) ($1,273,289.68) ($1,311,488.37) ($1,350,833.02) ($3,528,382.24) ($3,634,233.70) ($1,390,795.08) ($1,418,201.89) ($1,460,747.91) ($1,504,570.31)
Unlevered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale $14,259,684.09 $23,611,488.29 $24,319,832.94 $25,049,427.92 $25,800,910.76 $67,392,100.80 $69,413,863.58 $26,564,186.07 $27,087,656.12 $27,900,285.12 $28,737,292.98
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + NOI before Debt Service) ($30,500,000.00) $15,155,580.48 $25,094,932.58 $25,847,780.55 $26,623,213.97 $27,421,910.39 $71,626,159.48 $73,774,944.01 $28,233,140.17 $28,789,498.39 $29,653,182.61 $30,542,777.36
Unlevered IRR by Year of Sale Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
18.89% 2 ($30,500,000.00) $15,155,580.48 $25,094,932.58
-2.65% 3 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $25,847,780.55
0.03% 4 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $26,623,213.97
1.66% 5 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $27,421,910.39
6 Year IRR 18.21% 6 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $71,626,159.48
17.07% 7 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $73,774,944.01
5.48% 8 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $28,233,140.17
5.70% 9 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $28,789,498.39
10 Year IRR 5.96% 10 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $29,653,182.61
6.17% 11 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $30,542,777.36
6.35% 12 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
6.50% 13 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
6.63% 14 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
6.75% 15 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
6.85% 16 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
6.94% 17 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
18 Year IRR 7.01% 18 ($30,500,000.00) $895,896.38 $1,483,444.29 $1,527,947.62 $1,573,786.05 $1,620,999.63 $4,234,058.69 $4,361,080.43 $1,668,954.10 $1,701,842.27 $1,752,897.49 $1,805,484.38
Levered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale $14,259,684.09 $23,611,488.29 $24,319,832.94 $25,049,427.92 $25,800,910.76 $67,392,100.80 $69,413,863.58 $26,564,186.07 $27,087,656.12 $27,900,285.12 $28,737,292.98
Debt Payoff ($7,920,059.69) ($7,789,905.74) ($7,653,433.09) ($7,510,334.99) ($7,360,289.77) ($7,202,960.18) ($7,037,992.57) ($6,865,016.13) ($6,683,642.05) ($6,493,462.64) ($6,294,050.43)
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + NOI after Debt Service - Debt Payoff) ($22,495,833.33) $7,235,520.78 $17,305,026.83 $18,194,347.46 $19,112,878.98 $20,061,620.62 $64,423,199.31 $66,736,951.45 $21,368,124.04 $22,105,856.34 $23,159,719.97 $24,248,726.93
Levered IRR by Year of Sale 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
5.25% 2 ($22,495,833.33) $7,235,520.78 $17,305,026.83
-7.04% 3 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $18,194,347.46
-3.88% 4 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $19,112,878.98
-1.95% 5 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $20,061,620.62
6 Year IRR 19.36% 6 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $64,423,199.31
17.50% 7 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $66,736,951.45
1.69% 8 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 $21,368,124.04
1.49% 9 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) $22,105,856.34
10 Year IRR 1.46% 10 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) $23,159,719.97
1.47% 11 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) $24,248,726.93
1.50% 12 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
1.54% 13 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
1.60% 14 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
1.67% 15 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
1.75% 16 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
1.83% 17 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
1.92% 18 ($22,495,833.33) ($360,940.91) $205,907.00 $229,089.33 $252,967.13 $277,561.26 $1,755,425.79 $1,882,447.54 ($809,678.80) ($776,790.63) ($725,735.40) ($673,148.52)
Kaiser Permanente Cash Flow
6 Year IRR 16.32% -$10,000,000.00 $690,000.00 $710,700.00 $732,021.00 $753,981.63 $776,601.08 $18,923,981.16
10 Year IRR 4.71% -$10,000,000.00 $690,000.00 $710,700.00 $732,021.00 $753,981.63 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $776,601.08 $7,300,465.86
3 LEVEL PARKING STRUCTURE FINANCIAL SUMMARY
Parking Fees & Office Vacancies Land & Building Data
Parking Mgmt Fee 5% of Gross Lease Total Acreage 2.5 40000 100000
Retail Maint & Repair 5.0% of Gross Income Stall Dimensions 162 840 136080
KP Vacancy 0.0% Year 4 Max. Footprint 100000 136.08% 136080
Office Vacancy 5.0% Year 4 Overall Parking Ra 250000 3.36 840
Parking Rates (2012 $) Hard Costs & Land/Purchase Price
KP Monthly Rate $115.00 per Month per Stall Area (SF) or % Cost/SF Total Cost
Office Monthly Rate $125.00 per Month per Stall Land Value 100000 $50 $5,000,000.00
Luxury Apts Rate $125.00 per Month per Stall Air Rights Purchas 40000 $0 $0.00
Market Rate Apt Rate $125.00 per Month per Stall New Parking Struc 300000 $80 $24,000,000.00
Overnight Rate $7.00 per Night per Stall Demolition Expense 300000 $1 $300,000.00 ADW
Daily Rate $15.00 per Day per Stall Const. Contingency 5% $4 $1,200,000.00
Vacancy Assumptions Total Hard Costs 300,000 $85 $25,500,000.00
Kaiser 0% Cost per Stall $840 $30,357.14 per Stall
Public Day Use 30% 150 Stalls Improved Value Subt 300,000 $102 $30,500,000.00
Public Night Use 50% 250 Stalls Soft Costs included in Remaining Development Expenses
Future Office Tenant 0% Total Project Values
Luxury Apts 0% Description Cost/SF Total Costs
Market Rate 55+ 0% Land Value $16.67 $5,000,000.00
Hard Costs $85.00 $25,500,000.00
Global Operating Expenses Soft Costs $0.00
Property Taxes 0.00% of EGI = $0.00 Total Project Value by Costs $101.67 $30,500,000.00
Insurance 1.00% of EGI = ($42,695.95)
Utilities 2.50% of EGI = ($106,739.88)
Assumed NNN per SF
Actual NNN Expenses $2.31 per SF ($149,435.83)
Rent Escalation 3.00% per Year
Expense Escalation 3.00% per Year
Total Project Value by Costs $30,500,000.00 Parking Structure Hard Costs $25,500,000.00 Refinance Year/Pay 5 60
Remaining Equity from Hotel Construction Loan Payoff $7,360,289.77
The Ida (55+ Market Rate) Hard Costs $14,837,405.00 EB5 Balloon Payment $17,495,833.33
Kaiser's Equity Investement 16.39% $5,000,000.00 Total Eligible Hard Costs $40,337,405.00 Equity Investor Payoff $0.00
Additional Funds Needed 16.39% $5,000,000.00 RIMS II Jobs Multipli 8 Jobs per $Million 323 Developer's Fee 0% $0.00
Total Equity from Kaiser $10,000,000.00 Additional Indirect Jo 0.3 per Direct Job 96.9 Total Payoff Required $24,856,123.11
Return Rate 12.0% $1,200,000.00 Total Direct and Indirect Jobs 419.9
EB5 Multiplier $500,000.00 per 12 Jobs $41,666.67 Assumed Property Value Prior to Refinance Year $27,016,660.48
Available EB5 Equity $17,495,833.33 EB5 Equity $17,495,833.33 Payoff to Value Ratio 92.00%
Return Rate 3% $524,875.00 Project Equity $2,160,537.38
Total Debt Required $24,856,123.11
Private Equity 0% $0.00 Plus .5% loan fee 0.50% $124,280.62
Return Rate 15% $0.00 Total Loan $24,980,403.72
Loan Term 30 years
Total Equity $22,495,833.33 Payment Frequency 12.00 monthly
Remaining Balance of Costs to Finance $8,004,166.67 Number of Payment 360.00
IRR Unlevered 5.96% Interest Rate (incl b 5.5000%
Loan to Cost 26.24% IRR Levered 1.46% Eff. Int. Rate 0.004583333
Total Debt Required $8,004,166.67 DSCR Year 6 2.49 Annuity Factor 176.1217631
Plus .5% loan fee 0.50% $40,020.83 Monthly Payment $141,835.98
Total Loan $8,044,187.50 Yearly Loan Payment $1,702,031.82
Loan Term 30 years Total Loan Cost @ end of Term $51,060,954.53
Payment Frequency 12.00 monthly
Number of Payments 360.00
Interest Rate (incl basis poi 4.7500%
Eff. Int. Rate 0.003958333
Annuity Factor 191.7003941
Monthly Payment $41,962.29
Yearly Loan Payment $503,547.48
3 LEVEL PARKING STRUCTURE FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND CAPITAL COSTS
REFINANCING
3 LEVEL PARKING STRUCTURE FINANCING AND EQUITY STRUCTURE
CONSTRUCTION LOAN EQUITY PARTNERS (EB-5) PERMANENT FINANCING
Kaiser's Equity Investment
Including as part of Deal
Refer to Parking Structure Proforma
ADW
USE ASSUMPTIONS GLOBAL INFO: HARD COSTS, SOFT COSTS, AND LAND & BUILDING DATA
Basis/Comments
Level Tenant Lease Type Leased Area % of Center Lease Rate Base Rent NNN NNN Rent Total Rent Total Rent
(sq.ft.) ($/SF/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
1 Coffee Shop NNN 1080 4.56% $2.33 $28.00 $2,520.00 $6.00 $540.00 $3,060.00 $36,720.00
1 Restaurant NNN 2200 9.29% $2.33 $28.00 $5,133.33 $6.00 $1,100.00 $6,233.33 $74,800.00
1 Retail NNN 450 1.90% $2.33 $28.00 $1,050.00 $6.00 $225.00 $1,275.00 $15,300.00
1 Retail NNN 540 2.28% $2.33 $28.00 $1,260.00 $6.00 $270.00 $1,530.00 $18,360.00
1 Retail NNN 1540 6.50% $2.33 $28.00 $3,593.33 $6.00 $770.00 $4,363.33 $52,360.00
1 Retail NNN 2160 9.12% $2.33 $28.00 $5,040.00 $6.00 $1,080.00 $6,120.00 $73,440.00
1 Storage NNN 930 3.93% $2.33 $28.00 $2,170.00 $6.00 $465.00 $2,635.00 $31,620.00
1 Reception NNN 240 1.01% $2.33 $28.00 $560.00 $6.00 $120.00 $680.00 $8,160.00
1 Hotel Office NNN 240 1.01% $2.33 $28.00 $560.00 $6.00 $120.00 $680.00 $8,160.00
1 Valet/Concierge NNN 260 1.10% $2.33 $28.00 $606.67 $6.00 $130.00 $736.67 $8,840.00
1 Lounge NNN 260 1.10% $2.33 $28.00 $606.67 $6.00 $130.00 $736.67 $8,840.00
1 Lobby - 2460 10.38% $2.33 $28.00 $5,740.00 $6.00 $1,230.00 $6,970.00 $83,640.00
1 Common Area 1660
16 Rooftop Lounge - 11332 47.83% $2.57 $30.80 $29,085.47 $6.00 $5,666.00 $34,751.47 $417,017.60
NLA 23692 Efficiency 93.45% Month Total $57,925.47 Month Total $11,846.00 Month Total $69,771.47
GLA 25352 Load Factor 1.07 Year Total $695,105.60 Year Total $142,152.00 Year Total $837,257.60
Level Tenant Lease Type Leased Area % of Center Lease Rate Base Rent NNN NNN Rent Total Rent Total Rent
(sq.ft.) ($/SF/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
2 HALL 1 NNN 1430 6.98% $2.33 $28.00 $3,336.67 $6.00 $715.00 $4,051.67 $48,620.00
2 HALL 2 NNN 2160 10.54% $2.33 $28.00 $5,040.00 $6.00 $1,080.00 $6,120.00 $73,440.00
2 HALL 3 NNN 2660 12.98% $2.33 $28.00 $6,206.67 $6.00 $1,330.00 $7,536.67 $90,440.00
2 HALL 4 NNN 1840 8.98% $2.33 $28.00 $4,293.33 $6.00 $920.00 $5,213.33 $62,560.00
2 HALL 5 NNN 2160 10.54% $2.33 $28.00 $5,040.00 $6.00 $1,080.00 $6,120.00 $73,440.00
2 COMMON 3770
3 HALL 1 NNN 1430 6.98% $2.33 $28.00 $3,336.67 $6.00 $715.00 $4,051.67 $48,620.00
3 HALL 2 NNN 2160 10.54% $2.33 $28.00 $5,040.00 $6.00 $1,080.00 $6,120.00 $73,440.00
3 HALL 3 NNN 2660 12.98% $2.33 $28.00 $6,206.67 $6.00 $1,330.00 $7,536.67 $90,440.00
3 HALL 4 NNN 1840 8.98% $2.33 $28.00 $4,293.33 $6.00 $920.00 $5,213.33 $62,560.00
3 HALL 5 NNN 2160 10.54% $2.33 $28.00 $5,040.00 $6.00 $1,080.00 $6,120.00 $73,440.00
3 COMMON 3770 18.39%
NLA 20500 Efficiency 73.11% Month Total $47,833.33 Month Total $10,250.00 Month Total $58,083.33
GLA 28040 Load Factor 1.37 Year Total $574,000.00 Year Total $123,000.00 Year Total $697,000.00
Level Room Type Quantity Unit Size Total RSF % of Center
($/Mo/SF) ($/Month/Unit) Yearly Income ($/Night) ($/Month/Unit) Yearly Income
4 Standard 2 360 720 0.84% $2.67 $960.00 $23,040.00 $125.00 $3,802.08 $91,250.00
Superior 4 450 1800 2.11% $2.67 $1,200.00 $57,600.00 $150.00 $4,562.50 $219,000.00
Deluxe 16 540 8640 10.13% $2.67 $1,440.00 $276,480.00 $195.00 $5,931.25 $1,138,800.00
5 Standard 2 360 720 0.84% $2.67 $960.00 $23,040.00 $125.00 $3,802.08 $91,250.00
Superior 4 450 1800 2.11% $2.67 $1,200.00 $57,600.00 $150.00 $4,562.50 $219,000.00
Deluxe 16 540 8640 10.13% $2.67 $1,440.00 $276,480.00 $195.00 $5,931.25 $1,138,800.00
6 Standard 2 360 720 0.84% $2.67 $960.00 $23,040.00 $125.00 $3,802.08 $91,250.00
Superior 4 450 1800 2.11% $2.67 $1,200.00 $57,600.00 $150.00 $4,562.50 $219,000.00
Deluxe 16 540 8640 10.13% $2.67 $1,440.00 $276,480.00 $195.00 $5,931.25 $1,138,800.00
7 Standard 2 360 720 0.84% $2.67 $960.00 $23,040.00 $125.00 $3,802.08 $91,250.00
Superior 4 450 1800 2.11% $2.67 $1,200.00 $57,600.00 $150.00 $4,562.50 $219,000.00
Deluxe 16 540 8640 10.13% $2.67 $1,440.00 $276,480.00 $195.00 $5,931.25 $1,138,800.00
8 Standard 2 360 720 0.84% $2.67 $960.00 $23,040.00 $125.00 $3,802.08 $91,250.00
Superior 4 450 1800 2.11% $2.67 $1,200.00 $57,600.00 $150.00 $4,562.50 $219,000.00
Deluxe 16 540 8640 10.13% $2.67 $1,440.00 $276,480.00 $195.00 $5,931.25 $1,138,800.00
9 Standard 2 360 720 0.84% $2.67 $960.00 $23,040.00 $125.00 $3,802.08 $91,250.00
Superior 4 450 1800 2.11% $2.67 $1,200.00 $57,600.00 $150.00 $4,562.50 $219,000.00
Deluxe 16 540 8640 10.13% $2.67 $1,440.00 $276,480.00 $195.00 $5,931.25 $1,138,800.00
10 Deluxe 4 540 2160 2.53% $2.67 $1,440.00 $69,120.00 $195.00 $5,931.25 $284,700.00
Small Suite 4 720 2880 3.38% $2.67 $1,920.00 $92,160.00 $275.00 $8,364.58 $401,500.00
Poolside Suite 2 1060 2120 2.49% $2.67 $2,826.67 $67,840.00 $400.00 $12,166.67 $292,000.00
11 Standard Suite 4 1060 4240 4.97% $2.67 $2,826.67 $135,680.00 $340.00 $10,341.67 $496,400.00
Junior Suite 4 1080 4320 5.07% $2.67 $2,880.00 $138,240.00 $400.00 $12,166.67 $584,000.00
Executive Suite 2 1300 2600 3.05% $2.67 $3,466.67 $83,200.00 $520.00 $15,816.67 $379,600.00
152 85280 $2,728,960.00 $11,132,500.00
NLA 85280 Efficiency 76.03% Hotel Rent $2,728,960.00 Total Keys 152 Rent Cost PAR $49.19
GLA 112160 Load Factor 1.32 Gross Room Sales $11,132,500.00 Average Size 578 RevPAR $134.44
Level Room Type Quantity Unit Size Total RSF % of Center
($/Mo/SF) ($/Month/Unit) Yearly Income
12 1 b, 1.5 ba 4 1500 6000 14.23% $2.75 $4,125.00 $198,000.00
2 b, 2 ba 3 1500 4500 10.67% $2.75 $4,125.00 $148,500.00
Level Total 10500
13 1 b, 1.5 ba 4 1500 6000 14.23% $2.75 $4,125.00 $198,000.00
2 b, 2 ba 2 1500 3000 7.12% $2.75 $4,125.00 $99,000.00
Level Total 9000
14 Sub PH-1 2 1848 3696 8.77% $2.75 $5,082.00 $121,968.00
Sub PH-2 2 2208 4416 10.47% $2.75 $6,072.00 $145,728.00
Sub PH-3 2 1610 3220 7.64% $2.75 $4,427.50 $106,260.00
Level Total 11332
15 PH-1 2 1848 3696 8.77% $2.75 $5,082.00 $121,968.00
PH-2 2 2208 4416 10.47% $2.75 $6,072.00 $145,728.00
PH-3 2 1610 3220 7.64% $2.75 $4,427.50 $106,260.00
Level Total 11332
25 42164 $1,391,412.00
NLA 42164 Efficiency 85.91% Month Total $115,951.00 Total Units 25 Stabilized Vacancy 7%
GLA 49080 Load Factor 1.16 Year Total $1,391,412.00 Average Size 1734 Stabilized Avg $/SF $2.56
BLOCK 81 - PROJECTED RENT ROLL
Leaseable Areas Building Use Efficiency Rental Income
Building Use Efficiency Hotel Project Profits
NNN Income Total Income
Hotel Rent Roll
Lease Rate
Main Level Retail, Restaurant & Lounges/Facilities Rent Roll
Event Space Rent Roll
Rental Income NNN Income Total IncomeBuilding Use EfficiencyLeaseable Areas
Leaseable Areas Building Use Efficiency
Lease Rate
Apartment Data Projected Rates
Hotel Revenue Stream
Rental Income
Apartments Rent Roll
Rental IncomeLeaseable Areas Hotel Use Data
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
$1,891,973.37 $4,765,687.96 $5,033,885.99 $5,188,685.43 $5,348,128.86 $5,512,355.59 $5,681,509.12 $5,855,737.26 $6,035,192.25 $6,220,030.88 $6,410,414.67
0.93 2.35 2.49 2.56 2.64 2.72 2.81 1.26 1.29 1.33 1.37
-0.19% 4.05% 4.44% 4.67% 4.91% 3.85% 4.10% 1.76% 2.02% 2.29% 2.57%
-0.60% 12.44% 13.66% 14.36% 15.08% 11.83% 12.59% 5.78% 6.65% 7.55% 8.47%
-$67,765,893.56 $1,891,973.37 $4,765,687.96 $5,033,885.99 $5,188,685.43 $5,348,128.86 $5,512,355.59 $5,681,509.12 $5,855,737.26 $6,035,192.25 $6,220,030.88 $93,408,899.47
8.99%
-$17,958,333.33 -$1,013,595.48 $1,860,119.11 $2,128,317.13 $2,283,116.58 $2,442,560.01 $2,606,786.74 $2,775,940.27 $1,369,700.34 $1,369,700.34 $1,554,538.97 $33,734,573.99
12.58%
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Total Construction Costs 67,765,894
Construction Loan, Refinanced at End of Year 5 (32,171,048)
Private Equity, Repaid during Refinancing (35,594,845)
Permanent Loan (58,438,228)
Project Equity (20,600,446)
Overall Financial Analysis
Estimated Gross Income
Retail 14.93% 906,768 933,971 961,990 990,850 1,020,576 1,051,193 1,082,729 1,115,210 1,148,667 1,183,127
Hotel 56.42% 3,425,960 3,528,739 3,634,601 3,743,639 3,855,948 3,971,627 4,090,775 4,213,499 4,339,904 4,470,101
Apartments 28.64% 1,739,265 1,791,443 1,845,186 1,900,542 1,957,558 2,016,285 2,076,773 2,139,077 2,203,249 2,269,346
Total 6,071,993 6,254,153 6,441,778 6,635,031 6,834,082 7,039,104 7,250,277 7,467,786 7,691,819 7,922,574
Total per SF $37.53 @Year 3 NLA 171636 35.38 36.44 37.53 38.66 39.82 41.01 42.24 43.51 44.81 46.16
Vacancy & Turnover Expenses
Retail (572,598) (373,898) (186,238) (188,200) (190,222) (192,304) (194,448) (196,657) (198,932) (201,275)
Hotel (1,712,980) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Apartments (869,633) (59,014) (134,434) (138,308) (142,300) (146,410) (150,645) (155,006) (159,498) (164,125)
Total (3,155,211) (432,912) (320,672) (326,509) (332,521) (338,714) (345,093) (351,663) (358,430) (365,400)
Total per SF $1.87 @Year 3 NLA 171,636.00 18.38 2.52 1.87 1.90 1.94 1.97 2.01 2.05 2.09 2.13
Operating Expenses
Retail 6% (52,133) (53,697) (55,308) (56,967) (58,676) (60,436) (62,249) (64,117) (66,040) (68,022)
Hotel 6% (204,672) (210,812) (217,137) (223,651) (230,360) (237,271) (244,389) (251,721) (259,272) (267,051)
Apartments 8% (130,445) (134,358) (138,389) (142,541) (146,817) (151,221) (155,758) (160,431) (165,244) (170,201)
Total (387,250) (398,867) (410,833) (423,158) (435,853) (448,929) (462,397) (476,268) (490,556) (505,273)
Total per SF $2.39 @Year 3 NLA 171636 2.26 2.32 2.39 2.47 2.54 2.62 2.69 2.77 2.86 2.94
Net Operating Income
Retail Percent Contributing 11.15% 282,037 506,376 720,444 745,683 771,678 798,453 826,031 854,437 883,695 913,830
Hotel Percent Contributing 59.63% 1,508,308 3,317,927 3,417,464 3,519,988 3,625,588 3,734,356 3,846,386 3,961,778 4,080,631 4,203,050
Apartments Percent Contributing 29.22% 739,188 1,598,071 1,572,364 1,619,693 1,668,442 1,718,653 1,770,371 1,823,640 1,878,507 1,935,021
Total 2,529,533 5,422,374 5,710,273 5,885,364 6,065,707 6,251,462 6,442,788 6,639,855 6,842,833 7,051,901
Total per SF $33.27 Year 3 NLA 171636 14.74 31.59 33.27 34.29 35.34 36.42 37.54 38.69 39.87 41.09
Global Operating Expenses
Property Taxes 4.50% of EGI (273,240) (281,437) (289,880) (298,576) (307,534) (316,760) (326,262) (336,050) (346,132) (356,516)
Insurance 2.00% of EGI (121,440) (125,083) (128,836) (132,701) (136,682) (140,782) (145,006) (149,356) (153,836) (158,451)
Utilities 4.00% of EGI (242,880) (250,166) (257,671) (265,401) (273,363) (281,564) (290,011) (298,711) (307,673) (316,903)
Total Global Op Exp (637,559) (656,686) (676,387) (696,678) (717,579) (739,106) (761,279) (784,117) (807,641) (831,870)
Total per SF $3.94 @Year 3 NLA 171636 3.71 3.83 3.94 4.06 4.18 4.31 4.44 4.57 4.71 4.85
Total NOI $1,891,973.37 $4,765,687.96 $5,033,885.99 $5,188,685.43 $5,348,128.86 $5,512,355.59 $5,681,509.12 $5,855,737.26 $6,035,192.25 $6,220,030.88
Debt Coverage
Construction Financing (Refinance at Year 5)
Cash flow before Debt Coverage 1,891,973 4,765,688 5,033,886 5,188,685 5,348,129 5,512,356 5,681,509
Debt Coverage (2,023,902) (2,023,902) (2,023,902) (2,023,902) (2,023,902) (2,023,902) (2,023,902)
Debt Payoff (31,832,999) (31,309,872) (30,761,350) (30,186,197) (29,583,122) 0 603,075
Cash Flow after Debt Coverage (131,929) 2,741,786 3,009,984 3,164,783 3,324,227 3,488,453 3,657,607
Equity Partner # 1 (EB-5, Balloon Payment Year 7)
Cash Flow before Equity Payment (131,929) 2,741,786 3,009,984 3,164,783 3,324,227 3,488,453 3,657,607
Equity Partner Payment (EB5) (881,667) (881,667) (881,667) (881,667) (881,667) (881,667) (881,667)
Equity Partner Payoff (22,041,667) (22,041,667) (22,041,667) (22,041,667) (22,041,667) (22,041,667) (22,041,667)
Cash Flow after Equity Payment (1,013,595) 1,860,119 2,128,317 2,283,117 2,442,560 2,606,787 2,775,940
Refinanced Permanent Loan (Starts @ Year 5)
Cash flow before Debt Coverage 5,855,737 6,035,192 6,220,031
Debt Coverage (4,665,492) (4,665,492) (4,665,492)
Debt Payoff (57,208,073) (56,525,524) (55,793,633)
Cash Flow after Debt Coverage 1,190,245 1,369,700 1,554,539
Cash Flow after Debt & Equity ($1,013,595) $1,860,119 $2,128,317 $2,283,117 $2,442,560 $2,606,787 $2,775,940 $1,190,245 $1,369,700 $1,554,539
Debt Service Coverage 0.93 2.35 2.49 2.56 2.64 2.72 2.81 1.26 1.29 1.33
Cash Return (after Debt Coverage but before Equity Payment) -$131,928.82 $2,741,785.78 $3,009,983.80 $3,164,783.25 $3,324,226.67 $2,606,786.74 $2,775,940.27 $1,190,245.35 $1,369,700.34 $1,554,538.97
Return on Cost -0.19% 4.05% 4.44% 4.67% 4.91% 3.85% 4.10% 1.76% 2.02% 2.29%
Return on Equity -0.60% 12.44% 13.66% 14.36% 15.08% 11.83% 12.59% 5.78% 6.65% 7.55%
IRR Analysis Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cap Rate Year of Sale 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7% 7%
Assumed Building Value based on NOI before Debt Coverage 27,028,191 68,081,257 71,912,657 74,124,078 76,401,841 78,747,937 81,164,416 83,653,389 86,217,032 88,857,584
Estimated Property Taxes 0.50% $281,797.79 135,141 340,406 359,563 370,620 382,009 393,740 405,822 418,267 431,085 444,288
Assumed Property Tax 273,240 281,437 289,880 298,576 307,534 316,760 326,262 336,050 346,132 356,516
Sale Expenses 5% (1,351,410) (3,404,063) (3,595,633) (3,706,204) (3,820,092) (3,937,397) (4,058,221) (4,182,669) (4,310,852) (4,442,879)
Unlevered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale 25,676,781 64,677,194 68,317,024 70,417,874 72,581,749 74,810,540 77,106,195 79,470,720 81,906,180 84,414,705
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + NOI before Debt Service) (67,765,894) 27,568,755 69,442,882 73,350,910 75,606,559 77,929,878 80,322,896 82,787,704 85,326,457 87,941,373 90,634,736
Unlevered IRR by Year of Sale Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 Year IRR 8.88% 10 (67,765,894) 1,891,973 4,765,688 5,033,886 5,188,685 5,348,129 5,512,356 5,681,509 5,855,737 6,035,192 90,634,736
15 Year IRR 9.28% 15 (67,765,894) 1,891,973 4,765,688 5,033,886 5,188,685 5,348,129 5,512,356 5,681,509 5,855,737 6,035,192 6,220,031
18 Year IRR 9.41% 18 (67,765,894) 1,891,973 4,765,688 5,033,886 5,188,685 5,348,129 5,512,356 5,681,509 5,855,737 6,035,192 6,220,031
Levered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale 25,676,781 64,677,194 68,317,024 70,417,874 72,581,749 74,810,540 77,106,195 79,470,720 81,906,180 84,414,705
Debt & Equity Partner Payoff (53,874,665) (53,351,539) (52,803,016) (52,227,864) (51,624,789) (22,041,667) (21,438,592) (57,208,073) (56,525,524) (55,793,633)
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + NOI after Debt Service - Debt Payoff) (29,211,479) 13,185,774 17,642,325 20,473,127 23,399,520 55,375,660 58,443,544 23,452,892 26,750,357 30,175,611
Levered IRR by Year of Sale 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
10 Year IRR 12.25% 10 (17,958,333) (1,013,595) 1,860,119 2,128,317 2,283,117 2,442,560 2,606,787 2,775,940 1,369,700 1,369,700 30,175,611
15 Year IRR 13.20% 15 (17,958,333) (1,013,595) 1,860,119 2,128,317 2,283,117 2,442,560 2,606,787 2,775,940 1,369,700 1,369,700 1,554,539
18 Year IRR 13.50% 18 (17,958,333) (1,013,595) 1,860,119 2,128,317 2,283,117 2,442,560 2,606,787 2,775,940 1,369,700 1,369,700 1,554,539
FINANCIAL RETURNS
Expanded Financial Analysis
Unlevered IRR
NOI
DSCR
ROC
ROE
Unlevered IRR Cash Flow
Levered IRR Cash Flow
Levered IRR
Year
FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF HOTEL + RESIDENCES - BLOCK 81
Retail Land & Building Data Efficiency
Retail Mgmt Fee 5% of Gross Lease Total Acreage 43560 0.92 40000
Retail Tenant Imprv. $30 per SF (3 Year Leases) Max. Footprint 40000 35.05% 14020
Retail Maint & Repair 2.5% of Gross Income Retail Area 25352 93.45% 23692
Stabilized Vacancy 10.0% Year 3 Event Area 28040 73.11% 20500
Retail Turnover 25.0% Hotel Area 112160 76.03% 85280
Base Rent $28.00 per SF Apartments Area 49080 85.91% 42164
Hotel Total Building Area 214632 79.97% 171636
Hotel Mgmt Fee 0% of Gross Lease FAR (Max of 9-to-1) 214632 5.37 40000 Retain ability to sell or transfer FAR to other properties
Hotel Tis $0 Including in Initial Construction Costs Hard Costs & Land/Purchase Price Basis/Comments
Hotel Maint & Repair 2.5% of Gross Income Area (SF) or % Cost/SF Total Cost
Stabilized Occupancy 100.0% Year 2 Land Value 40000 $63 $2,500,000 Refer to Parking Structure Proforma
Hotel Base Rent $32.00 per SF per Year Air Rights Purchase 40000 $0 $0 Refer to Parking Structure Proforma
Base Nightly Rate $125.00 per Night Parking Structure - - - Refer to Parking Structure Proforma
Hotel Occupancy 67% Allocation of Park Costs 40000 $50 $2,000,000 Director's Park
Building Shell 165552 $174.20 $28,838,623 JE Dunn
Luxury Apartments Luxury Apartments 49080 $153.48 $7,533,000 JE Dunn
Apts Mgmt Fee 5% of Gross Income Interior FF&E 165552 $45.80 $7,582,817 JE Dunn
Apts Maint & Repair 2.5% of Gross Income LEED Gold Premium 10% $17 $2,883,862 Percentage of Building Shell
Stabilized Vacancy 7.0% Year 3 Rooftop Garden 12270 $25 $306,750 ADW
Apartment Turnover 25.0% Year 2 Const. Contingency 10% $27 $4,714,505 ADW
Turnover Cost $0.50 per SF (Painting/Repairs) Total Hard Costs 165,552 $325 $53,859,558
Base Rent $2.75 per SF Improved Value Subtotal 165,552 $340 $56,359,558
Global Operating Expenses Soft Costs During Site Acquisition
Property Taxes 4.50% $1.27 $273,239.69 Description Fee Rate Land Value Fees Fee/SF
Insurance 2.00% $0.57 $121,439.86 Realtor Commissions 0.00% $2,500,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Utilities 4.00% $1.13 $242,879.73 Initial Lawyer's Fees 1.00% $2,500,000.00 $25,000 $0.15
Assumed NNN $6.00 per SF Total Intial Soft Costs $25,000 $0.15
Actual NNN Expenses $5.97 per SF $637,559.28 Soft Costs based on Construction Costs
Rent Escalation 3.00% per Year Description Fee Rate Const. Cost Fees Fee/SF
Expense Escalation 3.00% per Year A/E Fees 10.00% $53,859,557.51 $5,385,956 $32.53
Lawyer Expenses 2.00% $53,859,557.51 $1,077,191 $6.51
Public Works Fees 0.25% $53,859,557.51 $134,649 $0.81
Permitting/SDC Fees 8.00% $53,859,557.51 $4,308,765 $26.03
Subtotal $10,906,560 $65.88
Soft Costs based on Improved Values
Description Fee Rate Improved Value Fees Fee/SF
Insurance Costs 0.50% $56,359,557.51 $281,798 $1.70
Developer's Fee 5.00% $53,859,557.51 $2,692,978 $16.27
Subtotal $2,974,776 $17.97
Total Soft Costs 25.82% $13,906,336 $84.00
Total Project Values
Description Cost/SF Total Costs
Purchase Price $0.00 $0
Hard Costs $325.33 $53,859,558
Soft Costs $84.00 $13,906,336
Total Project Value by Costs $409.33 $67,765,894
Total Project Hard Costs $53,859,557.51 Refinance Year/Payment 7 84
RIMS II Jobs Multiplier 8 Jobs per $Million 431 Construction Loan Payoff $28,231,030.67
EB5 Multiplier $500,000.00 per 12 Jobs $41,666.67 Equity Partner Payoff $22,041,666.67
EB5 Equity $17,958,333.33 Developer Payout 10% $7,874,793.70
Expected Stabilized Room Sales Year 3 $8,150,404.83 Total Refinance Amount Desired $58,147,491.04
RIMS II Jobs Multiplier 12 Jobs per $Million 98
EB5 Multiplier $500,000.00 per 12 Jobs $41,666.67 Assumed Property Value based on NOI @ Enf of Year 7 $78,747,937.02
EB5 Equity $4,083,333.33 Ratio of Debt + Equity Payout to Assumed Property Value 73.84%
Total Available EB5 Equity $22,041,666.67 Property Equity $20,600,445.97
Interest Rate (incl basis po 4.0000% Yearly Interest $881,666.67
Total Debt Required $58,147,491.04
Plus .5% loan fee 0.50% $290,737.46
Total Project Value by Costs $67,765,893.56 Total Loan $58,438,228.50
EB5 Equity 32.53% $22,041,666.67 Loan Term 30 years
NMTC Equity 20.00% $13,553,178.71 Payment Frequency 12.00 monthly
Equity/Cash 52.53% $35,594,845.38 Number of Payments 360.00
Total Debt Required $32,171,048.19 Interest Rate (incl basis poin 7.0000%
LTV 47.47% Eff. Int. Rate 0.005833333
Plus .5% loan fee 0.50% $160,855.24 Annuity Factor 150.3075679
Total Loan $32,331,903.90 Monthly Payment $388,790.99
Loan Term 30 years Yearly Loan Payment $4,665,491.91
Payment Frequency 12.00 monthly Total Loan Cost @ end of Term $139,964,757.24
Number of Payments 360.00
Interest Rate (incl basis po 4.7500%
Eff. Int. Rate 0.003958333
Annuity Factor 191.7003941
Monthly Payment $168,658.52
Yearly Loan Payment $2,023,902.19
Total Loan Cost @ end of Term $60,717,065.59
BLOCK 81 EQUITY & FINANCING STRUCTURE
CONSTRUCTION LOAN
EQUITY PARTNERS (EB-5) PERMANENT FINANCING
USE ASSUMPTIONS GLOBAL INFO: HARD COSTS, SOFT COSTS, AND LAND/BUILDING DATA
BLOCK 81 FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND PROJECT CAPITAL COSTS
Level Tenant Lease Type Leased Area % of Center Lease Rate Base Rent NNN NNN Rent Total Rent Total Rent
(sq.ft.) ($/SF/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
1 Kaiser Dental NNN 10465 69.25% $2.17 $26.00 $22,674.17 $5.94 $5,180.18 $27,854.34 $334,252.10
1 Retail NNN 1540 10.19% $2.33 $28.00 $3,593.33 $5.94 $762.30 $4,355.63 $52,267.60
1 Retail NNN 1008 6.67% $2.33 $28.00 $2,352.00 $5.94 $498.96 $2,850.96 $34,211.52
1 Fitness Facility NNN 2100 13.90% $2.33 $28.00 $4,900.00 $5.94 $1,039.50 $5,939.50 $71,274.00
1 Lobby - 1008
1 Common Area - 2879
NLA 15113 Efficiency 79.54% Month Total $33,519.50 Month Total $7,480.94 Month Total $41,000.44
GLA 19000 Load Factor 1.26 Year Total $402,234.00 Year Total $89,771.22 Year Total $492,005.22
Level Room Type Quantity Unit Size Total RSF % of Center
($/SF) Monthly Income Yearly Income
2 Studio 8 500 4000 6.27% $2.25 $9,000.00 $108,000.00
Studio Deluxe 8 550 4400 6.90% $2.25 $9,900.00 $118,800.00
1 Bed, 1 Bath 2 680 1360 2.13% $2.25 $3,060.00 $36,720.00 2
2 Bed, 1 Bath 2 820 1640 2.57% $2.25 $3,690.00 $44,280.00 2
3 Studio 8 500 4000 6.27% $2.32 $9,270.00 $111,240.00 8
Studio Deluxe 8 550 4400 6.90% $2.32 $10,197.00 $122,364.00 8
1 Bed, 1 Bath 2 680 1360 2.13% $2.32 $3,151.80 $37,821.60 2
2 Bed, 1 Bath 2 820 1640 2.57% $2.32 $3,800.70 $45,608.40 2
4 Studio 8 500 4000 6.27% $2.39 $9,548.10 $114,577.20 8
Studio Deluxe 8 550 4400 6.90% $2.39 $10,502.91 $126,034.92 8
1 Bed, 1 Bath 2 680 1360 2.13% $2.39 $3,246.35 $38,956.25 2
2 Bed, 1 Bath 2 820 1640 2.57% $2.39 $3,914.72 $46,976.65 2
5 Studio 8 500 4000 6.27% $2.46 $9,834.54 $118,014.52 8
Studio Deluxe 8 550 4400 6.90% $2.46 $10,818.00 $129,815.97 8
1 Bed, 1 Bath 2 680 1360 2.13% $2.46 $3,343.74 $40,124.94 2
2 Bed, 1 Bath 2 820 1640 2.57% $2.46 $4,032.16 $48,385.95 2
6 Studio 8 550 4400 6.90% $2.53 $11,142.54 $133,710.45 8
1 Bed, 1 Bath 8 1050 8400 13.17% $2.53 $21,272.12 $255,265.40 8
2 Bed, 1 Bath 2 1130 2260 3.54% $2.53 $5,723.21 $68,678.55 2
2 Bed, 2 Bath 2 1570 3140 4.92% $2.53 $7,951.72 $95,420.64 4
Total Units & Avg Siz 100 725 86
NLA 63800 Efficiency 85.07% Month Total $153,399.62 Total Units 100 Stabilized Vacancy 7.0%
GLA 75000 Load Factor 1.18 Year Total $1,840,795.42 Average Size 725 Stabilized Avg $/SF $2.24
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
$874,373.30 $1,885,908.55 $1,990,599.46 $1,993,865.41 $2,054,338.94 $2,116,626.68 $2,180,783.05 $2,246,864.11 $2,314,927.61 $2,385,033.00 $2,457,241.56
1.09 2.36 2.49 2.49 2.57 1.19 1.22 1.26 1.30 1.34 1.38
0.41% 5.99% 6.56% 6.58% 6.91% 1.83% 2.18% 2.55% 2.92% 3.31% 3.71%
1.38% 19.95% 21.88% 21.94% 23.05% 6.10% 7.28% 8.49% 9.74% 11.03% 12.35%
-$18,151,227.61 $874,373.30 $1,885,908.55 $1,990,599.46 $1,993,865.41 $2,054,338.94 $2,116,626.68 $2,180,783.05 $2,246,864.11 $2,314,927.61 $2,385,033.00 $49,144,831.28
16.35%
-$5,445,368.28 -$1,016,878.26 -$5,343.01 $99,347.89 $102,613.84 $163,087.38 $332,120.09 $396,276.46 $462,357.52 $530,421.02 $600,526.41 $28,635,783.00
16.28%
Total Income
Market Rate Apartment Rent Roll
Unlevered IRR
Levered IRR
BLOCK 80 FINANCIAL SUMMARY
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NOI
Levered IRR Cash Flow
BLOCK 80 - MARKET RATE 55+ APARTMENTS RENT ROLL
Unlevered IRR Cash Flow
Building EfficiencyLeasable Areas
Lease Rate
Building Efficiency
DSCR
Main Level Rent Roll
ROE
Leasable Areas Rental Income Apartment Data Projected Rates
NNN IncomeRental Income
ROC
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Retail/Main Level Analysis
Income
Main Level $402,234.00 402,234.00 414,301.02 426,730.05 439,531.95 452,717.91 466,299.45 480,288.43 494,697.08 509,538.00 524,824.14
NNN Reimbursement $89,771.22 89,771.22 92,464.36 95,238.29 98,095.44 101,038.30 104,069.45 107,191.53 110,407.28 113,719.50 117,131.08
Other Income 10% 40,223.40 41,430.10 42,673.01 43,953.20 45,271.79 46,629.94 48,028.84 49,469.71 50,953.80 52,482.41
Total Main Level Income 532,228.62 548,195.48 564,641.34 581,580.58 599,028.00 616,998.84 635,508.81 654,574.07 674,211.29 694,437.63
Retail Operating Expense
Management fee 5% of Gross Lease (20,111.70) (20,715.05) (21,336.50) (21,976.60) (22,635.90) (23,314.97) (24,014.42) (24,734.85) (25,476.90) (26,241.21)
Maintenance & Repairs 5.0% of Gross Income (20,111.70) (20,715.05) (21,336.50) (21,976.60) (22,635.90) (23,314.97) (24,014.42) (24,734.85) (25,476.90) (26,241.21)
Total Operating Expenses (40,223.40) (41,430.10) (42,673.01) (43,953.20) (45,271.79) (46,629.94) (48,028.84) (49,469.71) (50,953.80) (52,482.41)
Op Exp ($/SF) 2.82 Year 3 NLA 15113 2.66 2.74 2.82 2.91 3.00 3.09 3.18 3.27 3.37 3.47
Retail Vacancy/Absorption
Dental Vacancy 10465 SF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Retail Vacancy Rate 10% 67% 33% 33% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
Retail Vacancy 4648 SF (109,124.53) (56,199.14) (57,885.11) (17,886.50) (18,423.09) (18,975.79) (19,545.06) (20,131.41) (20,735.35) (21,357.41)
Retail Turnover 10% Excludes Kaiser Dental Office 33% 33% 0% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%
Tenant Improvements $30 per SF (3 Year Leases) (46,480.00) (46,480.00) 0.00 (13,944.00) (13,944.00) (13,944.00) (13,944.00) (13,944.00) (13,944.00) (13,944.00)
Total Vacancy/Turnover (155,604.53) (102,679.14) (57,885.11) (31,830.50) (32,367.09) (32,919.79) (33,489.06) (34,075.41) (34,679.35) (35,301.41)
Retail Net Operating Income 336,400.69 404,086.24 464,083.23 505,796.89 521,389.12 537,449.11 553,990.90 571,028.95 588,578.14 606,653.80
Apartments Analysis
Income
Apartments $1,840,795.42 63800 SF NLA 1,840,795.42 1,896,019.28 1,952,899.86 2,011,486.86 2,071,831.46 2,133,986.41 2,198,006.00 2,263,946.18 2,331,864.56 2,401,820.50
Other Income 5% 92,039.77 94,800.96 97,644.99 100,574.34 103,591.57 106,699.32 109,900.30 113,197.31 116,593.23 120,091.03
Total Apartments Income 1,932,835.19 1,990,820.25 2,050,544.85 2,112,061.20 2,175,423.04 2,240,685.73 2,307,906.30 2,377,143.49 2,448,457.79 2,521,911.53
Apartment Operating Exp
Management fee 5% of Gross Income (96,641.76) (99,541.01) (102,527.24) (105,603.06) (108,771.15) (112,034.29) (115,395.31) (118,857.17) (122,422.89) (126,095.58)
Maintenance & Repairs 2.5% of Gross Income (48,320.88) (49,770.51) (51,263.62) (52,801.53) (54,385.58) (56,017.14) (57,697.66) (59,428.59) (61,211.44) (63,047.79)
Total Operating Expenses (144,962.64) (149,311.52) (153,790.86) (158,404.59) (163,156.73) (168,051.43) (173,092.97) (178,285.76) (183,634.33) (189,143.36)
Op Exp ($/SF) 2.41 Year 3 NLA 63800 2.27 2.34 2.41 2.48 2.56 2.63 2.71 2.79 2.88 2.96
Apartment Vacancy/Absorption
Vacancy Rate 7% 50.00% 3.00% 3.00% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00% 7.00%
Vacancy Cost (966,417.60) (59,724.61) (61,516.35) (147,844.28) (152,279.61) (156,848.00) (161,553.44) (166,400.04) (171,392.05) (176,533.81)
Apartment Turnover 25% Year 2 0% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%
Turnover Expense $0.50 per SF (1 Year Leases) 0.00 (7,975.00) (7,975.00) (7,975.00) (7,975.00) (7,975.00) (7,975.00) (7,975.00) (7,975.00) (7,975.00)
Total Vacancy/Turnover (966,417.60) (67,699.61) (69,491.35) (155,819.28) (160,254.61) (164,823.00) (169,528.44) (174,375.04) (179,367.05) (184,508.81)
Apartment Net Operating Income 821,454.96 1,773,809.12 1,827,262.64 1,797,837.33 1,852,011.70 1,907,811.30 1,965,284.89 2,024,482.68 2,085,456.41 2,148,259.35
Net Operating Income Cash Flow by Use
Estimated Gross Income
Retail $532,228.62 $548,195.48 $564,641.34 $581,580.58 $599,028.00 $616,998.84 $635,508.81 $654,574.07 $674,211.29 $694,437.63
Apartments $1,932,835.19 $1,990,820.25 $2,050,544.85 $2,112,061.20 $2,175,423.04 $2,240,685.73 $2,307,906.30 $2,377,143.49 $2,448,457.79 $2,521,911.53
Total $2,465,063.81 $2,539,015.73 $2,615,186.20 $2,693,641.78 $2,774,451.04 $2,857,684.57 $2,943,415.10 $3,031,717.56 $3,122,669.08 $3,216,349.16
Total Income ($/SF) $33.14 Year 3 NLA 78913 $31.24 $32.17 $33.14 $34.13 $35.16 $36.21 $37.30 $38.42 $39.57 $40.76
Operating Expenses
Retail ($40,223.40) ($41,430.10) ($42,673.01) ($43,953.20) ($45,271.79) ($46,629.94) ($48,028.84) ($49,469.71) ($50,953.80) ($52,482.41)
Apartments ($144,962.64) ($149,311.52) ($153,790.86) ($158,404.59) ($163,156.73) ($168,051.43) ($173,092.97) ($178,285.76) ($183,634.33) ($189,143.36)
Total 7.51% Year 3 ($185,186.04) ($190,741.62) ($196,463.87) ($202,357.79) ($208,428.52) ($214,681.37) ($221,121.82) ($227,755.47) ($234,588.13) ($241,625.78)
Total Exp ($/SF) $2.49 Year 3 NLA 78913 $2.35 $2.42 $2.49 $2.56 $2.64 $2.72 $2.80 $2.89 $2.97 $3.06
Vacancy & Turnover Expenses
Retail ($155,604.53) ($102,679.14) ($57,885.11) ($31,830.50) ($32,367.09) ($32,919.79) ($33,489.06) ($34,075.41) ($34,679.35) ($35,301.41)
Apartments ($966,417.60) ($67,699.61) ($69,491.35) ($155,819.28) ($160,254.61) ($164,823.00) ($169,528.44) ($174,375.04) ($179,367.05) ($184,508.81)
Total 4.87% Year 3 ($1,122,022.13) ($170,378.74) ($127,376.45) ($187,649.78) ($192,621.71) ($197,742.79) ($203,017.50) ($208,450.46) ($214,046.40) ($219,810.22)
Total Vacancy Exp ($/SF $1.61 Year 3 NLA 78913 $14.22 $2.16 $1.61 $2.38 $2.44 $2.51 $2.57 $2.64 $2.71 $2.79
Global Operating Expenses
Taxes 8.00% ($197,205.10) ($203,121.26) ($209,214.90) ($215,491.34) ($221,956.08) ($228,614.77) ($235,473.21) ($242,537.40) ($249,813.53) ($257,307.93)
Insurance 1.00% ($24,650.64) ($25,390.16) ($26,151.86) ($26,936.42) ($27,744.51) ($28,576.85) ($29,434.15) ($30,317.18) ($31,226.69) ($32,163.49)
Utilities 2.50% ($61,626.60) ($63,475.39) ($65,379.65) ($67,341.04) ($69,361.28) ($71,442.11) ($73,585.38) ($75,792.94) ($78,066.73) ($80,408.73)
Total Global Operating Expenses ($283,482.34) ($291,986.81) ($300,746.41) ($309,768.81) ($319,061.87) ($328,633.73) ($338,492.74) ($348,647.52) ($359,106.94) ($369,880.15)
Total Global Exp ($/SF) $3.81 Year 3 NLA 78913 $3.59 $3.70 $3.81 $3.93 $4.04 $4.16 $4.29 $4.42 $4.55 $4.69
Total Expenses 23.88% Year 3 ($1,590,690.51) ($653,107.17) ($624,586.74) ($699,776.37) ($720,112.09) ($741,057.89) ($762,632.05) ($784,853.45) ($807,741.48) ($831,316.15)
Total NOI $874,373.30 $1,885,908.55 $1,990,599.46 $1,993,865.41 $2,054,338.94 $2,116,626.68 $2,180,783.05 $2,246,864.11 $2,314,927.61 $2,385,033.00
BLOCK 80 EXPANDED FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Debt Coverage & Equity Payments
Construction Financing (Refinance at Year 5)
Cash flow before Debt Coverage $874,373.30 $1,885,908.55 $1,990,599.46 $1,993,865.41 $2,054,338.94
Debt Coverage ($799,334.11) ($799,334.11) ($799,334.11) ($799,334.11) ($799,334.11)
Debt Payoff ($12,572,347.44) ($12,365,740.33) ($12,149,102.88) ($11,921,948.14) ($11,683,765.51)
Cash Flow after Debt Coverage $75,039.20 $1,086,574.45 $1,191,265.35 $1,194,531.30 $1,255,004.83
Equity Partner # 1 (Balloon Payment Year 5)
Cash Flow before Equity Payment $75,039.20 $1,086,574.45 $1,191,265.35 $1,194,531.30 $1,255,004.83
Equity Partner Payment ($1,091,917.46) ($1,091,917.46) ($1,091,917.46) ($1,091,917.46) ($1,091,917.46)
Equity Partner Payoff ($5,442,248.76) ($5,438,444.84) ($5,433,806.37) ($5,428,150.27) ($5,421,253.27)
Cash Flow after Equity Payment ($1,016,878.26) ($5,343.01) $99,347.89 $102,613.84 $163,087.38
Refinanced Permanent Loan (Starts @ Year 5)
Cash flow before Debt Coverage $2,116,626.68 $2,180,783.05 $2,246,864.11 $2,314,927.61 $2,385,033.00
Debt Coverage ($1,784,506.59) ($1,784,506.59) ($1,784,506.59) ($1,784,506.59) ($1,784,506.59)
Debt Payoff ($20,718,481.06) ($20,373,334.22) ($20,003,236.69) ($19,606,384.78) ($19,180,844.41)
Cash Flow after Debt Coverage $332,120.09 $396,276.46 $462,357.52 $530,421.02 $600,526.41
Cash Flow after Debt & Equity ($1,016,878.26) ($5,343.01) $99,347.89 $102,613.84 $163,087.38 $332,120.09 $396,276.46 $462,357.52 $530,421.02 $600,526.41
Debt Service Coverage 1.09 2.36 2.49 2.49 2.57 1.19 1.22 1.26 1.30 1.34
Cash Return (after Debt Coverage but before Equity Payment) $75,039.20 $1,086,574.45 $1,191,265.35 $1,194,531.30 $1,255,004.83 $332,120.09 $396,276.46 $462,357.52 $530,421.02 $600,526.41
Return on Cost 0.41% 5.99% 6.56% 6.58% 6.91% 1.83% 2.18% 2.55% 2.92% 3.31%
Return on Equity 1.38% 19.95% 21.88% 21.94% 23.05% 6.10% 7.28% 8.49% 9.74% 11.03%
IRR Analysis Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cap Rate Year of Sale 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Assumed Building Value based on NOI before Debt Coverage $17,487,466.08 $37,718,171.08 $39,811,989.21 $39,877,308.20 $41,086,778.84 $42,332,533.61 $43,615,661.02 $44,937,282.25 $46,298,552.12 $47,700,660.08
Estimated Property Taxes 0.50% $87,437.33 $188,590.86 $199,059.95 $199,386.54 $205,433.89 $211,662.67 $218,078.31 $224,686.41 $231,492.76 $238,503.30
Assumed Property Tax $197,205.10 $203,121.26 $209,214.90 $215,491.34 $221,956.08 $228,614.77 $235,473.21 $242,537.40 $249,813.53 $257,307.93
Check Assumption 2.26 1.08 1.05 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08
Sale Expenses 5% ($874,373.30) ($1,885,908.55) ($1,990,599.46) ($1,993,865.41) ($2,054,338.94) ($2,116,626.68) ($2,180,783.05) ($2,246,864.11) ($2,314,927.61) ($2,385,033.00)
Unlevered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale $16,613,092.77 $35,832,262.52 $37,821,389.75 $37,883,442.79 $39,032,439.90 $40,215,906.93 $41,434,877.97 $42,690,418.14 $43,983,624.51 $45,315,627.08
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + Cash Flow before Debt Service) ($18,151,227.61) $17,487,466.08 $37,718,171.08 $39,811,989.21 $39,877,308.20 $41,086,778.84 $42,332,533.61 $43,615,661.02 $44,937,282.25 $46,298,552.12 $47,700,660.08
Unlevered IRR by Year of Sale Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Year 10 IRR 16.91% 10 ($18,151,227.61) $874,373.30 $1,885,908.55 $1,990,599.46 $1,993,865.41 $2,054,338.94 $2,116,626.68 $2,180,783.05 $2,246,864.11 $2,314,927.61 $47,700,660.08
Levered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale $16,613,092.77 $35,832,262.52 $37,821,389.75 $37,883,442.79 $39,032,439.90 $40,215,906.93 $41,434,877.97 $42,690,418.14 $43,983,624.51 $45,315,627.08
Debt Payoff ($18,014,596.20) ($17,804,185.17) ($17,582,909.25) ($17,350,098.41) ($17,105,018.78) ($20,718,481.06) ($20,373,334.22) ($20,003,236.69) ($19,606,384.78) ($19,180,844.41)
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + NOI after Debt Service - Debt Payoff) ($5,445,368.28) ($2,418,381.69) $18,022,734.34 $20,337,828.39 $20,635,958.23 $22,090,508.50 $19,829,545.96 $21,457,820.21 $23,149,538.97 $24,907,660.75 $26,735,309.08
Levered IRR by Year of Sale 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Year 10 IRR 16.92% 10 ($5,445,368.28) ($1,016,878.26) ($5,343.01) $99,347.89 $102,613.84 $163,087.38 $332,120.09 $396,276.46 $462,357.52 $530,421.02 $26,735,309.08
FINANCIAL RETURNS
GLOBAL INFO: HARD COSTS, SOFT COSTS, AND LAND & BUILDING DATA
Land & Building Data Gross Efficiency Net
Total Acreage 43560 0.92 40000 Retail Mgmt Fee 5% of Gross Lease
Max. Footprint 40000 47.50% 19000 Retail Tenant Impr $30 per SF (3 to 5 Year Leases)
Retail Area 19000 79.54% 15113 Retail Maint & Rep 5.0% of Gross Income
Apartments Area 75000 85.07% 63800 Stabilized Vacanc 10.0% Year 4
Total Building Area 94000 83.95% 78913 Retail Turnover 10.0% Year 4
FAR (Max of 9-to-1) 94000 2.35 40000 Kaiser Dental Ren $26.00 per SF
Hard Costs & Land/Purchase Price Base Rent $28.00 per SF
Area (SF) or % Cost/SF Total Cost
Land Value 40000 $63 $2,500,000.00 Apts Mgmt Fee 5% of Gross Income
Air Rights Purchase 40000 $0 $0.00 Apts Maint & Repa 2.5% of Gross Income
Parking Structure - - - Stabilized Vacanc 7.0% Year 4
Apartment Turnov 25.0% Year 2
Allocation of Park Costs 40000 $50 $2,000,000.00 Turnover Cost $0.50 per SF (Painting/Repairs)
Building Shell 94000 $120.00 $11,280,000.00 Base Rent $2.25 per SF
Interior FF&E 94000 $0.00 $0.00
LEED Gold Premium 10% $12 $1,128,000.00 Property Taxes 8.00% of EGI = $197,205.10
Atrium Garden 3700 $15 $55,500.00 Insurance 1.00% of EGI = $24,650.64
Const. Contingency 3% $4 $373,905.00 Utilities 2.50% of EGI = $61,626.60
Total Hard Costs 97,700 $152 $14,837,405.00 Assumed NNN $5.94 per SF
Improved Value Subtotal 97,700 $177 $17,337,405.00 Actual NNN Expen $5.94 per SF $283,482.34
Soft Costs During Site Acquisition Rent Escalation 3.00% per Year
Description Fee Rate Purchase Price Fees Expense Escalatio 3.00% per Year
Realtor Commissions 0.00% $2,500,000.00 $0.00 Including in Parking Structure
Initial Lawyer's Fees 0.00% $2,500,000.00 $0.00
Total Intial Soft Costs $0.00
Soft Costs based on Construction Costs
Description Fee Rate Const. Cost Fees
Subtotal $2,485,265.34 $26.44
Soft Costs based on Improved Values
Total Soft Costs 22.33% $3,313,822.61 $33.92
Total Project Values
Description Cost/SF Total Costs
Purchase Price $0.00 $0.00
Hard Costs $151.87 $14,837,405.00
Soft Costs $33.92 $3,313,822.61
Total Project Value by Costs $185.79 $18,151,227.61
Total Project Value by Costs $18,151,227.61 Refinance Year/Pa 5 60
Equity/Cash 30% $5,445,368.28 Construction Loan Payoff $11,683,765.51
Equity Investor Return 20.00% $1,091,917.46 Equity Partner Payoff $5,421,253.27
Equity Investor Payoff 10 Year -$5,473,806.30 Developer Takeoff 13% $5,135,847.36
Total Payoff Required $22,240,866.14
Total Debt Required $12,705,859.33
Plus .5% loan fee 0.50% $63,529.30 Assumed Property Value Prior to Refinance Year $41,086,778.84
Total Loan $12,769,388.63 54.13%
Loan Term 30 years Project Equity $18,845,912.71
Payment Frequency 12.00 monthly
Number of Payments 360.00 Total Debt Required $22,240,866.14
Interest Rate (incl basis poin 4.7500% Plus .5% loan fee 0.75% $111,204.33
Eff. Int. Rate 0.003958333 Total Loan $22,352,070.47
Annuity Factor 191.7003941 Loan Term 30 years
Monthly Payment $66,611.18 Payment Frequenc 12.00 monthly
Yearly Loan Payment $799,334.11 Number of Payme 360.00
Interest Rate (incl b 7.0000%
Private Equity Required $5,445,368.28 Eff. Int. Rate 0.005833333
Loan Term 30 years Annuity Factor 150.3075679
Payment Frequency 12.00 monthly Monthly Payment $148,708.88
Number of Payments 360.00 Yearly Loan Payment $1,784,506.59
Interest Rate (incl basis poin 20.0000% Total Loan Cost @ end of Term $53,535,197.72
Eff. Int. Rate 1.67%
Annuity Factor 59.84373534
Monthly Payment $90,993.12
Yearly Loan Payment $1,091,917.46
ADW
Percentage of Building Shell
Director's Park
JE Dunn
ADW
JE Dunn
USE ASSUMPTIONS
Retail
BLOCK 80 FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND CAPITAL COSTS
Basis/Comments
Refer to Parking Structure Proforma
Refer to Parking Structure Proforma
Refer to Parking Structure Proforma
EQUITY PARTNERS (Private Financing)
PERMANENT FINANCINGCONSTRUCTION LOAN
Apartments
Global Operating Expenses
BLOCK 80 FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS AND CAPITAL COSTS
Block 79 600 Multnomah Office Tower
Floor Tenant Lease Type Net Rentable Area % Base Rent NNN Gross Area % of Gross
Office % of Office ($/SF/Year) ($/Yr) ($/SF/Year) office
8 - 20 Kaiser NNN 238,680                      62.8% $27 $6,444,360 $11.64 265,200              50.18%
2 Office Tenant NNN 28,305                        7.4% $28 $792,540 $11.64 33,300                5.95%
3 Office Tenant NNN 22,610                        5.9% $28 $633,080 $11.64 26,600                4.75%
4 Office Tenant NNN 22,610                        5.9% $28 $633,080 $11.64 26,600                4.75%
5 Office Tenant NNN 22,610                        5.9% $28 $633,080 $11.64 26,600                4.75%
6 Office Tenant NNN 22,610                        5.9% $28 $633,080 $11.64 26,600                4.75%
7 Office Tenant NNN 22,610                           5.9% $28 $633,080 $11.64 26,600                  4.75%
Office Total Office 380,035                         100.0% $10,402,300 431,500                79.89%
Retail % of Retail retail
1 Retail Tenants NNN 19,980                        100% $28 $559,440 33,300                  4.20%
Mezz Common NNN -                                  0% $0 $0 $4.50 10,880                  0.00%
Retail Total Retail 19,980                           100% $559,440 44,180                  0.00%
% of Gross sf
Common Area Common 75,665                           16%
% of Gross sf
Building Total NRA All 400,015                         84.1% $10,961,740 475,680                (incl mezzanine)
INPUT CELLS IN GREEN Metric Source
Project Details & Assumptions
Building Size 475,680                 sf
Kaiser Office Efficiency 90%
Multitenant Office Efficiency 85%
Retail Efficiency 60%
NRA Office 380,035                 calc
NRA Retail 19,980                   calc
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11
Kaiser+15% at delivery; then 10%/yr until 1.5% 22% 12% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy 1.5% at stabilization
Retail Turnover Vacancy 20.0% PLACEHOLDER
General Vacancy 5.0% /yr
Rent Growth 3.5% /yr
Expense Growth 2.5% /yr
Office Rent 28.00$                   /sf/yr nnn
Kaiser Rent 27.00$                   /sf/yr nnn
Retail Rent 28.00$                   /sf/yr nnn PLACEHOLDER
Misc. Revenue 0% % of Gross Rev WAG
Office NNN 11.64$                   /sf/yr nnn BOMA EER report, low end of range ($11.64 - $13.43), including tax/ins, for office rentable area
Retail NNN 4.50$                     /sf/yr nnn PLACEHOLDER
Project Cost
Land Cost 5,000,000$             Assumption
Cost shell /sf 135 /sf JT
Cost shell 64,216,800$           calc
Contingency 3,210,840$             5%
Common Elements/sf 30$                        /sf Peter Andrews
Common Elements 2,269,950$             calc
TI /sf 40$                        /sf Peter Andrews
TI 16,000,600$           calc
Soft Costs 25%  of Hard Costs Peter Andrews
Soft Costs + SDCs 17,895,309$           calc
Sitework 250,000$               JT
Loan Fee 615,708$               0.75%
Developer Fee 5,472,960$              5% Deferred to year 4
Total Project Cost 109,459,207$          calc
230$                         /sf
Leasing Commissions 5%
Reserves 0.40$                       $/sf/yr
Debt Summary
Construction Loan Rate 4.50% US Bank
Construction Loan LTC 75% US Bank
Construction Loan Amount 82,094,405.28$      calc from LTC
Construction Loan Payment ($3,694,248) calc
Perm LTV 75% US Bank
Perm Rate 7% Assumption
Perm Amortization 30 years US Bank
Perm Loan Amount 113,932,167$         calc
Perm Payment ($9,181,383.61) calc
Equity Summary
Our Dvelopment Company Equity 1,000,000$             PS
Equity Return 18% ABE!
Equity Required 26,364,802$           calc
Disposition
Cap Rate for sale 7.00% 1st & Main sale + .5%
Sale Price 200,593,818$         calc
Sale Expense ($10,029,691) 5%
Proceeds before Debt 190,564,127$         
Loan Payoff (113,932,006)$        calc
Net Sale Proceeds After Debt 76,632,121$            calc
Rent Roll
Project Details & Assumptions
Block 79 600 Multnomah Office Tower
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
GROSS REVENUE
Office
Potential Rent 10,402,300 10,766,381 11,143,204 11,533,216 11,936,879 12,354,669 12,787,083 13,234,631 13,697,843 14,177,267 14,673,471
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy (2,308,817) (1,312,988) (167,148) (172,998) (179,053) (185,320) (191,806) (198,519) (205,468) (212,659) (220,102)
Scheduled Base Rent 8,093,483 9,453,393 10,976,056 11,360,218 11,757,825 12,169,349 12,595,276 13,036,111 13,492,375 13,964,608 14,453,369
Expense Reimbursement Revenue 4,423,607 4,534,198 4,647,553 4,763,741 4,882,835 5,004,906 5,130,028 5,258,279 5,389,736 5,524,479 5,662,591
Potential Gross Revenue 12,517,090 13,987,590 15,623,608 16,123,959 16,640,660 17,174,255 17,725,305 18,294,390 18,882,111 19,489,088 20,115,961
General Vacancy (625,855) (699,380) (781,180) (806,198) (832,033) (858,713) (886,265) (914,720) (944,106) (974,454) (1,005,798)
Total Office Effective Gross Revenue 11,891,236 13,288,211 14,842,428 15,317,761 15,808,627 16,315,542 16,839,040 17,379,671 17,938,006 18,514,633 19,110,163
Retail
Potential Rent 559,440 579,020 599,286 620,261 641,970 664,439 687,695 711,764 736,676 762,459 789,145
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy (111,888) (115,804) (119,857) (124,052) (128,394) (132,888) (137,539) (142,353) (147,335) (152,492) (157,829)
Scheduled Base Rent 447,552 463,216 479,429 496,209 513,576 531,551 550,156 569,411 589,341 609,967 631,316
Expense Reimbursement Revenue 89,910 92,158 94,462 96,823 99,244 101,725 104,268 106,875 109,547 112,285 115,092
Potential Gross Revenue 537,462 555,374 573,891 593,032 612,820 633,276 654,424 676,286 698,887 722,253 746,409
General Vacancy (26,873) (27,769) (28,695) (29,652) (30,641) (31,664) (32,721) (33,814) (34,944) (36,113) (37,320)
Total Retail Effective Gross Revenue 510,589 527,605 545,196 563,381 582,179 601,612 621,703 642,472 663,943 686,140 709,088
Total Effective Gross Revenue 12,401,824 13,815,816 15,387,624 15,881,142 16,390,806 16,917,155 17,460,742 18,022,142 18,601,948 19,200,773 19,819,251
OPERATING EXPENSES
Office Operating Expenses (4,423,607) (4,534,198) (4,647,553) (4,763,741) (4,882,835) (5,004,906) (5,130,028) (5,258,279) (5,389,736) (5,524,479) (5,662,591)
Retail Operating Expenses (89,910) (92,158) (94,462) (96,823) (99,244) (101,725) (104,268) (106,875) (109,547) (112,285) (115,092)
Total  Operating Expenses (4,513,517) (4,626,355) (4,742,014) (4,860,565) (4,982,079) (5,106,631) (5,234,296) (5,365,154) (5,499,283) (5,636,765) (5,777,684)
NOI
Office NOI 7,467,628 8,754,013 10,194,875 10,554,020 10,925,792 11,310,636 11,709,011 12,121,392 12,548,269 12,990,154 13,447,571
Retail NOI 420,679 435,448 450,734 466,557 482,935 499,888 517,434 535,597 554,396 573,855 593,996
Total NOI 7,888,307 9,189,461 10,645,610 11,020,577 11,408,728 11,810,524 12,226,446 12,656,988 13,102,666 13,564,009 14,041,567
LEASING & CAPITAL COSTSLease Activity: 15.0% 10.0% 10.0% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%
Leasing Commissions (420,016) (280,011) (280,011) (42,002) (42,002) (42,002) (42,002) (42,002) (42,002) (42,002) (42,002)
Reserves (190,272) (190,272) (190,272) (190,272) (190,272) (190,272) (190,272) (190,272) (190,272) (190,272) (190,272)
Total Capital Costs (610,288) (470,283) (470,283) (232,274) (232,274) (232,274) (232,274) (232,274) (232,274) (232,274) (232,274)
CASH FLOW AVAILABLE FOR DEBT 7,278,019 8,719,178 10,175,327 10,788,303 11,176,454 11,578,250 11,994,172 12,424,715 12,870,392 13,331,735 13,809,294
DEBT SERVICE Const/Miniperm Refi out equity partner
DEBT SERVICE 82,094,405 113,932,167
Debt Service (3,694,248) (3,694,248) (3,694,248) (9,181,384) (9,181,384) (9,181,384) (9,181,384) (9,181,384) (9,181,384) (9,181,384) (9,181,384)
Total Free Cash Flow After Debt Service 3,583,771 5,024,930 6,481,079 1,606,920 1,995,070 2,396,867 2,812,789 3,243,331 3,689,008 4,150,351 4,627,910
Equity Partner 26,364,802 Takeout Equity
Equity Return (4,745,664) (6,116,698) (6,033,951)
Total Free Cash Flow After Equity Partner (1,161,893) (1,091,768) 447,128 7,079,880 1,995,070 2,396,867 2,812,789 3,243,331 3,689,008 4,150,351 4,627,910
RETURNS
Cash Flow for Unlevered IRR(108,843,499) 7,278,019 8,719,178 10,175,327 10,788,303 11,176,454 11,578,250 11,994,172 12,424,715 12,870,392 203,895,862 13,809,294
Unlevered IRR 13.5%
Cash Flow for Levered IRR (26,364,802) 3,583,771 5,024,930 6,481,079 1,606,920 1,995,070 2,396,867 2,812,789 3,243,331 3,689,008 80,782,472 4,627,910
Levered IRR 21.06%
DSCR 2.14 2.49 2.88 1.20 1.24 1.29 1.33 1.38 1.43 1.48 1.53
Return on Cost 3.3% 4.6% 5.9% 1.5% 1.8% 2.2% 2.6% 3.0% 3.4% 3.8% 4.2%
Return on Equity 13.1% 18.4% 23.7% 5.9% 7.3% 8.8% 10.3% 11.9% 13.5% 15.2% 16.9%
NET PROCEEDS IF SOLD ($1,403,611.49) $16,254,902.37 $36,016,924.71 $41,105,767.28 $46,373,523.78 $51,826,476.32 $57,471,127.37 $63,314,207.52 $69,362,683.43 $75,623,766.16 $82,104,919.69
10-Year Cash Flow
Block 74 The Bramel Commons (105 Mixed Income Apartments)
INPUT CELLS IN GREEN Metric Source
Project Details & Assumptions
Building Size 106,735                sf
Building Efficiency 60%
Retail Efficiency 100%
NRA Affordable 59,041                  calc
NRA Retail 5,000                    calc
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11
0% 0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy 0.0% at stabilization
General Vacancy 7.0% /yr
Rent Growth 2.0% /yr
Expense Growth 3.0% /yr
Affordable Studio Rent 1.23$                    /sf/mo Reversed Engineered from OHCS proforma
Affordable 1 BR Rent 1.24$                    /sf/mo Reversed Engineered from OHCS proforma
Market Studio Rent 1.87$                    /sf/mo Market Analysis
Market 1 BR Rent 1.91$                    /sf/mo Market Analysis
Retail Rent 28.00$                  /sf/yr nnn
Additional Revenue -$                      unit/mo To Be Inserted
Misc. Revenue 0% % of Gross Rev To Be Inserted
Operating Expense PUPY at Year 1 - Affordable 5,000 of Gross Revenue The Original Formula is Changed here to escalated expenses at PUPY basis rather than % of Gross Revenue basis
Operating Expense PUPY at Year 1 - Market 1,160 of Gross Revenue The Original Formula is Changed here to escalated expenses at PUPY basis rather than % of Gross Revenue basis
Retail Expenses 4.50$                    /sf/yr nnn
Project Cost
Land Cost 2,500,000$           Assumption
Cost per GSF 157.80$                /key JT
Cost 16,842,783$         calc
Common Elements/sf -$                      /sf
Common Elements -$                      calc
TI /sf -$                      /sf
TI -$                      calc
Soft Costs 25%  of Hard Costs
Soft Costs 4,210,696$           calc
Sitework 150,000$              JT
I 75,533$                1%
Developer Fee 4,196,296$            15%
Total Project Cost 27,975,308$          calc
262$                       /sf
Debt Summary
Rate 7.5% Home Forward 9% Stephens Creek Crossing Proforma
Term 30 years Typical
LTC 27% Reversed engineered from OHCS Proforma + market rate adjustment
Loan Amount 7,553,333$           calc from LTC
Payment ($639,550) calc
Public and Tax Credit Equity Summary
Tax Credit Equity 8,199,180$           From OHCS Proforma
Portland Housing Bureau Grant or Soft Debt 10,000,000$         Assumption
Equity Summary
Equity Required 2,222,795$           calc
Disposition
Cap Rate for sale 7.50% Based on past discussion with LIHTC appraisers but these properties rarely change hands
Sale Price 13,795,897$         calc
Sale Expense ($689,795) 5%
Proceeds before Debt 13,106,102$         
Loan Payoff ($6,519,888) calc
Net Sale Proceeds After Debt 6,586,215$            calc
SF # of Units Total NRA % of NRA ($/SF/mo) Base Rent Base Rent Gross Area % of Gross
Residential Units ($/Mo) ($/Year)
Studios - Affordable 545                       7 3,815                                6.5% $1.23 $4,690 $56,280.00 6,358             5.96%
1 BR - Affordable 560                       60 33,600                              56.9% $1.24 $41,820 $501,840.00 56,000           52.47%
Studios - Market 547                       8 4,376                                7.4% $1.87 $8,183 $98,197.44 7,293             6.83%
1 BR - Market 575                       30 17,250                              29.2% $1.91 $32,948 $395,370.00 28,750           26.94%
Residential Total 105 59,041                                 100.0% $82,951 $1,051,687.44 98,402            92.19%
Retail % of Retail retail
Ground Floor 2,500                    2 5,000                                100% $28 $19,444 $233,333 8,333             4.68%
Retail Total Retail 5,000                                   100% $19,444 $233,333 8,333              4.68%
% of Gross sf
Common Area Common 42,694                                 40%
% of Gross sf
Building Total All 106,735                               100.0% $316,284 106,735          
Mixed-Income Housing Rent Roll
Project Details & Assumptions
Block 74 The Bramel Commons (105 Mixed Income Apartments)
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
GROSS REVENUE
Mixed-Income Housing
Potential Rent 1,051,687 1,072,721 1,094,176 1,116,059 1,138,380 1,161,148 1,184,371 1,208,058 1,232,219 1,256,864
Additional Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scheduled Revenue 1,051,687 1,072,721 1,094,176 1,116,059 1,138,380 1,161,148 1,184,371 1,208,058 1,232,219 1,256,864
Ancillary Income 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Potential Gross Revenue 1,051,687 1,072,721 1,094,176 1,116,059 1,138,380 1,161,148 1,184,371 1,208,058 1,232,219 1,256,864
General Vacancy (73,618) (75,090) (76,592) (78,124) (79,687) (81,280) (82,906) (84,564) (86,255) (87,980)
Total Mixed Income Apartment Effective Gross Revenue978,069 997,631 1,017,583 1,037,935 1,058,694 1,079,868 1,101,465 1,123,494 1,145,964 1,168,883
Retail
Potential Rent 233,333 238,000 242,760 247,615 252,568 257,619 262,771 268,027 273,387 278,855
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scheduled Base Rent 233,333 238,000 242,760 247,615 252,568 257,619 262,771 268,027 273,387 278,855
Expense Reimbursement Revenue 22,500 23,175 23,870 24,586 25,324 26,084 26,866 27,672 28,502 29,357
Potential Gross Revenue 255,833 261,175 266,630 272,202 277,891 283,703 289,637 295,699 301,890 308,212
General Vacancy (17,908) (18,282) (18,664) (19,054) (19,452) (19,859) (20,275) (20,699) (21,132) (21,575)
Total Retail Effective Gross Revenue 260,425 266,068 271,836 277,734 283,763 289,927 296,229 302,672 309,260 315,995
Total Effective Gross Revenue 1,238,494 1,263,698 1,289,420 1,315,669 1,342,457 1,369,795 1,397,694 1,426,166 1,455,224 1,484,878
OPERATING EXPENSES
Affordable Housing Operating Expenses (335,000) (345,050) (355,402) (366,064) (377,045) (388,357) (400,008) (412,008) (424,368) (437,099)
Market Housing Operating Expenses (44,080) (45,402) (46,764) (48,167) (49,612) (51,101) (52,634) (54,213) (55,839) (57,514)
Retail Operating Expenses (22,500) (23,175) (23,870) (24,586) (25,324) (26,084) (26,866) (27,672) (28,502) (29,357)
Total  Operating Expenses (401,580) (413,627) (426,036) (438,817) (451,982) (465,541) (479,508) (493,893) (508,710) (523,971)
NOI
Affordable Housing NOI 643,069 652,581 662,182 671,871 681,648 691,511 701,457 711,486 721,596 731,784
Retail NOI 237,925 242,893 247,966 253,147 258,439 263,843 269,363 275,000 280,757 286,637
Total NOI 880,994 895,473 910,148 925,019 940,087 955,354 970,820 986,486 1,002,353 1,018,422
CAPITAL COSTS
Reserves
Total Capital Costs $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
CASH FLOW AVAILABLE FOR DEBT 880,994 895,473 910,148 925,019 940,087 955,354 970,820 986,486 1,002,353 1,018,422
DEBT SERVICE
Debt Service (639,550) (639,550) (639,550) (639,550) (639,550) (639,550) (639,550) (639,550) (639,550) (639,550)
Total Free Cash Flow After Debt Service 241,444 255,923 270,598 285,469 300,537 315,804 331,270 346,936 362,803 378,872
RETURNS
Cash Flow for Unlevered IRR Calc(27,975,308) 880,994 895,473 910,148 925,019 940,087 955,354 970,820 986,486 1,002,353 14,124,524
Unlevered IRR -2.6%
Cash Flow with Debt for Levered IRR Calc(2,222,795) 241,444 255,923 270,598 285,469 300,537 315,804 331,270 346,936 362,803 378,872
Levered IRR 5.98%
DSCR 1.38 1.40 1.42 1.45 1.47 1.49 1.52 1.54 1.57 1.59
Return on Cost 0.9% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1.1% 1.1% 1.2% 1.2% 1.3% 1.4%
Return on Equity 10.9% 11.5% 12.2% 12.8% 13.5% 14.2% 14.9% 15.6% 16.3% 17.0%
10-Year Cash Flow
Block 74 The Elanor Market Rate Apartments
Level Room Type Quantity Unit Size Total RSF ($/SF) ($/Month/Unit) Yearly Income
1 Retail 1 2880 3168 3168 $2.19 $6,300.00 $83,160.00
Retail 1 1680 1848 1848 $2.26 $3,800.00 $50,160.00
Retail 1 3860 4246 4246 $2.10 $8,100.00 $106,920.00
2 Retail 1 4200 4620 4620 $2.00 $8,400.00 $110,880.00
Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.00 $1,100.00 $72,600.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.00 $1,300.00 $34,320.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.01 $1,575.00 $41,580.00
2 bed 1 850 935 935 $2.00 $1,700.00 $22,440.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.04 $2,300.00 $30,360.00
3 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.00 $1,100.00 $72,600.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.00 $1,300.00 $34,320.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.10 $1,650.00 $43,560.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.06 $1,750.00 $23,100.00
Studio w/Balcony 2 660 726 1452 $2.15 $1,420.00 $37,488.00
2 bed w/ Balcony 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.13 $2,400.00 $31,680.00
2 bed deluxe w/ Balcony 1 1410 1551 1551 $2.13 $3,000.00 $39,600.00
4 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.05 $1,130.00 $74,580.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.05 $1,335.00 $35,244.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.15 $1,685.00 $44,484.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.11 $1,795.00 $23,694.00
Studio w/Balcony 2 660 726 1452 $2.20 $1,450.00 $38,280.00
2 bed w/ Balcony 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.18 $2,450.00 $32,340.00
2 bed deluxe w/ Balcony 1 1410 1551 1551 $2.18 $3,075.00 $40,590.00
5 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.11 $1,160.00 $76,560.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.11 $1,370.00 $36,168.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.19 $1,720.00 $45,408.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.16 $1,840.00 $24,288.00
Studio w/Balcony 2 660 726 1452 $2.23 $1,475.00 $38,940.00
2 bed w/ Balcony 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.18 $2,450.00 $32,340.00
2 bed deluxe w/ Balcony 1 1410 1551 1551 $2.20 $3,100.00 $40,920.00
6 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.16 $1,190.00 $78,540.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.16 $1,405.00 $37,092.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.24 $1,755.00 $46,332.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.22 $1,885.00 $24,882.00
Studio w/Balcony 2 660 726 1452 $2.27 $1,500.00 $39,600.00
2 bed w/ Balcony 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.22 $2,500.00 $33,000.00
2 bed deluxe w/ Balcony 1 1410 1551 1551 $2.30 $3,250.00 $42,900.00
7 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.22 $1,220.00 $80,520.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.22 $1,440.00 $38,016.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.28 $1,790.00 $47,256.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.27 $1,930.00 $25,476.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.22 $2,500.00 $33,000.00
8 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.27 $1,250.00 $82,500.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.27 $1,475.00 $38,940.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.32 $1,825.00 $48,180.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.32 $1,975.00 $26,070.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.26 $2,545.00 $33,594.00
9 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.33 $1,280.00 $84,480.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.32 $1,510.00 $39,864.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.37 $1,860.00 $49,104.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.38 $2,020.00 $26,664.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.30 $2,590.00 $34,188.00
10 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.38 $1,310.00 $86,460.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.38 $1,545.00 $40,788.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.41 $1,895.00 $50,028.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.43 $2,065.00 $27,258.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.34 $2,635.00 $34,782.00
11 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.44 $1,340.00 $88,440.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.43 $1,580.00 $41,712.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.46 $1,930.00 $50,952.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.48 $2,110.00 $27,852.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.38 $2,680.00 $35,376.00
12 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.49 $1,370.00 $90,420.00
Rent Roll
Block 74 The Elanor Market Rate Apartments
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.48 $1,615.00 $42,636.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.50 $1,965.00 $51,876.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.54 $2,155.00 $28,446.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.42 $2,725.00 $35,970.00
13 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.55 $1,400.00 $92,400.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.54 $1,650.00 $43,560.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.55 $2,000.00 $52,800.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.59 $2,200.00 $29,040.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.46 $2,770.00 $36,564.00
14 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.60 $1,430.00 $94,380.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.59 $1,685.00 $44,484.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.59 $2,035.00 $53,724.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.64 $2,245.00 $29,634.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.50 $2,815.00 $37,158.00
15 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.65 $1,460.00 $96,360.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.65 $1,720.00 $45,408.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.64 $2,070.00 $54,648.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.69 $2,290.00 $30,228.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.54 $2,860.00 $37,752.00
16 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.71 $1,490.00 $98,340.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.70 $1,755.00 $46,332.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.68 $2,105.00 $55,572.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.75 $2,335.00 $30,822.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.58 $2,905.00 $38,346.00
17 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.76 $1,520.00 $100,320.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.75 $1,790.00 $47,256.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.73 $2,140.00 $56,496.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.80 $2,380.00 $31,416.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.62 $2,950.00 $38,940.00
18 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.82 $1,550.00 $102,300.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.81 $1,825.00 $48,180.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.77 $2,175.00 $57,420.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.85 $2,425.00 $32,010.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.66 $2,995.00 $39,534.00
19 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.87 $1,580.00 $104,280.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.86 $1,860.00 $49,104.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.82 $2,210.00 $58,344.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.91 $2,470.00 $32,604.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.70 $3,040.00 $40,128.00
20 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.93 $1,610.00 $106,260.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.92 $1,895.00 $50,028.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.86 $2,245.00 $59,268.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $2.96 $2,515.00 $33,198.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.74 $3,085.00 $40,722.00
21 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $2.98 $1,640.00 $108,240.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $2.97 $1,930.00 $50,952.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.90 $2,280.00 $60,192.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $3.01 $2,560.00 $33,792.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.78 $3,130.00 $41,316.00
22 Studio 5 550 605 3025 $3.04 $1,670.00 $110,220.00
1 Bed 2 650 715 1430 $3.02 $1,965.00 $51,876.00
1 Bed deluxe 2 785 863.5 1727 $2.95 $2,315.00 $61,116.00
1 Bed w/ Balcony 1 850 935 935 $3.06 $2,605.00 $34,386.00
2 bed deluxe 1 1125 1237.5 1237.5 $2.82 $3,175.00 $41,910.00
Total Apartment Units: 243 Apartment Total $5,560,038.00
Retail Total $351,120.00
Block 74 The Elanor Market Rate Apartments
Total Retail Income $351,120.00
Total Apartment Income $5,560,038.00
Total Combined Income $5,911,158.00
Total Leased Floor Area 201338.5
Total Floor Area Bldg 253650
Percentage of Area Used 79.38%
Load Factor 1.26
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Apartment Tower
Potential Rent $5,560,038.00 $5,726,839.14 $5,898,644.31 $6,075,603.64 $6,257,871.75 $6,445,607.91 $6,638,976.14 $6,838,145.43 $7,043,289.79 $7,254,588.48
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy ($1,390,009.50) ($85,902.59) ($88,479.66) ($91,134.05) ($93,868.08) ($96,684.12) ($99,584.64) ($102,572.18) ($105,649.35) ($108,818.83)
Scheduled Base Rent $4,170,028.50 $5,640,936.55 $5,810,164.65 $5,984,469.59 $6,164,003.68 $6,348,923.79 $6,539,391.50 $6,735,573.25 $6,937,640.44 $7,145,769.66
Plus: Misc income $166,801.14 $169,228.10 $176,959.33 $182,268.11 $187,736.15 $193,368.24 $199,169.28 $205,144.36 $211,298.69 $217,637.65
Effective Annual Income $4,336,829.64 $5,810,164.65 $5,987,123.98 $6,166,737.70 $6,351,739.83 $6,542,292.02 $6,738,560.78 $6,940,717.61 $7,148,939.14 $7,363,407.31
Retail
Potential Rent $351,120.00 $361,653.60 $372,503.21 $383,678.30 $395,188.65 $407,044.31 $419,255.64 $431,833.31 $444,788.31 $458,131.96
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy ($70,224.00) ($18,082.68) ($5,587.55) ($5,755.17) ($5,927.83) ($6,105.66) ($6,288.83) ($6,477.50) ($6,671.82) ($6,871.98)
Scheduled Base Rent $280,896.00 $343,570.92 $366,915.66 $377,923.13 $389,260.82 $400,938.65 $412,966.81 $425,355.81 $438,116.49 $451,259.98
NNN Expense Reimbursement Revenue $137,025.00 $141,135.75 $145,369.82 $149,730.92 $154,222.84 $158,849.53 $163,615.02 $168,523.47 $173,579.17 $178,786.55
Potential Gross Revenue $417,921.00 $484,706.67 $512,285.48 $527,654.05 $543,483.67 $559,788.18 $576,581.82 $593,879.28 $611,695.66 $630,046.53
General Vacancy ($20,896.05) ($24,235.33) ($25,614.27) ($26,382.70) ($27,174.18) ($27,989.41) ($28,829.09) ($29,693.96) ($30,584.78) ($31,502.33)
Total Retail Effective Gross Revenue $397,024.95 $460,471.34 $486,671.21 $501,271.34 $516,309.48 $531,798.77 $547,752.73 $564,185.31 $581,110.87 $598,544.20
Total Effective Gross Revenue $4,733,854.59 $6,270,635.99 $6,473,795.19 $6,668,009.04 $6,868,049.31 $7,074,090.79 $7,286,313.52 $7,504,902.92 $7,730,050.01 $7,961,951.51
OPERATING EXPENSES
Apartment Operating Expenses ($1,656,849.11) ($2,194,722.60) ($2,265,828.32) ($2,333,803.16) ($2,403,817.26) ($2,475,931.78) ($2,550,209.73) ($2,626,716.02) ($2,705,517.50) ($2,786,683.03)
Retail Operating Expenses ($27,791.75) ($32,232.99) ($34,066.98) ($35,088.99) ($36,141.66) ($37,225.91) ($38,342.69) ($39,492.97) ($40,677.76) ($41,898.09)
Total  Operating Expenses ($1,684,640.85) ($2,226,955.59) ($2,299,895.30) ($2,368,892.16) ($2,439,958.92) ($2,513,157.69) ($2,588,552.42) ($2,666,208.99) ($2,746,195.26) ($2,828,581.12)
NOI
Apartment NOI $2,679,980.53 $3,615,442.05 $3,721,295.66 $3,832,934.53 $3,947,922.57 $4,066,360.25 $4,188,351.05 $4,314,001.59 $4,443,421.63 $4,576,724.28
Retail NOI $369,233.20 $428,238.34 $452,604.22 $466,182.35 $480,167.82 $494,572.86 $509,410.04 $524,692.34 $540,433.11 $556,646.11
Total NOI $3,049,213.74 $4,043,680.40 $4,173,899.89 $4,299,116.88 $4,428,090.39 $4,560,933.10 $4,697,761.09 $4,838,693.93 $4,983,854.75 $5,133,370.39
DEBT SERVICE
Debt Service (1,798,562) (1,798,562) (1,798,562) (1,798,562) (1,798,562) (1,798,562) (1,798,562) (1,798,562) (1,798,562) (1,798,562)
Total Free Cash Flow After Debt Service 1,250,652 2,245,118 2,375,338 2,500,555 2,629,528 2,762,371 2,899,199 3,040,132 3,185,293 3,334,808
RETURNS
Cap rate year of sale 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0% 6.0%
Assumed building value $50,820,228.95 $67,394,673.29 $69,564,998.12 $71,651,948.06 $73,801,506.50 $76,015,551.70 $78,296,018.25 $80,644,898.80 $83,064,245.76 $85,556,173.13
Cash Flow for Unlevered IRR ($56,687,063.95) $3,049,213.74 $4,043,680.40 $4,173,899.89 $4,299,116.88 $4,428,090.39 $4,560,933.10 $4,697,761.09 $4,838,693.93 $4,983,854.75 $90,689,543.52
Unlevered IRR 10.63%
Cash Flow for Levered IRR ($27,390,488.95) $1,250,651.80 $2,245,118.46 $2,375,337.95 $2,500,554.94 $2,629,528.45 $2,762,371.16 $2,899,199.15 $3,040,131.99 $3,185,292.80 $61,217,593.49
Levered IRR 14.5%
DSCR 1.70 2.25 2.32 2.39 2.46 2.54 2.61 2.69 2.77 2.85
Return on Cost 2.21% 3.96% 4.19% 4.41% 4.64% 4.87% 5.11% 5.36% 5.62% 5.88%
Return on Equity 4.6% 8.2% 8.7% 9.1% 9.6% 10.1% 10.6% 11.1% 11.6% 12.2%
INPUT CELLS IN GREEN Metric Source
Project Details & Assumptions
Building Size 253,650                     sf
NRA Apartments 179,102                     calc
NRA Retail 9,262                         calc
10-Year cash flow
Project Details & Assumptions
Block 74 The Elanor Market Rate Apartments
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11
20% 5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy 1.5% at stabilization
General Vacancy 5.0% /yr
Rent Growth 3.0% /yr
Expense Growth 3.0% /yr
Misc. Revenue 0% % of Gross Rev WAG
Retail NNN 4.50$                         /sf/yr nnn
Project Cost
Land Cost 2,500,000$                Assumption
Construction Cost 165 /sf JT
Total Hard Construction Cost 41,852,250$              calc
Soft Costs 22%  of Hard Costs Assumption
Soft Costs 9,207,495$                calc
Sitework (Planters, Walkways, Etc) -$                           JT
Loan Fee 292,966$                   1%
Developer Fee 2,834,353$                  5%
Total Project Cost 56,687,064$                calc
223$                              /sf
Debt Summary
Rate 4.5%
Term 30 months
LTC 70%
Loan Amount 29,296,575.00$         calc from LTC
Payment ($1,798,562) calc
Equity Summary
Equity Required 27,390,489$              calc
Disposition
Cap Rate for sale 6.00%
Sale Price 85,556,173$                calc
Sale Expense ($4,277,809) 5%
Proceeds before Debt 81,278,364$              
Loan Payoff ($23,395,579) calc
Net Sale Proceeds After Debt 57,882,785$                calc
Block 75 The Margaret Senior Housing Complex
SF # of Units Total NRA % of NRA Base Rent Base Rent Gross Area % of Gross
Residential Units ($/Mo) ($/Year)
Memory 250                   30 7,500                                 14.0% $150,000 $1,800,000.00 12,500            14.02%
AL Studio 375                   40 15,000                               28.0% $150,000 $1,800,000.00 25,000            28.04%
AL 1 BR 500                   55 27,500                               51.4% $275,000 $3,300,000.00 45,833            51.40%
AL 2 BR 700                   5 3,500                                 6.5% $35,000 $420,000.00 5,833              6.54%
Residential Total 130 53,500                                  100.0% $460,000 $5,520,000.00 $42,462 Rental Rev/Unit 89,167            100.00%
Retail % of Retail retail
Ground Floor -                    0 -                                     #DIV/0! $0 $0 $0 -                  0.00%
Retail Total Retail -                                        #DIV/0! $0 $0 -                  0.00%
% of Gross sf
Common Area Common 35,667                                  40%
% of Gross sf
Building Total All 89,167                                  100.0% $460,000 89,167            
Project Details & Assumptions
INPUT CELLS IN GREEN Metric Source
Project Details & Assumptions
Building Size 89,167              sf
Building Efficiency 60%
Retail Efficiency 100%
NRA Senior 53,500              calc
NRA Retail -                    calc
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11
50% 30% 10.0% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5% 1.5%
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy 1.5% at stabilization
General Vacancy 5.0% /yr
Rent Growth 3.5% /yr
Expense Growth 3.0% /yr
Reserves 0.40$                /sf/yr
Memory Rent 20.00$              /sf/mo Tigard Market Study +
Assisted Rent 10.00$              /sf/mo Tigard Market Study +
Retail Rent -$                  /sf/yr nnn na
Additional Care Revenue 500$                 unit/mo Tigard Market Study+
Misc. Revenue 3% % of Gross Rev Guest meals, Pet rent, Move-in fees, etc.
Operating Expense Ratio 54% of Gross Revenue 60% Rembold, 40% Legacy/Emeritus Mgmt
Retail Expenses -$                  /sf/yr nnn na
Project Cost
Land Cost 5,000,000$       Assumption
Hard Cost per GSF 119.50$            /sf JT - JE Dunn
Hard Cost 10,655,417$     calc
Common Elements/sf 11.00$              /sf KB
Common Elements FFE 980,833$          FFE calc
TI /sf -$                  /sf
TI -$                  calc
Soft Cost % 25%  of Hard Costs
Soft Cost 2,663,854$       calc
Sitework 150,000$          JT - JE Dunn
Loan Fee 86,339$            0.75% US bank
Developer Fee 604,220$           3%
Total Project Cost 20,140,663$    calc
226$                  /sf
Debt Summary
Construction Loan Rate 4.75% US Bank
Construction LTC 70% Max US Bank
Construction Loan Amount 11,511,913$     calc from LTC
Construction Loan Payment I/O ($546,816) calc
Refi Rate 7% Assumption
Refi Amortization 30 US Bank
Refi LTV 75% refi yr 5 US Bank
Refi Loan Amount 19,140,663$     calc- MIN from LTC or takeout of construction+EB5
Refi Payment ($1,542,477) calc
Equity Summary
Our development company 1,000,000$       PS
Equity Summary (EB-5)
Direct ops Jobs 60 KB
Indirect & induced ops Jobs 30 1.5 multiplier per RIMSII
Construction indirect Jobs 93 8 ind jobs per $1M per RIMSII
Total Jobs for calc 183 calc
EB-5 Funds 7,628,750$       Jobs/12*$500,000
Interest Only EB-5 Payment 228,863$          3% Honest Abe
Total Equity 8,628,750$       calc
Disposition
Cap Rate for sale 8.00% Kali
Sale Price 42,327,580$     calc
Sale Expense ($2,116,379) 5%
Proceeds before Debt 40,211,201$     
Loan Payoff ($9,263,621) calc
Net Sale Proceeds After Debt 30,947,580$    calc
Senior Housing Rent Roll
Block 75 The Margaret Senior Housing Complex
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
GROSS REVENUE
Senior Housing
Potential Rent 5,520,000 5,713,200 5,913,162 6,120,123 6,334,327 6,556,028 6,785,489 7,022,982 7,268,786 7,523,193 7,786,505
Additional Care Revenue 780,000 807,300 835,556 864,800 895,068 926,395 958,819 992,378 1,027,111 1,063,060 1,100,267
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy(3,150,000) (1,956,150) (674,872) (104,774) (108,441) (112,236) (116,165) (120,230) (124,438) (128,794) (133,302)
Scheduled Revenue 2,370,000 3,757,050 5,238,290 6,015,349 6,225,886 6,443,792 6,669,325 6,902,751 7,144,347 7,394,400 7,653,204
Ancillary Income 71,100 73,233 75,430 77,693 80,024 82,424 84,897 87,444 90,067 92,769 95,552
Potential Gross Revenue 2,441,100 3,830,283 5,313,720 6,093,042 6,305,910 6,526,216 6,754,222 6,990,195 7,234,415 7,487,169 7,748,756
General Vacancy (122,055) (191,514) (265,686) (304,652) (315,295) (326,311) (337,711) (349,510) (361,721) (374,358) (387,438)
Total Senior Housing Effective Gross Revenue2,319,045 3,638,769 5,048,034 5,788,390 5,990,614 6,199,906 6,416,511 6,640,685 6,872,694 7,112,811 7,361,318
Retail
Potential Rent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Absorption and Turnover Vacancy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Scheduled Base Rent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Expense Reimbursement Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Potential Gross Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
General Vacancy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total Retail Effective Gross Revenue 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total Effective Gross Revenue 2,319,045 3,638,769 5,048,034 5,788,390 5,990,614 6,199,906 6,416,511 6,640,685 6,872,694 7,112,811 7,361,318
OPERATING EXPENSES
Senior Housing Operating Expenses (1,252,284) (1,964,935) (2,725,938) (3,125,730) (3,234,932) (3,347,949) (3,464,916) (3,585,970) (3,711,255) (3,840,918) (3,975,112)
Retail Operating Expenses 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total  Operating Expenses (1,252,284) (1,964,935) (2,725,938) (3,125,730) (3,234,932) (3,347,949) (3,464,916) (3,585,970) (3,711,255) (3,840,918) (3,975,112)
NOI
Senior Housing NOI 1,066,761 1,673,834 2,322,096 2,662,659 2,755,683 2,851,957 2,951,595 3,054,715 3,161,439 3,271,893 3,386,206
Retail NOI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total NOI 1,066,761 1,673,834 2,322,096 2,662,659 2,755,683 2,851,957 2,951,595 3,054,715 3,161,439 3,271,893 3,386,206
CAPITAL COSTS
Reserves $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667
Total Capital Costs $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667 $35,667
CASH FLOW AVAILABLE FOR DEBT 1,102,427 1,709,500 2,357,762 2,698,326 2,791,349 2,887,623 2,987,262 3,090,382 3,197,106 3,307,560 3,421,873
DEBT SERVICE Refi
Loan Amount 11,511,913 19,140,663
Debt Service (546,816) (546,816) (546,816) (546,816) (1,542,477) (1,542,477) (1,542,477) (1,542,477) (1,542,477) (1,542,477) (1,542,477)
Total Free Cash Flow After Debt Service 555,611 1,162,684 1,810,947 2,151,510 1,248,872 1,345,146 1,444,784 1,547,905 1,654,629 1,765,082 1,879,396
EQUITY FUNDS
EB-5 7,628,750 (228,863) (228,863) (228,863) (228,863) (228,863)
Total Free Cash Flow After Equity Payments 326,749 933,822 1,582,084 1,922,648 1,020,009 1,345,146 1,444,784 1,547,905 1,654,629 1,765,082 1,879,396
RETURNS
Cash Flow for Unlevered IRR Calc########## 1,102,427 1,709,500 2,357,762 2,698,326 2,791,349 2,887,623 2,987,262 3,090,382 3,197,106 43,518,760 3,421,873
Unlevered IRR 16.3%
Cash Flow with Debt for Levered IRR Calc(8,628,750) 555,611 1,162,684 1,810,947 2,151,510 1,248,872 1,345,146 1,444,784 1,547,905 1,654,629 32,712,662 1,879,396
Levered IRR 23.73%
DSCR 2.02 3.13 4.31 4.93 1.81 1.87 1.94 2.00 2.07 2.14 2.22
Return on Cost 2.8% 5.8% 9.0% 10.7% 6.2% 6.7% 7.2% 7.7% 8.2% 8.8% 9.3%
Return on Equity 6.4% 13.5% 21.0% 24.9% 14.5% 15.6% 16.7% 17.9% 19.2% 20.5% 21.8%
10-Year Cash Flow
Block 73 - Kaiser Permanente Building Renovation
Tenant Lease Type Leased Area % of Center Base Rent NNN NNN Rent Total Rent Total Rent
(sq.ft.) ($/SF/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
Restaurant NNN 5500 26.83% $2.17 $26.00 $11,916.67 $10.00 $4,583.33 $16,500.00 $198,000.00
Retail NNN 5000 24.39% $2.17 $26.00 $10,833.33 $10.00 $4,166.67 $15,000.00 $180,000.00
Retail NNN 5000 24.39% $2.17 $26.00 $10,833.33 $10.00 $4,166.67 $15,000.00 $180,000.00
Retail NNN 5000 24.39% $2.17 $26.00 $10,833.33 $10.00 $4,166.67 $15,000.00 $180,000.00
Lobby - 1000
NLA 20500 Efficiency 93.18% Month Total $44,416.67 Month Total $17,083.33 Month Total $61,500.00
GLA 22000 Load Factor 1.07 Year Total $533,000.00 Year Total $205,000.00 Year Total $738,000.00
Tenant Type Lease Type Unit Size % of Center Base Rent NNN NNN Rent Total Rent Total Rent
($/SF/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/SF/Year) ($/Month) ($/Month) ($/Year)
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Office NNN 21000 7.95% $1.92 $23.00 $40,250.00 $10.00 $17,500.00 $57,750.00 $693,000.00
Total Units & Avg Size
NLA 231000 Efficiency 87.50% Month Total $442,750.00 Month Total $192,500.00 Month Total $635,250.00
GLA 264000 Load Factor 1.14 Year Total $5,313,000.00 Year Total $2,310,000.00 Year Total $7,623,000.00
Office Rent Roll
Lease Rate
Leasable Areas Building Efficiency Rental Income NNN Income Total Income
Total Income
RENOVATED KAISER OFFICE TOWER RENT ROLL
Main Level Retail Rent Roll
Lease Rate
Leasable Areas Building Efficiency Rental Income NNN Income
Block 73 - Kaiser Permanente Building Renovation
Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
NOI $2,894,761 $6,668,437 $7,056,940 $7,268,648 $7,486,708 $7,711,309 $7,942,648 $8,180,928 $8,426,355 $8,679,146
DSCR 2.17 5.00 5.29 5.44 5.61 5.78 5.95 6.13 6.31 6.50
ROC 1.86% 6.37% 6.83% 7.08% 7.34% 7.61% 7.89% 8.17% 8.47% 8.77%
ROE 2.32% 7.94% 8.52% 8.83% 9.16% 9.49% 9.84% 10.19% 10.56% 10.93%
Unlevered IRR Cash Flow ($83,770,849) $2,894,761 $6,668,437 $7,056,940 $7,268,648 $7,486,708 $7,711,309 $7,942,648 $8,180,928 $8,426,355 $114,835,953
Unlevered IRR 9.89%
Levered IRR Cash Flow ($67,174,091) $1,559,799 $5,333,475 $5,721,979 $5,933,687 $6,151,746 $6,376,347 $6,607,687 $6,845,966 $7,091,394 $99,152,102
Levered IRR 10.47%
Debt Service Coverage 2.17 5.00 5.29 5.44 5.61 5.78 5.95 6.13 6.31 6.50
Cash Return (after Debt Coverage but before Equity Payment) $1,559,799 $5,333,475 $5,721,979 $5,933,687 $6,151,746 $6,376,347 $6,607,687 $6,845,966 $7,091,394 $7,344,185
Return on Cost 1.86% 6.37% 6.83% 7.08% 7.34% 7.61% 7.89% 8.17% 8.47% 8.77%
Return on Equity 2.32% 7.94% 8.52% 8.83% 9.16% 9.49% 9.84% 10.19% 10.56% 10.93%
IRR Analysis Year 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cap Rate Year of Sale 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8%
Assumed Building Value based on NOI before Debt Coverage $83,355,462 $88,211,751 $90,858,103 $93,583,846 $96,391,362 $99,283,103 $102,261,596 $105,329,444 $108,489,327 $111,744,007
Estimated Property Taxes $416,777 $441,059 $454,291 $467,919 $481,957 $496,416 $511,308 $526,647 $542,447 $558,720
Sale Expenses 5% ($4,167,773) ($4,410,588) ($4,542,905) ($4,679,192) ($4,819,568) ($4,964,155) ($5,113,080) ($5,266,472) ($5,424,466) ($5,587,200)
Unlevered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale $79,187,689 $83,801,163 $86,315,198 $88,904,654 $91,571,794 $94,318,948 $97,148,516 $100,062,971 $103,064,861 $106,156,806
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + Cash Flow before Debt Service) ($83,770,849) $82,082,449 $90,469,600 $93,372,138 $96,173,302 $99,058,501 $102,030,256 $105,091,164 $108,243,899 $111,491,216 $114,835,953
Unlevered IRR by Year of Sale Year $0 $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 $8 $9 $10
Year 10 IRR 9.89% 10 ($83,770,849) $2,894,761 $6,668,437 $7,056,940 $7,268,648 $7,486,708 $7,711,309 $7,942,648 $8,180,928 $8,426,355 $114,835,953
Levered IRR Cash Flows
Proceeds after Sale $79,187,689 $83,801,163 $86,315,198 $88,904,654 $91,571,794 $94,318,948 $97,148,516 $100,062,971 $103,064,861 $106,156,806
Loan Payoff (DEBT AND EQUITY) ($16,551,378) ($16,369,243) ($16,173,942) ($15,964,522) ($15,739,963) ($15,499,171) ($15,240,972) ($14,964,108) ($14,667,230) ($14,348,890)
Final Cash Flow (Sale Proceeds + NOI after Debt Service - Debt Payoff) ($67,174,091) $64,196,110 $72,765,395 $75,863,235 $78,873,819 $81,983,577 $85,196,124 $88,515,230 $91,944,829 $95,489,025 $99,152,102
Levered IRR by Year of Sale $0 $1 $2 $3 $4 $5 $6 $7 $8 $9 $10
Year 10 IRR 10.47% 10 ($67,174,091) $1,559,799 $5,333,475 $5,721,979 $5,933,687 $6,151,746 $6,376,347 $6,607,687 $6,845,966 $7,091,394 $99,152,102
FINANCIAL RETURNS
FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF RENOVATED KAISER OFFICE TOWER
Block 73 - Kaiser Permanente Building Renovation
Retail Land & Building Data Efficiency
Retail Mgmt Fee 5% of Gross Lease Total Acreage 43560 0.92 40000
Retail Tenant Imprv. $30 per SF (3 to 5 Year Leases) Max. Footprint 40000 55.00% 22000
Retail Maint & Repair 5.0% of Gross Income Retail Area 22000 93.18% 20500
Stabilized Vacancy 10.0% Year 4 Office Area 264000 87.50% 231000
Retail Turnover 10.0% Year 4 Total Building Area 286000 87.94% 251500
Base Rent $26.00 per SF FAR (Max of 9-to-1) 286000 7.15 40000
Office Hard Costs & Land/Purchase Price Area (SF) or % Cost/SF Total Cost
Office Mgmt Fee 5% of Gross Income Land & Building Value 40000 $518 $20,724,363
Office Maint & Repair 2.5% of Gross Income Air Rights Purchase 40000 $0 $0.00
Stabilized Vacancy 7.0% Year 4 Parking Structure - - $46,449,727.55
Office Turnover 25.0% Year 2 Kaiser's Parking Share 23% $10,556,756.26
Turnover Cost $0.50 per SF (Painting/Repairs) MAST's Parking Share 77% $35,892,971.29
Base Rent $23.00 per SF Allocation of Park Costs 40000 $0 $0.00
Global Operating Expenses Structural Renovation 286000 $10.00 $2,860,000.00
Assumed NNN $10.00 per SF Architectural Renovation 286000 $35.00 $10,010,000.00
Rent Escalation 3.00% per Year LEED Gold Premium 5% $1 $143,000.00
Expense Escalation 3.00% per Year Const. Contingency 5% $2 $650,650.00
Total Hard Costs 286,000 $48 $13,663,650.00
Improved Value Subtotal 286,000 $283 $80,837,740.98
Total Project Value by Costs $83,770,849.38 Soft Costs During Site Acquisition
Description Fee Rate Purchase Price Fees
Kaiser's Equity Investment 24.74% $20,724,363.43 Realtor Commissions 0.00% $20,724,363.43 $0.00
Kaiser's Parking Equity 22.73% $10,556,756.26 Initial Lawyer's Fees 0.50% $20,724,363.43 $103,621.82
Kaiser's Total Equity $31,281,119.70 Total Intial Soft Costs $0.36 $103,621.82
Return Rate 0.0% $0.00 Soft Costs based on Construction Costs
Remaining Project Value $52,489,729.69 Subtotal $6.09 $1,742,115.38
Basis/Comments Soft Costs based on Improved Values
MAST's Equity 77.27% $35,892,971.29 Need a source for building sales to value this. Class C OfficeInsurance Cos s 0.50% $1.41 $404,188.70
Remaining Project Value $16,596,758.40 Refer to Parking Structure ProformaDevelope 's Fee 5.00% $2.39 $683,182.50
Rolled in from Joint VentureSubtotal $3.80 $1,087,371.20
Total JV Equity 80% $67,174,090.98 Total Soft Costs 21.47% $10.26 $2,933,108.40
Total Project Values
Total Debt Required $16,596,758.40 Director's Park Description Cost/SF Total Costs
Plus .75% loan fee 0.75% $124,475.69 JE Dunn Purchase Price $234.87 $67,174,090.98
Total Loan $16,721,234.09 Hard Costs $47.78 $13,663,650.00
Loan Term 30 years Percentage of Building ShellSoft Costs $10.26 $2,933,108.40
Loan Term 30 years ADW Total Project Value by Costs $292.91 $83,770,849.38
Interest Rate (incl basis points) 4.7500%
GLOBAL INFO: HARD COSTS, SOFT COSTS, AND LAND & BUILDING DATA
CONSTRUCTION LOAN
USE ASSUMPTIONS
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